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INTRODUCTION & MESSAGE

Dear all,

    More than two years have passed since the book "The Great Truth" was posted on website 

giwho.com; indeed it was a difficult period for me. Honestly, after I finished writing the The 

Great Truth book, I thought I would never be able to write another book. Because of that, I hope 

the book will bring an explosion, helpful knowledge and joy to many people. But in fact it did 

not happen; I was so disappointed and sad because the book still lied quietly in a corner of the 

vast internet information that many people are not interested. Until one day, after reading the 

book, my daughter’s friend has asked me: “what We should do next?” A glimpse surprised and I 

suddenly realized this was my own question. From that moment, I realized that everything I 

presented in The Great Truth book was just initial concepts and cannot tell all the most important

truth yet. I understand that there are many things about God that I have not known, there is many

hidden truth but I cannot find yet. I thought if I just stopped understanding at “The Great 

Truth”book, it will not help me and others to get where they want to go. I already asked God and 

He said that “My beloved son, you should understand that, your next issue is not doing 

anything, because doing is action of illusional and impermanent physics.Your current issue 

is what you should think and what you aware about instead of what you should do”

Another time in the clan chat, my niece said that "Anyone follow genuine spiritual pursuit, that

person is never rich, they always had difficulty and obstacles. She is afraid of that”.Indeed, 

this is diligent observation; the word of my niece was just a knife stabbing into my heart. I was 

really shocked because her words reflected my own state, I experienced that my nephew’s 

statement was not wrong. Actually, before I heard what she said, I never thought that I was 

pursuing something called spiritual. Before that, I am very uncomfortable with this word because

I assumed that talking about spirituality just like superstition. But since that day, the word 

"spiritual" has always haunted me, so I was thinking about my current situation thoroughly and 

then I realized that I had indeed been pursuing spiritual.

And since then, I always ask the question what is spirituality? Why do people pursue 

spirituality always encounter suffering, misery, poverty, strenuous, arduous etc.especially 

religious founder? I always wonder whether spirit is actually source of great happiness, or source

of pain and misery. I wonder if the pursuit of spirit is pursuing liberation and seeking salvation. 
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So why in reality, I have seen whoever pursues spirit are following misfortune and poverty. From

this reality of fact, it urges me to explain the true meaning of being related to spiritual matters. I 

think if people do not understand the truths of the so-called spirituality, there will not many 

couragous people pursue spirituality. And once again, I brought these questions to God and He 

said “My beloved son, do you know that? In fact, from the beginning until now, no one has 

asked me what is spirituality? Human asked me many different questions in variety of 

topics; however, there is no question about what is spirituality? If any, I mentioned this 

word in my messages, but not many people care about its meaning. It is not the fact that 

people are not interested in the spiritual sense, but they thought that they had known it. 

And now with you, with your question, my word has unchanged that I have answered all 

my questions before your prayer. All answers are inside your questions, yours questions are

also your reply.

Do you know? Human always ask God for explanation about this and that, about this truth

and others.  Actually, before they ask questions, they always want me to answer according 

to their knowledge, religious views that they learn in book and their prejudices. People do 

not give me a free space to answer according to my truth. People always want me to answer

according to their own understanding, in order to affirm their existing knowledge. Not 

many people come to me, ask me questions without preconceived ideas. Not many people in

the world ask me questions with a sincere heart to seek the truth. Normally, they come to 

me, ask questions, but they hope that I will answer them according to their expectation and

ego-self. Due to above reasons, so far I never have a chance to reveal a perfect truth 

through praying.

You should know: God never answer any questions people that it can cover the whole truth 

and that is also the truth. If all human’s questions are addressed to God with a sincere 

heart and absolute trust, people will automatically understand in silence, understand in the

sacred and that true understanding"

- Dear God: human can only know the truth through meditation. 

"No, it is not true; meditation is just one of countless different ways that we have used to 

communicate the truth to people. You should know, meditation, ask questions directly 

through telepathic means or in any way, it is very difficult for man to reach the truth from 

God. Their existing in their mind is the biggest barrier that prevents them from 
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approaching the truth from God. In present, it is not easy for man to get a complete blank 

mind. I was just able to get the truth from the inner true self of man, with a passion and on-

going visualization of a subject on a certain question. The truth coming from true self of 

every human being is also the truth of God. 

I will show you in a specific example of yourself. It was time when you wrote the book “The

Great truth", you had asked me a lot of questions, but I told you that you should read all 

the documents included religious scriptures. Actually, what you got after doing research 

those books was just more quality questions, but not the explanation. And since the 

question what? Why? What is it? Etc. you got your passionate pursuit during day and 

night; the answer appeared in your mind. On that day, you assumed that you figured out, 

in fact, your knowledge was not from thinking, it was visualization the inner true-self.

 Thinking is reprogramming human knowledge which is accumulated during the life span. 

But the knowledge appearing from true self is truth of God, it is also known as creativity. 

Understanding from the collected thoughts from prior subconscious knowledge called 

patent.

 -Albert Einstein is the most typical person of inner contemplation true self. He was very 

wise to use the studied knowledge from schools, books, and other people in order to create 

the questions for himself.

In fact, truth of God has been displayed everywhere and all over the place in each aspect of 

human life. It came from prophet and My messengers; it shows in the bible, books, 

language, character, literature, poetry, painting, music, leaves, flowers, trees, and the rain 

and snow flower. It shows in the murmur of the waves, the whisper of the sunny day, cold 

winter nights, also in the footstep of lonely traveler, in the cries of the bereaved mother, in 

sadness of teen girl... I tell you, if you take the time to observe all things, all issues 

happened around you without judgment, try to brainstorm then you will know the truth 

about God. In fact, that is not everything, sometimes there are some individuals receive my 

true messages through Revelation (Revelational messages are information in dreams). 

Messages from Revelation always has true meaning, it comes from My wishes which is not 

forced by humans. However, humans always ignore this information for themselves.”
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It was the words of God: Answer is not answer, non-answer is answering everything. Indeed, We 

can imagine God as a super player (chess) at the same time; God can play chess with billions of 

people and depending on the level of each person, and God will play the appropriate steps 

suitable for players. So, in real life, we realize that there are many different types of Mr., Mrs. 

God, wise God, superstitious God, and angry God who likes punishment; bias God or One loves 

offer gifts. In fact, man invented a God according to his own preference.

In this small book, I hope you will join me, we will together find out the real personality 

of God. Besides, we will learn truth that God concealed us and why He concealed those truths?
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PART I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND THE TRUTH 

It was over 11,500 thousand years since intelligent man’s presence have been on earth, it 

was same time that language existed with human. We have often said that language is used to 

communicate in order to help people understand each other. Indeed, God created language not 

just for human communication and life purposes. Language also hides a greater significance; it is

conveyance or hidden truth about God. In every language of each clan, each country, it all show 

His truth in that language. We just need observe and think, we will see the truth. 

In this book, the author can only explain conveyance or hidden meaning in Vietnamese 

language.



1 - Is there how many trinities?

A- The 3 highest universal trinities:

-The first:

  Includes the Spirit of God, the Creator, who is the first and the last, "Alpha and Omega" Tai 

Chi, Supreme God etc.

-The second: 

Is Father of God, , created by the spirit of God, Tai Chi called this Supreme creates First Yang----

The third: 

Mother of God, created by the spirit of God, Tai Chi called this Supreme creates First Yin
The process of creation of Father of God and Mother of God also known in Tai Chi as Supreme 

creates duality.
Father God and Mother God’ physical body also called Thánh Thể Ngọc Hoàng Thượng Đế.The 

3 highest universal trinities includes: Spirit of God, Father God and Mother God. These 3 

trinities are just one because Spirit of God is also Father God and Mother God’s consciousness. 

These 3 trinities are also known as 3 Trinity Highest God, 3 High Trinity and Supreme God.
B- Division of God Trinity
-The first trinity: includes Spirit of God, Father God, and Mother God. According to 

Christianity, Father God is the first person in the universe.

-The second trinity: includes Son of God. According to Christianity is Son of God.
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-The third trinity: Grandchildren of God, I do. In the words of Christians, they are Holy angels

All grandchildren of God and millions of generations are considered Holy angels. Division of 

God trinity has no level and power division in order to get benefit from the trinity. Son of God, 

grandchildren of God, grand grandchildren of God, all of them was born which are unchanged 

fates.

Besides, in real life, we realize there is much expression in trinity: Trinity of each individual, the 

body - mind - soul. Trinity: subconscious-RPLI- transcendental conscious, trinity: mind - words -

action etc. Even the daily acts of Buddha, also known as Mudra has shown respect the Highest 

Trinity God- Giving his hand, two fingers swept-back and three fingers raised. 



2 - What is Spirituality? 

    Spirituality is a word that carries two meanings with same purpose

- “Tâm” is shortcut word of center

-“ Linh “is shortcut word of spirituality

Spirituality is center of the soul, the soul of God, and that is God. Besides, its meaning is God, 

spirituality also implicit another meaning for human Off-center from the word soul. 

-“Tâm” is shortcut word of soul

“Linh” is shortcut word of inspiration
Soul is origin of all emotion, from absolute love to respect and trust. Pursuing spirituality also 

means pursuing God. But in present, we can only feel about God through faith of soul. God can 

only inspire and exist through great belief which comes from soul; it can’t be inspirational 

through mind. The inspiration of God through faith, people will be aware of God’s truth in their 

minds. 

-Pursuing the spirituality is pursuit of God, seeking God. 

-The spiritual world is God's world. 

-The spiritual ability is God’s ability

-Spiritual Development is developing the relationship with God. 

-Spiritual technology is the technology of God. 
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3 - Why is He called Ông Trời (God)?

Ông Trời has been thought as God. It is the truth, however, Ông Trời is not only God but it also 

has many meanings.
 Ông means grandfather, great grandfather, Trời is God

The title of Ông Trời has different meaning, and it is understood that Trời is grandfather. God is 

actually our grandfather but now Father of God we used to call. Jesus Christ and a few others 

call Him as Father is correct, however we should call Him grandfather.

This is the true meaning of the term referred to “Ông Trời”.



4 –What is the meaning of Man, Human beings, humanity?

- Man:

   “Con” is a child, “Người” is God. Then “con người” is meant to be God’s children. Thus, the 

meaning of “con người” is all chilren of God.

We already know, a grandfather can still call his grandchildren as “con”. A grandfather can call 

his children as “con”. Grandfather and grandmother can call their children and grandchildren as 

“con “as well.

 - Human beings

-“Loài “is the species. 

-“Người” denotes God

So “Loài người “is understood as one of His species. The meanings in Loài Người denote that 

we are one species of God.
-Human kind (Nhân loại)

-Nhân: here be understood in two ways, one is: people; two is: who is the center. 

-Loại: is removed, detached. 

So, Mankind means being far removed from the center, the heart center is also means soul, the 

universal center is God.
In short, humanity is only those who are separated from God, not in union with God.
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5-What is Ethics? 

Ethics is a word derived according to Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching (Lao Tzu is the 

embodiment of God, the Great truth book’s chapter about author).

A-Daodism

Dao described in Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching can be considered as the original Daodism

Daodism means spirit of God, spirit is the energy, consciousness, knowledge, wisdom and 

original knowledge and Daodism was also the first energy source used to create the universe. In 

summary, Daodism is first conscious energy in the beginning of Universe. 

Creative-Daodism means awareness and creative intelligence. 
Daodism creates Universe means that God’ wisdom creates Universe and all things in the 

Universe. However, wisdom only knows creative work, wisdom does not know beauty or 

ugliness, right or wrong, good or evil .Wisdom does not appreciate beauty as well as decry evil. 

Intellectual only consider nature of all objects or things due to its existence, it only knows what 

is reasonable or unreasonable, what is useful or useless. 

So Lao Tzu said that Daodism existed before God, it means that primordial spirit existed before 

physical God. Daodism exists before earth and heaven which also means Universe. Daodism has 

no attributes, as well as intelligence has no sex (it means male intellectual is same as female 

intellectual), Daodism has no shape means intellectual has no shapes, sizes, invisible. Daodism 

may have just found at this place and instantly been found in other place, just appear on right and

instantly appear on left. It means a person’s thought appears in Vietnam, instantly it appears in 

United States, recently on earth and move quickly in the Universe.
-Heavenly Daodism is God’s wisdom, God's knowledge. 

Leader is person who leads, guides human kind with wisdom

 Human being act also means human consciousness

-Enlightenment is achieved the highest sense, fully consciousness, fully awakening

-The Christian religion is person who has the wisdom, knowledge of Catholic doctrine. 

-Buddhist is person who has wisdom, an understanding of Buddhist philosophy. 

B-: Đức

“Đức” is also known under different name as software program of soul. It is also Lao Tzu’s 

words in Tao Te Ching, ethics is created from Daodism. Since then, the soul name and nurture 

naming all things, animals created by God’s wisdom. From the soul, God knows goodness or 
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evil, good or bad, right or wrong etc. it is soul that name and nurture characters. It is also Lao 

Tzu’s words in Tao Te Chinh that morals nourish moral or nourish soul.  
“Đức” means soul which represents for love.

-Faith is belief comes from the soul. 

- Heaven God is the soul of God which is expressed in love

-Jesus Christ is the soul of Jesus which is expressed in love

-Buddha is Buddha’s soul which is expressed in love. 

Typically, people associated the word “Đức” with title of those who work in spirit field. For 

example: the Pope, the cardinal, bishop,duc thuong toa, Dalai Lama etc. they do not attach 

“Đức” for people who work in favor of intellectual as scientists or leaders. 

When we talk about ethical people, we talk about person with wisdom, knowledge, pure soul, 

compassion and mercy, generousness. High ethical person has high consciousness and great love 

soul.
In summary, Ethics can be understood as simple as consciousness and the soul. 

"What ethics do is giving you freedom, J. Krishnamurti”

In fact, those who are virtuous people will be freed, will be saved and ultimately our souls will 

be free.



6 – What is the ego self, the true self, selflessness?
“Ngã” in self, the true self, selflessness is understood as the path, a road in corner of 3 and 4 

roads.
The ego-self is the path of oneself and the path of an individual. 

Truth self is self-honest way from its beginnings inside each of us. True self is also called as 

great ego, Holy Spirit, Holy Spirit, super consciousness.

-Selflessness does not mean it has no road but it has no specific way, it is all ways, guru of all 

paths.

-Selflessness also means God.
And even in words “cá thể” God has revealed to us the truth about the origin of physical human 

life. Cá in “cá thể” is conveyance of fish. Therefore, words “cá thể” show us that physical human

has origin from fish. From the begininng, it is kind of fish, after many evolutional period and 
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recalibration of angles, gene of fish become human gene in presense. The fact of human origin 

shows vividly in our language.  We should observe prejudice, and then We will realize this truth



7 - What is Emptiness? 

    Before I talk about “emptiness” we will have to learn on the opposite sides of duality. Duality 

is  separation of an issue, an event, an object into two poles, two opposite sides, for example: Yin

and yang, heaven and hell, light and darkness, life and death, happiness and suffering, good and 

evil, right and wrong, good and evil, cold and warm, left and right ... so what mentioned above is

called dualism. Thus, we can temporary understand duality which has 2 poles, two opposing 

sides in a can, because it is in a unique, if there is no this side, other side will not exist. 
- For example: If there is no darkness on Earth, we will not know how is light.
-For example: If the cold has never appeared on Earth, man will never know the 

warm.The meaning of warm will not appear. 
-For example: If the state of suffering of human never appears on Earth, man will never 

recognize the state of happiness
In order to better grasp opposites in a world of divine duality, we will try to see through an 

example of the opposite sides of the coin. 
Considering face side of coin is good and its tail is evil. But really, what is called good 

floating above the surface of the coin which is only appearance, an illusion. And against what is 

called evil emerges on the surface of the coin is just form, an illusion. The truth which creates 

two surfaces of the coin is not what we've seen on its surface, it is the material composition, the 

elements constituting the entire coin. So the two sides of the coin can only do a single made. If 

we want to remove tails (known as evil) of the coin and keep the face side (called goodness) 

means that we destroy the structural integrity of thethe coin.Meanwhile, the natural law of God 

would appear there is no this side, then the other side does not exist. 

Similarly, the soul of each human including good and bad nature, opposite personality but exists 

in the same soul. In reality, we will never be able to eliminate any characters out of our soul. The 

key problem is not our removal but consciousness, awareness- aware of the thoughts, words and 

actions. 

When each of us can feel and sense the duality, people can apply emptiness.

-Emptiness does not mean of non- personalty, but it is unseperated duality. When a person has 
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conscious, then in communication they will not respect, discrimiate, favor one person than 

others, this object than other object. For example, we do not respect the good person than cruel 

person. Not love generous person than mean one, should not respect talented person than idiot. 

Not discriminated behave good person than bad, the rich over than the poor. No bias between 

beauty and ugliness, no prejudice between right and wrong, not comparing this person with 

other, this thing with other one etc.
In summary, emptiness is characters operating based on duality consolidated 

consciousness, in which men will not judge, no discrimination, no comparison, no bias, no win 

or lose, no prejudice, no resentment etc. everyone is considered equally, we are all one, We and 

God are one. Aware of all things, all events, everything that exists has its own value, all creatures

are created equal perfection: And consider them as indispensably in relationship life. Finally, 

each of us must be aware that people will not be able to survive when separated from the whole, 

or in other words, human beings cannot be separated from God. 

When people reach enlightenment or awakening up to fully awakening and completely 

enlightenment, human would show a so-called perfect emptiness. Simply, emptiness is expressed

character with highest consciousness based on general view without duality separation. .

Emptiness is considered important part in God’s character, when humans express emptiness; it 

can be viewed as expressing God’s or Buddha’s nature character.



8 - What is the meaning of unconditioned? 

Unconditioned is not merely a word, but unconditioned is the law. 

Law of unconditioned goes along with law of action. Unconditioned is not understood as 

inaction or failure to act, it should be understood as non-interference. Non-interference in the 

meaning of unconditioned is not intervened in both thought as well as action not to intervene 

both tangible and invisible. 

 Law of unconditioned is applied since intelligent human appeared on Earth, and ended in 2000 

BC. By law of unconditioned, God, angels and human on Earth cannot intervene process 

occurring in nature. Not intervene in any works, actions, and other people’s wish without the 
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subject’s request.  In case, there is intervention, it means that related person break the law of 

unconditioned, thus he will be affected by karma.

 In the complete awakening of Angels and God, they will never interfere in human’s desire, 

action and deed. Unless, they received a request of assistance from people, however, they also do

not always help when being asked. Before conducting support, they will consider whether their 

help which are really beneficial the help of they are really beneficial for experiencing processes 

of that person or not? They usually will not intervene immediately; they will transfer to next life.

- For example: There is a very diligent hard working person, but unfortunately they are in a

situation of bad debt. He is really honest person, so he wants to have money to pay debts. 

But all his income is nothing left and no one help him. So he prays God, Angels, Buhhda 

for supporting. His praying and blessing definitely will be come with Christ.

 But the problem is that person has chosen to experience feelings of serious debt in the past. 

Therefore, God would consider whether that person experience enough that emotion or not, then 

They will decide whether to intervene or not. In cases, it is enough; they will help him gradually 

get out of debt. If that person’s experience is not enough, they will not interfere, however they 

will consider his blessing and move on to next life.  This case but also when applying inaction 

rules for different people there. 

In the same case, but when applying law of unconditioned, there is another different for that 

person.

- For example: A good person know a friend stucked in debt and cannot repay, thus he has 

spent quite large sums of money to help his friend without his friend’s request. In this 

case, the good person has broken the law of unconditioned thus the feeling of being debt 

of his friend has been transferred to himself in next life experience. Debt and deprivation 

is his friend’s choice in his previous life, thus current events happening is experiencing 

what he chose in the past.

In the same case, but the good person help his friend upon request, blessing, thus the good person

will not break the law of unconditioned. In next life, good person will be compensated 7 times 

the amount that he spent for his friend.
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Law of unconditioned is also law of non-interference; it does not mean that during 

application of unconditioned law, God does not absolutely intervene in human life. God allows 

us free will. In fact, this is only half truth. God does not intervene in thought and action as man-

made human.- Humans fully create future, free to write the script for himself in next life . But 

when man receives”result” they will no longer have free will. During the life, God’s power will 

intervene, direct and bring everything which humans have chosen in past lives. 

People will lose controlling right and cannot change while receiving their own karma.

In the earlier period, human has freedom of thought, desire and action at its sole 

discretion, but success or failure is based on the scenario that people have written in the past. 

Past, present and future all things can only happen in current reality. We have experience the 

past, simultaneously creating the future in the present.

In the past, the future and present, we have to experience life by ourselves in every 

moment of reality; there is no other time field. Thus, God can only intervene or not to intervene 

in our reality time lives. All thoughts and actions create the future or being intervened by 

spiritual power according to karma in previous lives that we cannot know. Despite everything 

that happens comes from our own thoughts and actions, but only God knows what is ours, what 

happens due to interference

The intervention of spiritual forces into human thought and action which helps us to get what we 

have chosen in past lives is super advanced. Because all their interventions are based on data 

available in our own super consciousness, so we are very hard to identify.

The intervention of spiritual forces into thinking and acting of human beings; similarly, 

we are hearing a song from a computer. But the sound source is used directly from the Internet or

it is available in the desktop, it is hard to know. Data available is in the desktop which is similar 

to the data source is in the sub consciousness. Data is generated by the intervention, similar to 

internet sources. But all sources of data processed from the computer go through the information 

processors. And all human resources data generated either through us or by the intervention must

be processed through our own brains.
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Man’s freedom in previous and present period is similarly to the freedom of citizens who 

live under the leadership of government. It is possible that people have freedom of speech, 

freedom of the press, freedom of movement, freedom of residence, freedom of commerce etc. 

But all the freedom must be complied with framework of law which the government has set it up.

Similarly, it is assumed that God allows human free will. However, the free will of human beings

in the present life is never entirely free. The soul of man in the present life is actually 

imprisoned. The soul of man is only truly free unless We get God's salvation and deliverance. 

Law of conditioned is opposite to law of unconditioned. Meaning of conditioned is wider 

than action. Action has wider meaning than working. Conditioned has it infinite character of 

God, action has limited character of soul, and working has limited character of body.

Similarly, juridical capacity is greater than power is and power is greater than authority. Juridical 

capacity has unlimited character of God, power has limited character of human beings; authority 

has limited character of a status.

Law of conditioned has been applied since 2000 until the final judgment day. According 

to each period of human evolution, God will apply law of unconditioned or conditioned in order 

to help us reach the final goal.



9 What is transcendental conscious?

In” Great Truth” book, we understood the subconscious, RPLI and now we will find out the so-called 
transcendental conscious. During whole life, whole soul of each person, transcendental conscious 
contains most of important information. In reality, the word super conscious will be more exact than 
transcendental conscious, because all information of transcendental conscious is only part in the general 
of super conscious’ one. In spiritual life of each human since the origin, super conscious is the place 
keeping all the most important information. Transcendental conscious also has many different names 
such as True self, Holy Spirit, Divine self, Higher self.

Before we mention transcendental conscious, we remind a little bit about RPLI which contains all 
information of all past lives since the moment a soul came to Earth, besides, there are many souls 
contained information of lives from planets which have not been salved, thus they continue come to 
Earth to experience. RPLI is information channel which can be used through transmission data and from 
this information of RPLI will appear in sub-conscious.

What kind of information does super conscious keep?
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Super conscious is place that stores all information of a soul since it was originally created by God. 
Information of super conscious includes 3main parts:

-First part is transcendental conscious, it is known as source conscious, conscious of High Divine, of God 
and original Daoism

-Second part: it is called super ego (super ego- High self- Divine self) which stores  all packs of 
information about life of one soul, including creation, action, doing and emotion transition of that soul 
through fully awakening relationships in life. Every activity related to life of one soul with fulfilled 
conscious and pure love through many past universal zones is also called super ego-self. And these 
previous living periods of this soul are called great past lives. 

-Third part is information pack which contain creation, action, doings and behavior of a soul in all related
relationships belong s to secular world experience in previous universal zones. These information is also 
called ego self’s one which was formed from many accumulated past lives.

Is transcendental conscious Our second soul?

Transcendental Conscious is not a second soul of man. Each of us’s soul is not in 

transcendental conscious, but it is present in each person’s body which is composed of two parts:

the conscious software program and soul software program. During the earthly experience, this 

program will be a creative tool for each person’s ego-self.

In summary, transcendental conscious is a place to keep all of true and super genuine 

information. 

An ordinary person hardly access information channel in transcendental conscious, 

except for those who have been calibrated. After being calibrated, they are known as prophets, 

psychics, who served light (Lightworkers' Guidelines). In addition, there are many people who 

work in professional fields such as astronomer; scientist, writers, painters, musicians etc ... have 

been calibrated by Angels, they are also accessible to information channels in transcendental 

consciousn. But most of them are not aware that they have access to information in 

transcendental conscious and they are unaware that they have been calibrated. All of these people

are also known under a different name "genius". 

In reality, it is uneasy to access information in transcendental conscious. The more you 

try, the more inaccessible you can, when a person is aware of looking for information in 

transcendental conscious, it will never appear. However, there are many people mistakenly 

believe that they have access to the information in transcendental conscious. In fact, it is only 
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available information existing in sub consciousness and RPLI which reprogramed and all new 

knowledge has other name as invention.

 Invention and innovation have one different point, the invention is to use the knowledge we 

already know stored in the subconscious mind and RPLI and reinvented. Innovation is creating 

new knowledge which never exists in human lives. Historically, there are many fact appeared in 

transcendental conscious which is opposite to current human knowledge, science and spirituality.

Saying that does not mean all human creations has great status and great benefits for 

humanity. The process of creating ego- self means our on-going self-renewing process of 

thoughts and actions. Creating ego- self sometimes creates a small idea, a little action, but not 

stereotyping, imitation and novelty. Creativity is to create thoughts and actions in favor of light, 

and light is the fact with goodness. Based on His own creation, God will use cause and effect law

to bring us completely good and new things which is unlike what happened before. Creating 

many ideas and new action, we also achieve new experiences.

To access the information in transcendental conscious, at first, human should have empty 

mind,  and ask yourself questions and go deep into those questions with passion so that we 

cannot aware of reality happen around us, then information in transcendental conscious will 

appear.

 Access to information in transcendental conscious is also access to fact, knowledge of light from

God. 

Information of those who have not been calibrated and recalibrated that compared to 

transcendental conscious is similar to poor man who can see the national treasury. Even though, 

they know it has many gold and silver, they did not know how to own it even just a small part.



10. What is enlightenment and awakening?

Enlightenment and awakening has similar meaning.

A- Enlightenment
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Giác is knowing, understanding, knowledge, awareness, 

 Ngộ is meeting, gap lai, recognizing

Thus “giác ngộ” is meeting again, and recognizing the knowledge from inside, perfect 

enlightenment is meeting again, getting awareness of true self or transcendental conscious.

B – Awakening

“Wake” in awakening is understood as waking up and sleeping, but sleeping is not normal sleep 

as usual.It is consciousness and information in transcendental conscious which is going to sleep 

and it is time to wake them up for reoperation.

Tỉnh in awakening is wake up from sleep; it also means quiet and sober state. 

Thus, awakening is interpreted as waking up each of us’ tremendous asleep knowledge back to 

operation in state of quiet mind.

In fact, when using two words enlightenment and awakening, we are more likely to be 

confused with two words: waking up or ethics awakening. For example: there is a lazy at work, 

he just wants to hanging out drinking, gambling, not caring of his family. Each time he got 

drunk, he hits his wife and children badly so his neighbor takes them to hospital. After he wakes 

up, he recognized that he hit his wife to hospitalized, but his family could not afford to pay fees, 

the children at home have nothing to eat. But he cannot do anything due to being arrested by 

police. After that he has changed completely, not drinking, gambling as before, he always care 

and love his wife and children. 

In this case, others say that he has enlightened, awakened. In fact, this case is not 

enlightenment or awakening, he had just wake up, his consciences spiritual changed.Self wake 

up is an act of self-improvement; it is executed in present in order to improve the past faults. 

Enlightenment or awakening is completely different from conscious waking up. Enlightenment 

or awakening is always absent of the past. It is a state of mind recognition in quietness without 

the presence of past, judgment, criticism, analysis and bias. From moment to moment the truth 

appears, it also mean the unknown appear, however, it is not knowlegde to complete the self, it is

thing to understand the self and one’s own ego. Awareness to perfect the self is towards outcome,

not akwakening. Awakening is the state without self observation, the truth appear without denial 

or acceptance. That is the state of observers and observed things in fully consolidation.
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 In fact, humans can not pratice and pursue awakening with desire. Awakening itself may 

not achieve through practice, pursuing, inviting and begging. It is about time. However, each of 

us does not know when will be the time and cannot decide to self- awaken.  The awakening 

person is simply an intelligent one, so how an idiot can make himself become smart. Similarly 

darkness itself can not become light. An idiot person can not make himself become smart. The 

smart that an idiot person think he can achieve which is actually just an imitation, a plagiarized, a

dependent on another person's opinion, it is not invention. Everything that an ignorant person can

do is only mediocre inventions; it is not smart, not awakening.  Smart express its meaning, smart 

is connected with light.  An intelligent person who is transparent to light a light is truth.

Similarly, a person in a state of darkness can not help himself become wise. From the 

darkness to see through the bright space, he himself is in the dark, not in light. It is simply a self-

deception, but is not real light, not true. Similarly, first grade person can read Master’s teaching 

material; however, he does not currently study Master Degree. 

Mention intelligence is talking about creativity; so We should not confuse intelligence 

with wisdom. A wise man who has gone through a lot of experiences in this life and previous 

lives, all stored in the subconscious and transparental conscious. Reincarnation and the law of 

causality will hold all of wise experience for every soul. But reincarnation and the law of 

causality do not bring humans intelligence if souls have not eligible for. Wisdom belongs to 

thoughts, memorie and the past. Smart is instantly in presence without the appearance of past. 

So, in the secular life, the wise one gets successful easier than smart one because the wise one 

always has plan in life based on his accumulated experience. Intelligent person does not prepare 

to receive, doesnot plan as well as invite the creation when needed. Wise person and intelligent 

person is two different types, however, when there is combination of these 2 and individual, he 

will become wiser.

In order to get smart, people have experienced through ignorance, stupidity. Need to 

understand stupidity and fully awaken about own ignorance, then intelligence will appear. 

Similarly, people want to access to light, one must experience the darkness, live with darkness 

and understand the darkness in ourselves, and then one can become light. Wihthout going 

through stupidity and idiot experience, there will no intelligence.  Without living in the darkness 

and dark experiences, cannot reach the light. Simply the God forces does not help a soul 

becomes intelligent when that soul has not experience enough stupidity. Similarly, the power of 
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God will not allow a soul to the light of the world, if the soul has not experience enough the 

darkness. 

In reality, enlightenment or awakening is conditional plan because it always comes with 

calibration after full experiencing negative characters of heaven. Similarly, complete 

enlightenment or perfect awakening always comes with calibration.

Humans on Earth or any other planets in the universe are in the experienced period, it 

means that people are in a state of oblivion. During this period, the great intellectual potential of 

each of us have experienced sleeping of DNA which manipulated by God forces. So we can only 

be enlightened or awakened to a certain level, but cannot achieve to complete enlightenment or 

awakening.

While stored information is sleeping in body, we cannot make them active again by 

ourselves. If we want the DNA to awaken and reach a state of complete awakening, we need to 

have the support of technology and energy derived from God and the angels. 
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The complete awakening is divided into two phases:

-First stage: In this stage, angles just choose calibrate some conscious enlightenment people. 

Calibration is also known as ascension process to become telepathists or lightworkers. In this 

stage angles use super technology from outer space, combining energy which has been put into 

Earth from Universe. And contact with current angels living underneath Earth to conduct 

calibration. Works of angels is enabling some DNA from 7th chakra to 1st chakra, simultaneously 

wake some transcendental conscious information stored DNA up.

In addition, They use wide range of energy  ( currently humans does not know yet) to 

clean and eliminate existing chemical toxic inside body, remove fat and chat voi which open the 

pineal gland. After the pineal gland is opened, that human can be aware of information from 

God, angels transmitting through super brain waves or telepathy messages.

Calibration process can last from 35 to 55 days depending on physical condition of each 

calibrated person. Below are some symptoms during calibration:
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- Insomnia is prolonged or reduced night-time sleep: cannot sleep all night, slumber flutter,

many dreams, mind full of thought, going to bed late but get up very early, sometimes 

stay up until morning, hot body at midnight.

- blurry eyes, burning sensation in the eyes, poor vision temporarily

- Inability to think clearly, and very difficult to express thoughts and forgetful, changeable 

feeling, changeable emotion

- Broken voice, cannot talk, even losing voice from 2-3 days

- The body becomes very sensitive to energy related to the activation of the chakras: 

twitching sensation or tingling, extreme headache particular at 7th chakra, from 1st to 6th 

chakra there is phenomenon of hot flash from bottom to top of body, which accompanied 

by painful feeling. 

-  Feel the motion along the spine: feel hot or tingling on the back of head, neck, shoulder 

and back along the tailbone down the end.

- Fed of non- vegetarian food, body reaction  such as stomachache, vomiting, fever, 

allergies etc. during this period, you should have vegetarian food

(learn more occurred symptoms during calibration process from awakening website) 

After humans are calibrated by Angels, they become healthier, wiser, understanding, more 

intelligent and compassionate, generous, kinder than before. It is due to angles that awake some 

DNA at transcendental information stored brain and connect with parts of brain containing super 

consciousness information.
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-Second stage: occurred after the judgment, this period is called calibration; Angels will 

execute the process of calibration for each individual specifically so that their physical body

will be perfect. In this way, the majority of humanity can be upgraded to a fully awakened 

state as like angels. 
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After man is calibrated, there will be no separated super and transcendental conscious 

information. At this time, humans will become perfect because angels executed the connection 

super and transcendental consciousn information to subconscious as unseparated form. Work of 

calibration is executed within 3 days by angles. These are 3 mentioned darkest days during this 

period, humans will lose consciousness entirely) to be back to awakening completely.

When people revert to fully awakening, all the information from transcendental conscious 

will appear in subconscious. That information includes God’s intelligence, God’s consciousness 

and all inborn nature character. It means that information is back to human which is ban chat of 

a perfect angel. All these information is great which is billions times greater than information in 

subconscious and repository of past lives’ information (RPLI) before being calibrated. Thus, 

only negative information before adjustment help human aware of full happiness in heaven life. 

Existing information in subconscious and RPLI cannot have negative impact to humans in 

divine status. 

In the entire human history, there are only a few people who are calibrated and recalibrated 

to become fully enlightened, awakened. Typically is:
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-First case:  Buddha Shakyamuni Siddhartha came to earth through a normal way as other 

souls- reincarnation as every soul. The difference is that prince had no repository of previous 

lives, setting information in subconscious and transcendental conscious stay in one form. Due to

this, from childhood, Siddhartha prince was enlightened. 

Forty-nine days and nights sitting under the Bodhi tree was the time Siddhartha prince being 

calibrated and re-calibrated by angels. After Buddha Shakyamuni was calibrated and re-

calibrated, He has reached full enlightenment and complete awakening. Shakyamuni Buddha has

been calibrated and re-calibrated when he was 35 years old.

      -The second case: Indian gurus J. Krishnamurti, J. Krishnamurti‘s case occurred similarly to 

the case of Buddha Shakyamuni. During the period, J. Krishnamurti wrote the book "Under the 

Master’s feet” it was the moment that he was not fully awakened. All information related to the 

book is message received from other divine, it was not his knowledge. Thus, after 50 years, 

physicist -George Sudarshan asked Krishnamurti about the original author of the book “Under 

the master’s feet”. Krishnamurti replied, "The person who wrote that book disappeared." At the 

moment, the physicist George Sudarshan asked Kirshnamurti which is the moment J. 

Krishnamurti was fully awakening. Mazter J. Krishnamurti was calibrated and re-calibrated 

when he reached 28. 

     -The third case: Jesus Christ, the situation of Jesus Christ was different from Buddha. Jesus 

Christ was not born as normal man.  Body of Mr. Jesus was born by Mrs. Maria, until the age of 

30; his body had been requisitioned by Jesus Christ by method of channeling. This method was 

executed perfectly, superiors by angels. 

The Angels used super brain wave technology to move the man’s soul and simultaneously

installed Jesus Christ’s soul into the man’s body. This works had been completed within 3 

minutes, just by the same time Mr. Jesus was baptized by Jordan in Jordan River.

Before Jesus- Maria’s son stepped down to the river base for baptized, the soul still remained in 

normal man. But by the time shoring up, his soul was already replaced by Jesus Christ’s soul

After Jesus Christ’s soul stayed in Mr Jesus’s body- Maria’s son, Jesus Christ’s consciousness 

was fully awakened. It was difficult to activate consciousness and fully awakening in body which

not been calibrated and recalibrated yet. Thus, Jesus Christ found quiet place so that angles can 

calibrate and recalibrate Him at age of 30. This work has been mentioned in:

 Mathew 4: 1-2
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1Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil. 2 And after

He had fasted forty days and forty nights, He then became hungry”.

Jesus Christ actually came to Earth for only 3.5 years. Jesus Christ revealed this in “Discover the

losing doctrine of Jesus Christ” by Martin Palmer. It belongs to the first doctrine “The doctrine 

of the only Holy Divine worship in the whole world. Chapters 8, sentence 23-25

“23. That is the reason the Holy Divine uses human body to teach, He said “I am Savior” 24 I

came in 3.5 years. 25 Within those 3.5 years, I fight with evil actions of demons and everyone 

can clearly see that”

“The Holy Divine uses human body to come to Earth for teaching” is understood the only 

divine who used human body to teach man on Earth. The Holy Divine came to human life not by

reincarnation. The Holy Divine mentioned in the bible is Jesus Christ but not Father God.



11. Does 1 D… 4 D, 5 D…..12 D have any relation to human consciousness and evolutional 

process?

D is abbreviation of Dimension in English (means direction)

Before we refer the so called 3D- 4D, we should figure out why in recent years human beings 

received many messages from angel, archangels mentioning 3D, 4D, 5D

3D, 4D beyond the meaning of multi-dimensional level, it also related to conscious dimension, 

human thought. This is what God and angles really interested.  God wants us to observe an 

image, a conduct with full knowledgeable thinking mind by different dimensional levels and 

accept it as existence without judgment, criticism, or elimination.

- 1 D stage: is primitive period when Homo humans appeared on Earth 70,000 years ago. Homo 

race’s brain can only aware and think of the surface image, what happened ahead.

-2 D state: is early time when intelligent species appeared (Sapiens Homo) on Earth more than 

11,500 years ago. At that time, human intellectual can be aware of seen surface image and 

analyze the left and right; however, most of them only accept the surface and either left or right. 

Until the pre-Enlightenment era more than 2400 BC, Humans got further progression.
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- 3 D stage: the Enlightenment period, starting from 1 AD, the transition process is 30 years; 

until 30 AD, Enlightenment era began. It was a period; Jesus Christ actually came to Earth and 

enlightened human beings.  At this period, intellectual humans can understand the side image, 

understand both left and right and accept both of them. 

Until the era of pre light receiving (renaissance) about 700 years ago, the human beings had great

progression. 

- 4 D stage: is era of receiving light, starting from 2000, the transition time is 12 years. The era of

receiving light started from December 21st, 2012. This era has different name as Peace era, era of

conditioned, pre-judgment era, and era of heaven festival.

In this era, humans can be aware of images from left, right and behind. In this period, 

way of thinking and awareness of people can understand images from the surface, left side, right 

side and rear. Way of thinking and informational approach of man during 4D is very close to the 

multidimensional awareness, 5 D multidimensional spaces. 

-5 D stage: The period after judgment, light period, the era that humans fully awaken and 

enlightened. Human beings will return to Divine self. At this time, humans will be master of all 

transcendental conscious; every one’s soul will be completely free. In this period, humans will 

understand all conducts, objects from outside as well as inside. This awareness is also called 

multidimensional mind, God’s consciousness. 

From 5D multidimensional mind to 12 D is Divine’s consciousness

- 12D is conscious energy level of God’s children, typically as:

-Jesus Christ, “the oldest son” 

Revelation - Chapter I, verse 5. 

“5and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn of the dead, and the ruler of the 

kings of the earth. To Him who loves us and released us from our sins by His blood”

-Archangel Michael

- Ancestor Abraham

-Buhhda 

-11D is conscious energy level of God’s grandchildren, as typical: 
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The Archangel Michael, Gabriel and Raphael, etc. ... 

-10D is conscious energy level, God’s grand grandchildren

(11d and 10d are person who belongs to group of 144,000 Archangel)

-9D, 8D, 7D, 6D, 5D is the orderly status in Heaven. 

-13D to limitless is conscious energy of Supreme Trinity God. 

Note: Light is mentioned in 3d, 4d, 5d understood as: Awareness, wisdom and knowledge. 

Darkness is ignorance, lack of understanding. 

In this section, mentioning human awareness during each period is referring to all first 

souls on Earth. We do not count souls coming before and after B.A from Lemuria planet and 

advanced evolutional planets in the Universe. They are very old wise and talented souls such as 

Socates, Plato, Aristote, Trang tu and Manh tu philosophers.

In addition, there are other great Masters from the Kingdom who execute mission of God 

such as Shakyamuni Buddha, Jesus Christ; J. Krishnamurti etc ... Even God came to Earth and 

channeled into Lao Tzu’s body during his last 3 years. 



12- Does the war in Kingdom of Heaven exist?
 God has given us all of consciousness, soul and everything He has, so that each soul is 

created as a sub-real God. However, when mention this truth, many people would have thought 

of the war in the Kingdom of God and the rebellious angles etc... The reason of this thought is 

that everyone has consciousness, wisdom as God, so there is betrayal. In fact, these ideas are 

completely wrong which drawn from myth, imagination and creation
We should know from the beginning until now there is no betrayal in the world of God 

and high evolved civilization, even the small one. There is no conflict even between neighbors. 

The stories of betrayal angels to God are paranoia. This illusion is due to many reasons; there are

2 most important reasons:
-First reason: in world of God, of highly evolved civilization, humans exist by god’s 

consciousness, they always aware that they are all one with God, betray others is betray yourself,

hurt others is hurting yourself. Their consciousness is more supreme than what people can 

imagine. 
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Besides, in life relationship, They behave in the highest love “Divinity of mind”. They know 

what they should go and what should be retained. Love is what they are giving and happiness is 

what they keep. Giving absolute love, humans will enjoy full happiness. The question is when 

humans live in full happiness; do they need to betray others? 
If that is not enough, there is second reason which expresses absoluteness of God.

-Second reason is spiritual energy which is God’s primordial spirit. Spiritual energy of 

God was, is, will be used for his creation of Universe and all things. God’s spiritual energy is 

infinite power which humanity cannot imagine.
However, we can imagine this through an example: spiritual energy of God is great 

machine and God himself created operating features and structure different from His machine. 

God’s great machines can create billions and billions and billions of electrical power within one 

second. Children of God’s machine can generate billions and billions of kW within an hour and 

grandchildren of God’s machine can generate billions of kW within an hour and machine of soul 

can only create hundreds of million kWper hours.
Thus, God never worry or fearfully prevent anyone, any force opposes or betray Him. In 

case, if someone really wants to betray God, He does not need to fight back. If anyone‘s thought 

is against God, the mindful power immediately will reflect back to himself. The stronger 

powerful energy is, the stronger the reflection is, and it can destroy all structure of that soul. 

Betrayal thought creates negative energy “dark”, the more energy generates, and the worse the 

reflection is. Similarly, when kicking the ball to the wall, the stronger the kicking is, the harder 

the reaction is.
 In God's world, all humans have reached the highest conscious. Fighting others is also 

fighting God. It is unimagined and unhappend to fight against God. But in our world, there are 

many people who slander and extremely opposed to God. And God does not blame or punish 

them because they are in oblivion state. But the power of their thoughts were reflected back so 

that  their next lives, karma itself make them turn into schizophrenia, 2 character person, multi 

personality , they become really crazy. What they cursed God, now come back and appear in 

many different voices, sounds as they used to think and talk. 



13. How did Jesus Christ redeem humankind?

    In our world, there are many people living in the illusion that Jesus Christ came to Earth and 
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was crucified on the cross is redeem the world, Catholics followers and who believe in Him. 

In fact, people had been redeemed, redeemed, had been freed before humans on earth. No one 

needs anyone’s redemption, no one needs anyone’s salvation, this will happen sooner or later 

until humans finish the process of experience.

Redemption, salvation, deliverance are the words of humans, God does not think that He will 

redeem, salve, deliberate for anyone. No one imprison humans, arrest humans so why God has to

redeem, salve, deliberate humans.  
Indeed, humans have created many strange legends, funny stories, creating strange Mr. 

God and Mrs. God. They think God imprisoned humans in darkness of suffering and He asked 

his son to redeem them. Those only happen in movies or action films which humans created. The

fact is that universe never exist such that God for us to worship. 
Obviously, humans have not really understood about God, about the origin, thus they assume that

Jesus Christ came down to Earth to save mankind.
Jesus Christ appeared on Earth which belongs to omniscient plan of God. He came to 

Earth in order to help humans open wisdom to understand of God, kingdom of God, the identity. 

He came to Earth to help alleviate humans from suffering through love, wisdom and mercy 

which He expressed and preached.
In the era, almost humans committed sins, thus Jesus Christ came to Earth to spread inspiration 

about love, mercy to help humans minimize the pain. He deeply wants the world full of love, 

mercy to relive the pain.
 He willingly died on the cross due to ignorance of humans and awakens love in human heart. He

is incredibly brave, he let them nail in the sun in fully awakening status which not everyone can 

do it.
Indeed, He gave humans so great love; it is even greater than the love of humans for him. 

The reason to appreciate His great sacrifice is that during the moment of execute; He was in state

of complete awakening. At that time, He just need to think Reason, man cannot suffer. Angels 

instantly get Him out of the cross and fulfill whatever He needs. However, He did not do so; He 

accepted tragic death and pain until last minute.
Throughout mankind history, there were people who sacrificed, died for community, 

religion, country. However, their conscious are not in state of full awakening. Thus, at the 

moment of death, whatever they think, or they do not want to die, spiritual forces won’t save 

them. However, at the moment of death, Jesus Christ transmit a thought, He will be saved 
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instantly. Because at that time he was Jesus Christ, He was not normal person in state of 

oblivion.
Jesus Christ accepted tragic death to awaken love and mercy in human hearts. It was His 

salvation.  Light wisdom which He delivered to awaken humans is His salvation.
Indeed, He was on a mission to save the world out of darkness through rocky path. But Jesus 

Christ does not come to the world to redeem mankind from death, suffering, torment and sorrow.

Not come to earth to redeem mankind from the horrifying experience of that moment. He 

actually brought to mankind as He said" 34 Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I 

came not to send peace, but a sword 35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his 

father, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in 

law.36 And a man's foes shall be they of his own household”

New Statement Matthew 10:34-36.   He said what he brought to Earth in naked eyed of humans 

was not good, but in His eyes, it is necessary for the purposes of souls coming on Earth. 

Believe in God; believe in Jesus Christ, think according to guide, act according Jesus Christ’s 

advice is His salvation to humanity.
Jesus Christ did not salve anyone; this is necessary and important game for humans. Make 

yourself conscious awakening and enlightenment, we will have kingdom of heaven without 

anyone’s salvation



14. Where is Lumurian and Atlantis continent?

In the Great truth book, we mentioned unsalved souls in next coming final judgment on 

Earth. All of these souls will be retained and continued to experience another life (another solar 

system).
In fact, Lemurian was advanced living in one of the planet in our galaxy. Most of 

Lemurian has become highly evolved humans because they have been redeemed. And some 

unsalved souls continuously came to Earth and experienced 2000 years ago. The souls had come 

to earth BC such as the Socrates philosopher, Plato, Aristotle philosophers and on-going appears 

such as: Nicolaus Copernicus astronomer, Isaac Newton scholar, American President George 

Washington, Chinese Vice President Deng Xiaoping etc.They are souls living in the last period 
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of Lemuria civilization as our current civilization or more than that. While these people 

continued to experience on Earth, they brought to Earth accumulated intelligence and knowledge

in their repository of past lives’ information (RPLI).
 Atlantis continent never exist on Earth, it is a continent of Lemuria.  Such souls of Plato, 

Aristotle came from Lemuria and what existed in their RPLI appeared and they just thought of 

Atlantic continent where they used to live, has existed on Earth. 
 The Politics view and Plato’s accumulated knowledge was also what happened in the land of 

Lemuria before judgment. 



15-What strength does ideological thought generate? 

    Indeed, ideological thought mentioned in this question would be unreasonable, but using the 

word” ideology” is familiar word in the past. Talking about ideology is talking about the past, 

thought and idea was form earlier. The process of thinking creates ideology, when we are 

thinking, we are forming ideology. Thus, ideology is past of formed operation of thinking. For 

example, the ideological thought of Buddha Shakyamuni, of Jesus Christ, and Karl Marx etc. But

what mentioned here is process of current thought, present consciousness, but not ideology. In 

reality, the explanation of a word is not important as what we really feel; understand about an 

issue. 
Human brain is power receiving and broadcasting machine, and it is always connected to 

God, connected to the center of universe through the super brain waves (according to Catholics 

Communion). So, every thought, word, action of man is received and reflected by center of 

universe.  After receiving a thought, an action through the brain, the center of the Universe will 

respond to sender’s address in the form of energy immediately. Receiving power station may be 

the main body of the sender, of other an, of an animal, an object or any phenomenon is 

happening. The power of ideolgical thought forms a triangle Holy. Ideology from humans to the 

center of universe, the center send feedback to the recipient address, recipient accumulate and 

phan hoi to the sender.
Not only human beings but all living things, plants, all contents were created by God in 

the universe, they have potential gravitational and antigravity waves. All living creature except 

humans and materials are not connected to center of Univers, but they become power receving 

and broadcasting station when being connected by angles. 
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-A few typical examples of the power of thought which influence the material. 
- For example: Only a diamond jewelry but over the years, many people think it is bad 

luck diamonds. Therefore, the energy that diamond accumulates is dark energy, negative 

energy. So, who owns the diamond can have bad luck and even deadly. In reality, when 

one wants to own that diamond, they think it will bring happiness and nobility and luck. 

This is considered positive energy, however it is not enough to overcome so big 

accumulated negative energy.Therefore, its emission energy is only negative energy, dark 

energy.
A lucky diamond due to many people thinks that it is lucky one. Thus the positive energy 

accumulated will bring owner true luck.
- For example, the black stone in Mecca, actually it was just a normal stone like any other

.Considering the value of the molecular structure of this stone, it does not really has value

than others such as diamonds. But so far it becomes sacred, because many people thought

it as sacred stone and special respect during thousands years ago. So the stone itself had 

accumulated a lot of positive energy, spiritual, positive energy (light energy). And from 

an ordinary stone, it now becomes an invaluable sacred stones. So far, the value of the 

stone is not based on the molecular structure but on accumulated energy. At this time, due

to the strength of emitting energy, it make person who stand near it, touch it get out of 

sickness and having luck.
- For example: The Buddha statues, statues of Jesus, of Saint, of lucky Buddha and Earth 

Buddha etc.are crafted from wood, porcelain or metal. While they are in store, these 

statues have only material values related to money. It can be folded down to stack up, 

moved out or moved in when you are being sold in stores without concern of sacred or 

not. At this time, the statue has no spiritual value until it is purchased. After purchasing, 

they clean statues, put the statue on the altar, on the shrines in the temple or church and 

giving statue love and respect. Then, they worship, pray every day, especially in places 

like temples, churches or mosques, there are many prayers. Humans themselves give 

statues natural energy and power. The older the Churches, temples are the more positive 

energy the statues accumulated. And indeed there are many sacred places like that in this 

world, the more people think it is a sacred place, the more sacred it is.

Accumulated positive energy is always proportional to humans’ good thought A 

mountain, an old tree, a ravine, a tiger fangs or any object, humans just give  them  good and 
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sacred thought, it will sound good and the sacred, the more people give it a good energy, the 

more sacred it is.

- For example: haunted house. In fact, it will not have such ghost and demons until man 

think about them, desire them. Initially, almost all houses are the same; until there is 

puzzling murder occurred in the house, or who live in homes that have drawn eccentric. 

From normal couple reasons, many people constantly rumored, imagined and the more hatred, 

bad thoughts about the house, they become ghostly as people’s desire. What people think about 

house is negative energy, and over the time it accumulated more negative energy. Thus, the house

will become cold and creepy when people approach it. There maybe have possible horror things, 

but the house itself does not create the spooky things, it is man that bringing the house dark 

power.

 In fact, there are some houses with strange phenomena. People often invite priests to 

come and use the cross, the Bible, Holy water to ward off witches, invite Mon to pray, invite 

village shaman to manipulate. Is doing that can help prevent such those phenomena? 

Indeed, the work of the priest, the temple master, and shaman may take effective or none. When 

there are negative phenomena in the house, they just need carry a cross, a rosary, a Buddha statue

or a perennial Jesus statue. It is essential that these items originated from the spiritual places 

where many people worship and bless and just take one of them in the house, the phenomenon 

will end. 

Doing this is not superstitious, supernatural, it is scientific. Because cross, rosary, Buddha

statues or Jesus statue are positive energy accumulated objects (light energy). Thus, putting these

objects in the house, the light energy emitted which eliminates dark energy in the house.  It is 

more important that people stop thinking bad about the house, all phenomena automatically will 

disappear. 
No matter how the devils are, if you can just bring Kaaba black stone overthere, then the place 

no longer appears demonic phenomenon.
Feng shui masters use this energy most efficiently. When we build a house, shop, hotel, 

supermarket or a city, if the work is structured in harmony, beauty and convenience, of course 

there will be many people who love, enjoy and close to it, this is the essential positive energy for 

any works. This is positive energy which generates prosperity and development for any 
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construction works. A bizarre architecture cannot bring development and prosperity, because 

there will be many people who dislike or scorn and hate. The hatred is dark energy, when the 

dark energy accumulates large enough, the work will go into cold, crippled. Fengshui renovation 

also means improving the structure, in order to change others’ thoughts and feelings for such 

work. 

-A few examples of the power of thought which affecting animals. 
- For example: There are a few things which were bitten by rats, if we are angry, yelling, 

cursing rats. Although rats cannot hear and understand what we say, but the rats received 

our irritated, angry energy. When rats receive this energy, it will also be irritated, angry 

and lose control, thus the rats would bite crazily and dramatically.

In fact, farmers understand clearly about this in spite of not knowing the reason yet. When the 

farmers saw rats biting their rice fields, they never curse but talk very softly and beg them not to 

destroy their rice fields anymore.

If someone has never believed in the power of thought which affecting material, animal, 

creatures or man, just do yourself a small experience about mouse and you will find it out.

 Notice that the experimenter who curses, gets mad without true feelings, the outgoing energy 

will be not real, so the experiment will fail. 
- For example: The dog traders, they wander in Vietnamese villages to buy dogs for meat. 

Whenever they go, dogs will bark crazily, angrily. Not because this person has eaten dog 

meat, there are many people have eaten dog meat but they do not bark.  Dogs are angry 

and barking furiously because the traders always have the thought of purchasing them for

meat. This hostile energy is sent to the dogs and when the dogs receive this energy, they 

react.

We talk more about hostile energy which is fearful energy. We often see dogs chasing 

children and anyone who fear them. The dog may not be aware of who are children or adult; 

however they often chase who seem to fear them. When meeting a dog, the person who fears of 

dog will emit fear a source of fear. And when the dog receives this energy, it is aware that its 

objects are scared, so it attacks the object. 
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We've heard many gurus coming to the Earth, living in the mountains in the Himalayas 

ranges. They live calm, fearless of anything, not fear any species of wild animals attacking them,

including lower organisms such as flies, mosquitoes, snakes. They do not need to use any kind of

power; they just use power of thought. They are always sending messages about mercy, 

compassion and endless love to all creatures. Their power of thought transmitted big enough, 

strong enough to prevent any attack, whether it comes from the man’s will or any creature’s. The 

love energy transmitted enough to soften the most cruelty, to make the most ferocious beast of 

prey become gentle as a small cat. 

- The power of thought which affecting humans.
When God gives man the consciousness, it is the moment he owns fantastic ideas. But 

when human is in oblivion in this world, almost everything only start from zero. 

God does not deprive our power of thoughts, it is still the most useful tool in life, whenever 

human is in the universe. Although the power of our thoughts in oblivion state is not as strong as 

when we are fully awakened, however its energy is strong enough to be able to change things if 

we know how to use it properly. 

In fact, although human thinking energy is strong, it is hard to recognize its affection; 

human thoughts are always fluctuating, ever-changing in many different emotional states. 

Human thought is never quite as an object, or less volatile like animals. In addition, the strength 

of the law of karma significantly influences the perception, the impact of human receiving 

thinking energy source.

A person who is suffering from a serious disease, but they are always optimistic and 

thought that I would get well. In fact, there are many people getting well; because their body has 

accumulated a huge source of good energy which they send for themselves, making them cured. 

The meals for children after coming home are always the most delicious ones. It’s really tasty but

it is not due to bias. Because a mother cooks with all her love and always wishing her food will 

be the most delicious. Food that mothers use as normally, but Mom’s energy of love makes her 

processing food more delicious.

A person who only make a small mistake, however many people think that he is bad guy; he 

finally becomes the bad guy.
A person thinks he is a loser; it would be hard for him to be successful.
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A successful person always thinks that he will be successful at work.

When we think badly about someone, that person will accumulate negative energy and it will 

reflect bad energy back to us. 
When we think good about someone, or pray for them, they will receive positive energy and we 

ourselves receive the good reacting energy.
Praying is a form of sending positive energy for themselves or particular event. More and

more people in the name of God, pray for someone, or for one matter, it would be easily 

successful. By the name of God, it has a great energy source, so when we thought in the name of 

God, the power of prayer will increase double. In the name of God, pray for us, for someone or 

for any matter, prayer should the full name, clear address but not too many words. 
A huge storm appeared in the East Sea, moving to shore. But if there are many people in the 

name of God pray storm become the wind, and then the storm will weaken. 

These five men are in a battle, only 3 of them pray in the name of God, the fight will end.
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PART II
MESSAGE, GOD AND UNIVERSE

      1. What is primordial Spirit of God?

    Before discussing this section, we have to accept a delicate truth, a truth that we do not 

know how to ask questions? And even if we have to question anyone, they do not answer. It 

is an agnostic question, a question has no answer. That is the question: where Primordial 

spirit of God "Act" does exit, what is the origin of Primordial spirit of God, of the Supreme 

Creator? 

The author has ever posed that question hundreds of times, but the author’s questions and 

thought went into the endless universe with no response. Hence, in the present world, in the 

history of mankind, there was no clue, the data about God's Primordial Spirit. Try in vain but 

finally I got feedback from the Supreme Creator. He said:

"My beloved son let me give you some advice. Instead of asking question about the 

origin of my Primordial Spirit, it is better for you to change this question by others.  

Questions about the nature of life, questions that can help you get the necessary 

knowledge. The questions can help yourself and many others to get where they want to 

come.

  My son; it does not mean that I cannot answer your questions; I do not hide any truths

to humanity. However, you should know there are not any events without cause and 

timing, everything operates in the Universe; there is absolutely no accidental 

coincidence. The yellow apricot flower bloom in summer will become meaningless, a 

human crane could not lift the Himalayan Mountains - a glass of water may not contain

all water of Pacific Ocean-people does not  teach advanced mathematics lessons for a 

first grade student”." That is all for humans that can understand about Primordial 

Spirit of God at this moment.”

Indeed, what God‘s conveyance is Truth, as a realistic and delicate reminder. In the 

present, our knowledge is very limited, compared with existences in the present life and in 

the universe. 

Many years ago, in the seculare world, there are few scholars, doctrine; some of people look 
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for reason of original universe. And almost all of them assumed that it has beginning, it 

should have the end. 

They always trace origin of God, they ask where the universe comes from, and if God 

replies: God creates the universe; they would ask who creates God. And from curious 

knowledge in spite of their limited capabilities, they put their mind in infinite of 

hopelessness. They use all the knowledge of mankind to trace to the end, but still not explain 

the origin of God, the origin of what create universe. They have turned to deny God and ruin 

creativity theory to follow the so-called materialism and science. And indeed science is 

essential means to explain all things happened in the universe inevitably.

But there is a difference between idealism and materialism followers. When person 

follows materialism with unexplained problems such as origin of universe, origin of solar 

system, human beings, all operation of moon, sun, earth, galaxy, and the expansion of 

universe, they are believed due to natural causes, its existence is due to natural laws.

The mysterious supernatural phenomena occur on Earth, if cannot explained, the idealist 

supposedly it is created by Divine, God. But with the advocates of materialist, when 

scientific applications cannot explain, they will paste a label as natural phenomenon. 

And finally instead of believing God, who used his wisdom to create Universe as idealists, 

the advocates of materialism have replaced God by a different deity called Nature. We try to 

understand the mean of nature; we will feel its infinite which is no different from the 

Primordial Spirit of God. 

They implicitly accept nature, natural phenomena, and laws of nature without debate. But

unfortunately if someone told them that; His wealth, her work, her inventions are lucky, there

is nothing called a good ride. Certainly this will be knocked back, they will say that you 

really are short-sighted, there is nothing naturally, his wealth and work, his invention and 

possession is due to their effort and working mind.  When it comes to their work, they said 

that everything is due to their hard working and wisdom. But if you say that there is One 

used his wisdom and effort to create Universe, Earth and humans being etc. they will not 

accept and assuming it as naturally. 

They rejected God and accept nature but they never concern and explain what nature is, 

where nature originates, who creates nature. They condemn and criticize those who trust 
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God; they consider that everyone who believes in God's creation is blind, superstitious and 

unclear. They are wise, believe in what they can prove, believe in science and believe in the 

natural laws. 

But indeed mentioned laws of nature, natural phenomena are not natural. The natural 

language that they used to be unnatural, because they never explain what nature really is 

where nature originates, and who creates nature.

 Until now, when it comes to this issue, we do not need to argue and judge whether who is 

right or wrong. We just observe to acknowledge the truth without prejudice and 

discrimination. 

By the end of the debate, we have realized one thing. 

For those who follow dialectical materialism, the highest peak that they hit and not be able to

tear down is the word Nature, natural phenomena and natural laws.

-And for those who follow idealism, the highest peak that they hit and impenetrable are 

primordial spirit of God, Daodism and extremity.

However, if you observe carefully we can see that pure materialists feel more comfortable. 

For what they cannot explain, they can blame on nature and they continue to research, search,

explore with passion without concern of the word “nature”.

Particularly those who pursue equivocal idealism, half believe as well as doubtful, they will 

not get anything. They always want to explain what is the origin of universe, what creates 

universe, they always want the truth. They require themselves to explain the origin of God in 

their limited understanding. They always wanted to explain the origin of God before placing 

their faith in God. They always put conditions with God; hence they will not get what they 

want and cannot get the truth. 

Indeed, idealism and materialism is not dualistic. Idealism and materialism are two paths 

which has same goal, the end of the path in two schools will be God. Until now, there is still 

controversy between the two schools because people are not aware of facts existing at the 

end of path. In fact, all the debate of humans is just our funny games, there is nothing to 

complain or judge.
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Idealists are seeking the truth of God from the inside; materialists seek the truth of God 

from outside. Idealism found God quick but unsure, materialism found God slowly with 

certain reasons, because they build truth on scientific foundation. Up to a certain point in the 

process, the scientists will have to explain for religion and humans the truth of God.

We live in the relative world, there is beginning and there will be final. In absolute world,

there is beginning but no ending, which is beyond human knowledge.  Even when the strange

phenomenon happens on earth, we still cannot explain. Even a small cell formed our own life

that man cannot create. So do we need to spend time and effort trying in vain to explain that 

we are not aware of?

God does not require of man anything, He does not force us to believe or obey Him. It is 

better to understanding more ourselves before we learn about God. 

Believe or not is the decision, free choice of each person. But if humans awaken and believe 

in God, pursuing spirituality with faith, God will surely help us with His infinite ability and 

give us the truth, to the final truth.

New Testament - Matthew, chapter 5 verse 6. 

6"Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied

Vice versa, God does not force, punish, get mad, bother anyone”.

However, we should not be self-aggrandizement and assume that human beings are only 

intellectual life in the universe. We must aware that; knowledge, intellectual, science, 

technology of Humanity is very low compared with the high evolved civilization in the 

universe. Science, technology and what we got, compared to what they possess; similar to 

games of children compared to adults. But we do not feel low self-esteem, because we know 

they are humans and we are human beings, there is no difference. Similarly, our children 

have never felt inferior to adults. As they know, they will grow up and will not be inferior to 

adults in any aspects. Our current problem is not the inferior, but the process and time. When 

the time comes, they will back to the Divine, becomes omniscient, perfect as all they are. The

next problem when we recognize the truth, we should be humble, grateful for their help.
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Pride, vanity and how we think, God does not mind because it is free will that He has given 

to man. But the problem made us think, how we should think and act to bring the most benefits 

for ourselves. 

If possible, at present, humans should listen to the advice of the Jesus Christ

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 12 verse 31-32 

"31 And so I tell you, every kind of sin and slander can be forgiven, but blasphemy against the 

Spirit will not be forgiven. 32 Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be 

forgiven, but anyone who speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age

or in the age to come”.
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2.  Is Universe unique or many? 

    From a large explosion, Primordial Spirit of God created the universe and the beginning 

universal Supreme God has created a total of 72 different Universal regions in infinite space of 

the whole Universe. (Note: Multi universe theory of scientists). The universe is not permanent, 

after the explosion, Universe will constantly swell to certain amplitude, its energy will be 

depleted , this time universe will shrink back to zero as the initial state. The time of shrinking 

until next explosion is called dead universe. This is actually the doomsday with its literal 

meaning which repeatedly mentioned in the Bible. 

Within 72 regions of the Universe, there are only 66 of them in operating state, the rest of them 

are death. 6 of them are dead, some of them are in shrinking state, and some of them has not 

started yet or just begun. Seventy-two universe regions alternatively end and begin always 

maintaining 66 universe regions in operating conditions. 

This is meaning symbol of number 666 for first time.
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3. How many members are there in the great family of God? 

A. Father God, Mother God

    Primordial Spirit of God, after creating the Universe, He knew that it was time to leave the 

absolute world to step into the relative world. In Divine plan, the first thing of Primordial Spirit 

is creating perfect biological machines. The biological machine is called human being; this was 

the first man in the original universe (Adam according to Old Testament). This first man is the 

Father of all creatures in the universe.

After man’s body became perfect and nice, Primordial Spirit God used super brain wave 

technology to install the entire consciousness (Primordial spirit) into man’s brain.

Genesis - 2, verse 7.

 Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the 

breath of life; and man became a living being.

So far, the intellectual activity of man is similar to a biological machine, only with conscious 

intellect without personality. 

When the man has a sense of life, Primordial of Spirit God used man's DNA and edited some of 

his parts to create a woman. This is the first woman in the original universe (called Eva 

according to Old Statement). The first woman is the Mother of all things in the universe. To this 

woman, He also used super brain wave technology to install the entire consciousness (Primordial

Spirit) into this woman’s brain.

Genesis - Chapter 2 verse 21-22. 

"21So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then He took 

one of his ribs and closed up the flesh at that place. 22The LORD God fashioned into a 

woman the rib which He had taken from the man, and brought her to the man. 23The man 

said, "This is now bone of my bones, And flesh of my flesh; She shall be called Woman, 

Because she was taken out of Man."…

After the man and woman have life, Primordial Spirit of God continued to create a perfect 

software program, and it was called a soul. 

But spiritual software program of Woman and Man has a small difference. The soul of a woman 
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with more naturally femle vibration frequency as soft, gentle, and beautiful... the soul of a man 

with more naturally masculine vibration frequency as powerful, excavation strength and courage 

etc. After this stage, Primordial spirit of God continued to install spiritual software program into 

heart for both. 

Genesis - Chapter 3 verse 5-7. 
“5For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened and you will be like God, 

knowing good and evil. 6 When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and 

pleasing to the eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also 

gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it. 7 Then the eyes of both of them 

were opened, and they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made 

coverings for themselves”.

Primordial Spirit of God, Father God and Mother God is the highest Trinity of Universe, all 

trinity in one. Supreme God, Infinite God. 

Trinity in one, but they are three independently separated holy beings. 

We still know that each of us and all man in universe is superior God. At present, when we have 

not awakened, it is easily to confuse when we call their correct Name.

All is God, but there is hierarchy of God, thus there is also difference within highest hierarchy of 

God. Supreme God means Trinity; Highest God means Father God or Mother God. 

There are also many hierarchies such as son of God, holy God. After humans awaken, each 

of us has own name, separated title. Because everyone is awared as a superior God, this is 

absolute true. 

Thus, at present, we need to be aware of their title exactly when they come to us. 

- For example, when a master named: “Thái Thượng Tiên Ông Thánh Thể Ngọc Hoàng 

Thượng Đế”

Thái thượng: light of the star, the primordial spirit of God

Tiên ông: the first man of the original universe
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Thánh thể: the absolutely divine body. 

Ngọc hoàng thượng đế: the supreme King of the Kingdom. 

This is the name of Father God- Supreme God

- For example: When a master named: “Quan thế âm”

Quan is manage, supervise

Thế: universe, the world

Âm: the woman

Thus, quan the am is women who supervise the universe, the world

This is title of Mother God- Supreme God

The name Quan Thế Âm and Quán Thế Âm has same meaning

Quán: observing

Thế: the existence, the world, the universe

Âm: the woman

Thus, quán thế âm is also Mother God of the universe

-  For example: When a mater named: Tam Thiên Thượng Đế Vô Cực Đại Thiên Tôn, it 

means The Supreme Trinity creator’ eldest son. 

“Đại Thiên Tôn” is the eldest son of God – Jesus Christ (ton in the word of children but not 

respect). Besides whenever God named Himself, He did not use the word” great”, He use the 

word “high”.

So, when a God named himself as Tam Thiên Thượng Đế Vô Cực Đại Thiên Tôn, it means Jesus 

Christ, son of God.  However, before He named himself, Jesus Christ to the name of God as 

Highest Trinity God. 

This is the names of God in Eastern countries. In Western countries, they name themselves 

simple.
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- I am God, the first and last divine 

- I am Jesus Christ. 

- I am Michael Archangel

-I am Gabriel Archangel

-I am Raphael Archangel

We still know that God exists anywhere in the Universe, He is still God. Jesus Christ exists 

anywhere in the Universe, He is Jesus Christ. No matter where in Eastern or Western, there is 

difference in naming because of humans ‘different consciousness in each regions and countries. 

B. Son of God

Father God and Mother God has 144 children (having baby as a normal woman, this is the first 

experience necessary to God and to relative world) 72 son and 72 daughters (Jesus Christ is 

eldest son), each of them possesses different gene source (these are original gene in the 

universe). All of the children are installed conscious, intellectual and soul program by Father 

God and Mother God as their own; this is also called soul of children of God.

One hundred and forty-four children were divided into 72 couples. They are highest level angels 

and Archangel.

One hundred and forty-four children, but only 72 times of giving births, each giving birth 

includes one son and one daughter, also called dragon twins. After birth, they are also known as 

an enternal couple in Kingdom of God, two separate individuals but the truth is only one. The 

same as theFather God and mother 

God (Adam and Eve according to the Old Testament bible), but in fact, two are one. Those who 

were born directly by Father God and Mother God are High Divine Angles, Archangels; they are 

also creators in the future.  

Note: All souls are born in the Kingdom of Heaven at its beginnings are twin souls and each 

pairs are enternal couples in a state of complete awakening.

Seventy-two couples, each couple manage one universe region.
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One hundred and forty-four children of God are master of 144 professional careers of human 

beings.



The third and fourth generation God 

Seventy-two couple, it couple has , each pair of 100 children 50 male, 50 female 

Total: 72x 100 = 7200 people 

One hundred- third generation grandchildren of God is divided into 50 couples. 

Fifty couples- third generation grandchildren of God, each pair couple has 38 children

Total: 50 x 38 = 1900 people. 

As of the third and fourth generation, each couple – children of god has 

Total: 100 + 1900 = 2000 children and grandchildren. 

Total:  descendants of 3rdn and 4th generation is 2000 people multiple with 72 couple will be 

144,000 humans. 

Each couple, children of God and 2000 grandchildren is a tribe.  They all together manage a 

universe region.  . 

One hundred and forty-four thousand people and all their descendants are given all conscious 

intellectual programs as His own. 

This 144,000 Angel is mentioned in Revelation - 14, verse 1-3. 

"Then I looked, and there before me was the Lamb, standing on Mount Zion, and with him 

144,000 who had his name and his Father’s name written on their foreheads. 2 And I heard a 

sound from heaven like the roar of rushing waters and like a loud peal of thunder. The sound 

I heard was like that of harpists playing their harps. 3 And they sang a new song before the 

throne and before the four living creatures and the elders. No one could learn the song except 

the 144,000 who had been redeemed from the earth. "

This One hundred and forty-four thousand is the Archangel. Along with 144 children of God, 

they all manage the entire universe regions. 
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From 1900 humans from the 4th generation, they continued having descendants large enough to 

fill up all 66 universe regions, and then the baby production in the kingdom of heaven will end 

permanently. 

Family of God includes Father God, Mother god, children, grandchildren and many souls 

existing in the whole universe. All of them are originated from the Primordial Spirit of God, the 

supreme creator. 

The Primordial Spirit of God, Father God and Mother God actually are trinity and this is 

enternal truth. When We mention the supreme creator, it maybe mean of talking of the 2 eldest 

sons of God. The supreme God is actually not son of the primordial spirit of God; He is present 

of the primordial spirit of God in relative world. Thus, when We talk about God, We only talk 

about the Unique Divine, The first and last Divine, there is no distinquish between the primorial 

spirit of God or Father God, Mother God. Except for 144 divines were physical and spritual born

by Father God and Mother God from the beginning. The children from 3rd generation those who 

were not born by Father God and mother god, hoewever, they are spriritual childern of God, a 

small part extracted from God, absolutely perfect version of God. Therefore, We can either call 

Father God and Mother God as grandparents or parents.
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4. Why did the Angels leave the Kingdom of heaven?

 As we know in the previous section, every human being is first born in the Kingdom of 

heaven, God will equip human a soul with version of God Himself. So, each of us is a perfect 

Superior God.

But if God and all people live together in a world of all samethoughts, behavior and actions, then

life of this world is no longer meaningful. Therefore, each person must create his own ego, 

however; man cannot get this job done in Kingdom of God. In addition to creating a separated 

ego self, humans also need to achieve perfect knowledge through practical expericences to get 

the most realistic feeling about life. 

These are the two main important reasons that every man must seek and create ego for himself in

a different world from the Kingdom of heaven, it called secular world.

After time in Kingdom of Heaven, all angels and the fourth generation grandchildren as couples, 

"husband and wife in the kingdom of heaven" orderly left the kingdom of God to other planets in

search of experience, and after fully awakening, they will settle in a new place. 

144 sons and daughters of God, and 144,000 descendants will not experience during the 

beginnings. Because they are co-creators, architectures who prepare all things for lives in new 

planets. At the same time, they are also the gurus of souls at new place, until these are fully 

awakened. But in this process, there will be a number of angels in Kingdom of God coming to 

new places for experience and accomplishing missions of God. 

This event belongs to the omniscient plan of God. It is executed due to simultaneous 

acceptation and implementation between the mission takers and planners. They will be persons 

who seek happiness for themselves and for God. It is a key goal of God when He decided to 

leave the absolute world to relative world. And that is the purpose of God to know who He really

is. 

The process of transferring souls born in the kingdom of God and experience in new 

planets are ongoing process until populations of 66 universal regions were fully filled up. When 

one universal region started to shrink, all the angels of that region will evacuate to other 

operating 65 universal zones for resettlement activities. 

Some souls, who have not experienced salvation in the old universal zone, will be first ones to a 

new operating universal zone for ongoing experience. During the process of new Universal 
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expansion, the numbers of people who gradually leave evacuation shelters continue to 

experience and settle down in new planet. The first soul of new universe is the last soul moving 

to the next universal zone. End of experience, every soul will awaken completely, return to the 

status of Holy Spirit.

Process of oblivion to experience and renewal ego self of each soul will be ongoing and 

infinitely, time after time in endless and eternal life. When the shrinking and expansion of a 

universal region happens, this process will continue. 

As rules, Father God and Mother God did not directly experience. The rest of all souls have to 

accomplish these, even Son of God and 144,000 Holy Archangels. Normally, Son of God and the

Archangel groups both experience and accomplish the missions from Father God and Mother 

God. Number of these unsalved archangels experienced in planets is more than low hierarchy 

souls.
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5. What did angels look for when they left the kingdom of heaven?

    Before knowing the secrets of what the Angels look for? We should try to find out how did 

angels’s life in the Kingdom of Heaven look like?

There is a very easy thing to recognize is that all people in the kingdom are living with highest 

sense of "God consciousness". In addition to absolutely conscious foundation, They also possess 

a living soul of “Divinity of Mind”. Based on their absolute love for everyone and all relation   of

life, is also understood to be God or the Buddha nature. 

Along with the infinite wisdom that God has given, they have ownership and control entire 

supreme technology that Humans cannot imagine. In addition to technologies like super brain 

waves, attraction waves and gravitational waves mentioned in the Great truth book. They also 

control all the super objective computing technology, super micro-wave technology "quantum" 

etc. super micro wave technology coordinate with the super objective computing technology 

separate and move some objects to other place and reassemble into its original status at a glance. 

When humans own light body, also means that human beings possess perfect physical body, one 

can move from one place to another by micro-wave technology trade instantly.

- For example: You are living in Saigon, but today you want to come to New York to 

perform some necessary and urgent work. So to get to New York in the fastest time, you 

cannot travel by other means, thus you use super micro wave technology. After locating 

the destination, you will use the micro-wave technology combined with super objective 

computing technology, physical body and move to target place, then combining into one. 

Also at that time, you should use brainwave technology so that soul will be moved out of 

physical body before separation. And after your physical body combines into one again, 

your soul will be reinstalled in to body at a glance.  

This is the technology that masters used in the mountains of India that we often hear 

about them in books such as Mysterious Eastern of Paul Brunton, Journey to The Eart of Baird t. 

Spalding etc. The gurus appear in a closed room door and leave in that situation as a ghost, all of 

them use technology mentioned above. When Jesus Christ was still on Earth, He also used this 

technology to make bread and dried fishes at multiple to distribute to His followers.
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 Living in kingdom of heaven, people do not have to worry about what to eat, what to 

wear, housing, transportation, no need to work, work is fun without force. In the kingdom of 

heaven, man will enjoy whatever they want, every demand is instanlty met. Beings in kingdom 

of heaven never get sick, or any disease, they are young forever and immortal.

In this kingdom, there is no war, conflict, suffering, loss, misery, death, sorrow anxiety, 

hunger and deprivation. In this kingdom, there is no school, religion, government, hospitals, 

supermarkets, banks-they do not use money. In this kingdom, there is no contest, cannot find any

painful falling of losers. There are no teen boys and girls falling in their first love. There is no 

tearful farewell in love; no screams of mothers lost their children, there is no pain that lost their 

beloved ones etc. There is no any negative existing in kingdom of heaven.

In the Kingdom, let imagine once if all is really nice, perfect, peaceful, nothing else 

rather than positive things. If humans live in that world, whether that life is still meaningful or 

not? Is that life really heaven? Or it is just boring hell, insignificant, literally dull happy. How 

they can enjoy full happiness of life when all round them is full of goodness, nothing else. How 

they can recognize that their life is really heaven when they have not experience hell. So, they 

seek through experience and feeling what hell is. 

So, the Angels have to leave heaven to seek cure for themselves and God and Heaven from 

boring and dull hell. 

  We do know that when God gave us such his own consciousness, our soul look like His soul. It

also means that human is a sub God, thus all man should understand, know what war, conflict, 

death, suffering, sorrow, loneliness, loss, sadness, loss failure, selfishness, deception, betrayal, 

miserere, cunning, abuse of power, oppression, trampled, disdain really are etc ...  generally 

understanding of all negative aspects of heaven life. However, understanding is one thing; it is 

different story to experience what they know. Practical experience in all aspects of life both 

Heaven and Hell are essential to all souls which is unchangeable eternal truth. 

God and we know it all, but only understand about conception. We cannot search the emotions 

and experiences about the dark side of heaven, the negative experiences in the Kingdom. So to 

be able to get the experience, to get the true feelings, each of us has to experience the reality of 

all that we have learned through concept. 
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That is why God created the secular world, "the world that Mankind has just been through more 

than 11,500 ago," the world of ignorance, darkness, illiteracy, sin, cruel and violence ... it really 

is the hell earth. In the world of duality, earth also means hell, opposite to the heaven.

- For example: you try to  live under the hot sun nearly 45 ° C, there is no wind, lack of 

drinking water. Suddenly, someone put me in a space fully equipped, spacious, airy, 

temperature approximately 20 ° C, with adequate food, all kinds of fruit juice, chilled 

beer, and melodious music. And then that person let you use all as your wishes. So what 

is more exciting, happier at that moment? 

From this example, you feel like you step straight forward from hell into heaven. If you do not 

experience shortages and terrible heat, you will not have much emotion when access to that cool 

and convenient room. 

- For example:  you live in a fully furnished space, surplus material in a tropical country, 

with cool sea breezes and warm sunshine year-round. Suddenly, you had accident and 

have to live in Arctic zone, snow ice year round without any sun, fireplace and suffering 

many things. There are no clothes, blankets, no hot chicken soup, no wine, no cakes, 

seriously lack of food etc. From this example, we feel like we live in paradise walked into

life hell. So, you always remember and cherish the old life, which you considered as 

normal without much appreciation

Experiencing the negative state will help us feel loved and cherish positive state. But if we live in

positive state, we will not feel happy and love it. It is the reason humans should experience again

and again, always renew the ego from time to time, when the universe shrink and expand.

This is really a great and extreme desire of each soul before leaving the Kingdom of heaven. 

Experience on Earth is seeking for full happiness after angles come back to the heaven.
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6. How can the angels get desired experiences before leaving Kingdom of heaven?   

Before leaving the kingdom to a new place, each of us is aware that destination will be 

the world full of darkness, full of crime and suffering etc. Howerver, if people come to earth in a 

state of complete awakening "angel divine", people will not be able to experience anything. 

Thus, God only let soul in body with pure soul and blank conscious software program which has 

no information. But all data about life in Heaven "Divinity of mind" and our knowledge of God 

installed in brain before each reincarnation. It is also called transcendental conscious; however, 

all of this information cannot be used on Earth with conditions.

This is the very intelligent work of God. It is very useful tool that God has given to man 

on earth, when humans live in dark world with ignorance, foolish, stupid and illiteracy, when 

mind has no knowledge enough to analyze an action which beneficial or harmful to themselves. 

This is time that human soul controls the whole life. Dark soul will push fear, lust, selfishness 

and lust rise which are not consciously and rationally driven. Since then, humans will live 

depending purely on emotion, do whatever without concern the results, use any tricks, unaware 

of what is good and evil, right and wrong. 

That was all the motivation lead human beings to sin and from there humans became 

invented machines for experience materials. And from sinful materials, through a cycle of birth 

and rebirth, the karma will create bitten lessons for life. The lessons helps humans experience the

true emotions of fear, distress, misfortune, loss, bitterness, loneliness, failure, bored, hungry, 

ragged, homeless, wandering, imprisonment, being despised, downtrodden, rejected, coercion 

etc.This is what a soul before leaving kingdom of heaven desire to experience and practice in 

reality. 

In fact, Jesus Christ who is really loves humankind and courageous One. He revealed this

truth 2000 years ago. From his first sentence of the sermon in the mountain, He revealed this 

great truth about the journey of human beings on Earth. But up to now, most of us does not 

interested in His speech.

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 5 verse 3. 

"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”
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We will analyze about "poor spirit". What did He mean?

Before understanding the true meaning of the phrase "poor spirit", we will try to find out through

opposite phrase "rich soul". So how meaning of the rich soul will be conveyed? Is is the same as 

saying as: 

- A person with rich spirit of mercy

- A person with rich soul of tolerance

-A person with rich soul of compassion

-A person with rich soul of love. 

-A person with rich soul of forgiveness etc.

When using the word “poor” in words, what He wants to emphasize, we already understand. 

Poor and rich in material is not what He mentioned here. 

A rich man has money and material, but he is always stingy and miserly, miserere, wicked, cruel 

etc.this person is not poor in material but he has poor soul. 

A really poor material man, but he is always generous, sharing for those who is poorer, and help 

superior person, and love everyone. This person is not material rich, but he has rich soul.

But why Jesus Christ assumes that Kingdom of Heaven belongs to poor soul, maybe He 

would be confused. No, He was not mistaken, He just told the truth. He knew that man on Earth 

up to darkness, blindness, confusion and man will commit the crime, cruel, wicked, and evil. 

When man commit the crime and evil, karma will only give him back what he had done. And 

only those with poor souls can implement sinful and evil actions.  

Only those with poor souls can cause a lot of sin  ,and from what they done, karma will bring 

them pain and losses. Thereby, they can experience which is necessary to feel honestly about 

obstacles, difficulties, suffering, and get what they really desired before leaving Kingdom of 

Heaven. When they can learn the necessary lessons to experience everything, they will return to 

Heaven which belongs to them. 

Those with rich soul, they cannot implement bad actions. Those were not as bad, evil then karma

will bring them good things.   
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Indeed, Jesus Christ is very intelligent, with one statement; He can convey the whole truth 

and purpose of human beings on Earth.  

God seldom come to Earth, however, through humans, God directly experience through each of 

us. God will be with us to experience everything that humans have created whether it is joy or 

sadness. Through the transmission of brain waves, God is always there, always within us since 

souls left heaven until humans are fully awakening and come back home. 

What man experience, God will experience the same. What man feel in all living states, 

God will feel the same, how a hungier feels, God feel the same, and how a beggar feels, God 

feels the same. Cold feeling of a traveler in winter night, God also feel the same.  How the 

feeling of prisoner is, God will feel that. Feeling of a brutally tortured person is, God also feel 

the same.

Emotion of a person who is happy in winning, God will feel it, feeling of a person who win 

lottery, God feel it. 

Man is God's creation and God is created by humans. Until God comes to relative world, only 

when God created man, He knows Himself to be God. 

In fact, in the absolute world, God has no relatives, no companions, no one else rather than 

himself.  Until God created man, and humans honored God to the throne of God, at this time, 

God know that He is really God. This is absolutely eternal truth, but it is very simple and easy 

to understand. 
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PART III          

GOD AND EVENTS RELATED TO HUMANKIND

1. What do Mercy and tolerance help human beings to experience?

As we know, the angels leave heaven to seek for practical experiences, real emotion about 

what they will experience. The purpose of soul is seeking and experiencing negative side of 

characteristics, behavior and emotions of heaven. 

How is about the compassion, charity, kindness, courage behavior, mercy without reply? 

These are not downside characters of heaven; they are perfectly fit with heaven lifestyle. 

Souls reincarnate to new lands do not look for and experience perfect personality “Divine 

Nature”. In heaven, they always express mercy, kindness with their absolute love. If we compare 

human mercy and kindness, it just can be equivalent to human knowledge compared to God’s. 

We know that when human beings reach state of complete awakening, humans will know who 

we are. Thus, they will express absolute love in all relationship perfectly without practice or 

learning anything. 

Indeed, God has displayed a bitten truth in language, in our symbol, however we do not know 

anything.

Thế gian: the wold of cunning, wicked and deceptive but we are not aware. 

Trần gian: place with cruel, all deceit becomes naked, place can point out all gian ac

Trần tục:  place expose all obscene and vulgar of humans

What did God accept human to experience on Earth? We do not need to think much and 

everyone can recognize.

There is no reason that god’s messengers such as Jesus Christ, Shakyamuni Buddha, other 

religious cardinal and who came to experience forget their real purpose. No, it is not. They are 

son of God, high holy Divine in heaven, they know these important purposes. What they had 

done on Earth once again proved God’s wisdom. 

Take a look at human history; We can easily see that most of all small and big religions have 

common purposes which guide people to the way of charity. And almost as great religions which 
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has influence to human being has just appeared for 1000 years. Since 600 B.C until 600 A. D 

there were Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Christianity, and Islam. This is pre-Enlightenment 

and Enlightenment. All, the Masters and the Messengers appeared in the plan of God. And all 

who implemented enlightenment always act as God’s intention. Whether that person fully awake 

or just being in a state of awakening. More than anyone else, the Masters always know exactly 

what souls have to experience on Earth. However, Masters and the Messengers of God can not 

reveal the truth in the time that they descended. Therefore, they have to perform the mission that 

God has assigned in a different direction, which is to preach love, compassion, charity, kindness, 

and courageous actions of heroes... And They are very wise, They always know how to help 

people in the right direction that soul has desired before leaving Kingdom of God.

We know that God and all Holy Spirit consider it as important plan to let humans experience 

on Earth. It is the only way to help heaven get life of eternally full happiness. 

Present life on Earth and similar lives like Earth is a big game of both human beings and 

God. Thus, in every aspect of human life, God does not let us miss anything.  It is up to each 

period, God will let them appear on Earth, human beings lived in darkness, there should be light, 

there is evil,  there shoul be good, there is politics,  there should have religions, there is 

handmade, should have machines and technology etc. until Earth becomes real heaven. During 

the period, on Earth religions appeared and so did evils.Thus, God sent his messengers to Earth 

to preach compassion and charity to create a balance to Earth life.

Religion is not part of God's plan, but the religions’ establishment and development are still 

accepted as human creation. It is integral part of the big game

Everything operates in the universe, there is no absolutely accident, it is due to desire of God 

and human beings. 

-Compassion

It was more than 9,000 years ago; humans lived in darkness until Shakyamuni Buddha 

appeared. There were some religons appeared before Buddha, however, they did not preach love,

absolute compassion s Buddha’s philosophy. In this book, WE do not mention Buddha’s 

philosophy; WE just analyze only one word “Từ bi”. In addition to its previous meaning about 

“từ bi” 
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Bi: sad, painful. 

“Bi “letters in the word “từ bi” comes from the group: happy, angry, love, hate, sad, delight, want

and fear.

And its true meaning of implementing compassion, simple is giving up sadness, getting away

pain. In order to get rid of suffering, humans have to get rich of greed, hatred and delusion- it “is 

truth of compassion. 

In summary, “bi” is the cause, also the four noble truths. “từ” is action, also eightfold path.

In addition to this meaning, Shakyamuni Buddha also displays another sense, secret of “từ 

bi”

Từ: get rich of, bi: round block 

Great compassion so far is giving up big balls; big round block also means giving up, away 

from God. Shakyamuni Buhhda’s respecting compassion as reminding humans that they are 

away from God. 

Shakyamuni Buddha was well aware of what he was preaching and his teaching only aimed at 

enlightenment based on the human himself. There was no God; He did not mention God in His 

teachings. But more than anyone else, He knew His Father God, Mother God, who is creator and 

who is highest superior God of the Universe. 

He knew that his thoughts did not reflect much about the truth, but it only eased pains that 

people have suffered during that period. Thus, He predicted that after 500 years, Buddha’s 

teachings will become degenerate period, in fact, His words were not prophecy, and it was a 

precise understanding. He said surely when His brother- Jesus Christ will appear on Earth and it 

was true that 500 years later, Jesus Christ came to earth to preach the truth. 

When talking about compassionate person, we talk about a person with full love, generosity, 

tolerance, selflessness, kindness etc. But with those characters, how he can experience what his 

soul desired before leaving the kingdom of God. When a being has life with full love, not make 

any crime and mistakes, according to karma, it can only give him back happy and peaceful life. It

is maybe Buddha’s confusion. No, it is not. He knew the ways to bring compassionate soul to 

necessary experience, to initial purpose that the soul desired.  
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Bác ái

Jesus Christ came to Earth to preach about love and humaneness, moreover, He preached about 

the truth of God; help human beings know their origin. 

In the word “Bác ái” of Jesus Christ, it did not have many hidden meaning as the word “Từ 

bi” of Buhhda. We just need to change the last âm of two words to each other, hidden meaning 

will appear. 

“Bác ái”, when changing its sound together, it will be “ bái ác”

 “Bái”:  bow to evil, when you implement action “ bác ái” without the subject's request, 

according to unconditioned law, that person will receive other’s past created evils. Indeed, this is 

the secret of God, and it is displayed in the language, the symbol of every language in the world. 

Enlightening for humanity to recognize the truth about God and the kingdom is the focus of 

Jesus Christ’s mission. Love and compassion are important, but before the 2000s, it is still not 

the right time for Jesus Christ to ask humanity to practice these great characters radically.

Shakyamuni Buddha and Jesus Christ have applied unconditioned law radically, combined 

with the law of cause and effect, helping humans with compassion and bác ái implement desire 

experiences that their souls have chosen.

- For example: There is family lack of food, because the harvest season has not come, they 

will be hungry within 15 days, however, they luckily meet a compassionate guys who 

bring them food and money until they can harvest.  

According to unconditioned law, that person has violated the law for interfering that 

family without receiving their request.  Anything happens shave its own reasons that 

family are hungry because souls in that family chose hungry experience from the 

previous life. This will not disappear, it is terminated because of other’s intervene. 

According to unconditioned law, those hungry days of the family will be transferred to 

the compassionate person in next life.

 This is the phrase of Vietnamese in the old time "helping animals, animals repay, helping 

humans, they will revenge”. In addition, this example also helps us to explain the phenomenon of

many gentle, virtuous, kind people in life who is willing to help others. But they experience 

much suffering, hardship and struggle through obstacles in life. Many people assume that they 
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can guess fate based on characters, however, the fate of compassionate and humanity motto 

persons are always opposite to their own personality.

According to conventional thinking, when people help others with obstacles, do charity, they can

set a good sample. However, in spiritual world, who let other person know their doing charity, 

they have already been rewarded from karma. 

Thus, Jesus Christ wanted to help humans not to fall into the trap of wealth by saying:

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 6, verse 1-4. Serectly giving

“1Be careful not to practice your righteousness in front of others to be seen by them. If you do,

you will have no reward from your Father in heaven.2 “So when you give to the needy, do not 

announce it with trumpets, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and on the streets, to be 

honored by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full. 3 But when you give

to the needy, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, 4 so that your 

giving may be in secret. Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you.”

Jesus Christ‘s highest requirement:  whether humans are really good or really bad, 

because these two paths lead to heaven. However, human beings did not act as His wish, so 

exclaimed. 

Revelation - Chapter 3 verse 15-21

“15 I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you were either one or the 

other! 16 So, because you are lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—I am about to spit you out of 

my mouth. 17 You say, ‘I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.’ But you do 

not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked. 18 I counsel you to buy from 

me gold refined in the fire, so you can become rich; and white clothes to wear, so you can 

cover your shameful nakedness; and salve to put on your eyes, so you can see.19 Those whom I

love I rebuke and discipline. So be earnest and repent. 20 Here I am! I stand at the door and 

knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with that person, 

and they with me.21 To the one who is victorious, I will give the right to sit with me on my 

throne, just as I was victorious and sat down with my Father on his throne.” 
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According to the law of cause and effect, a sharing and helping action with request will 

bring back 7 times outcome of what they had helped and shared. 

The courageous behavior, helping without a need of payback, volunteer action will violate law of

unconditioned. 

- For example: A pedestrian saw a person bitten by strong man. Don’t wait for help calling,

he prevented and rescued that person from the physical abuse. 

In this case, the law of cause and effect let us know that soul of weak person chose to 

experience painful due to other’s torture. However, the pedestrian terminated the weak 

person’ experience, thus he violated law of unconditioned. What happening cannot 

appear, it should be continue. It will transfer to the pedestrian to continuously experience 

in his next life. 

 Shakyamuni Buddha and Jesus Christ have appiled effectively the unconditioned law. So 

even though, they have preached compassion and charity and how much humaneness, 

compassion humans practice, They also have ways to bring humans back to normal life and help 

human get   necessary experience. 

 There are 2 paths to Heaven either too evil or too moral which are mentioned in:

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 7 verse 13-14. 

13 “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to 

destruction, and many enter through it. 14 But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads 

to life and only a few find it.”

There is no priest, monk, nun that can practice life after life. God will bring them back to life due

to many reasons.

Volunteer actions are reasons which violate the law of unconditioned. 

Praying for others to help the victims overcome obstacles are violationg law of unconditioned. 

The more energy coming from their praying, the more karma will reflect in their next lives.

Whatever they eat and spend are coming from the contribution of faithful followers for 

temples, church, it is reason that karma brings them back to normal working days in their next 
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lives. We should not misunderstand that they will get back rewards when they preach doctrines, 

religious knowledge. Preaching knowledge only get back more knowledge in next lives. They 

have to payback what they receive from religious followers in next lives. In order to pay back, 

they need to work and live normally in their next lives. 

Leaving father, mother, children, relatives to find quiet place to spiritual practice, it is enough for

karma to bring them back to pay back in their next lives.  

Jesus Christ does not fear due to compassion and humanity motto that they will lose 

opportunity to experience negatively; He has many ways to help these people. He just feels pity 

for those who are neither good nor evil. They are rich one and escapers who try to find safe 

places.

The groups of escapers seek for safe place.

They seek for quiet mountains to spritual practice, stay away from eveybody, seek peace in souls,

they do not bother anyone; do not commit crime as well as charity (except for masters for other 

dimensional realm).

Besides,  there are people who do not take spiritual practice, in life they do not want to 

expand the relationship, fear of collision, they just work enough for living expense, no 

competion, trying avoid sin, they do not need anyone’s help and do not want to help anyone.

These two groups do not break the law of unconditioned and their karma enjoys peaceful lives as

they created in previous lives. Life after life, there is no dramatical change, suffering, and 

experience in their lives. 

These people do not live lavishly and do not have much experience. They are the group who 

succeeded in fleeing the hell on earth, but also fleeing the heaven.

In the game that God has laid out for people, there is no path to heaven without without going 

through hell. No Hell, Heaven becomes meaningless, Hell does not exist, and neither heaven 

does. 

-Group of rich people

The rich are really good people, actually their nature are not good or bad. They are not either 

voluntary donors or evil persons. They have disiplines and behave logically, they are really fair. 

One can hardly take advantage of them and they do not give anyone anything. Whoever needs 

jobs, they will help. Whoeve in poor misery and need help, they will help. They create jobs for 
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mnay people, and they get benefit from those labors. They also do a lot of charity work, but but it

is accompanied by branding. They are always rational, diligent and focus on their works. 

This is the basic raw material that karma gives them wealth life after life. Thus, RPLI help them 

behave the same in many lives. They are good person as its meaning in secular world, however, 

they do not know real purpose of souls, and until now nobody know their purspose of soul.

Wealthy group has very little opportunity to experience the dark side of heaven. What 

they always earthly experience is working for money and live in luxuryfully furnished, luxurious

enjoyment. Indeed, they were living lavishly, xa hoa, “xa” is stay away, hoa is flower of heaven 

which represent for beauty of kingdom of heaven. In fact, they are living away from kingdom of 

God. 

Jesus Christ knew all about this, He really loves human beings, thus He was trying to remind and

help us awaken to kingdom of god through his words

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 19 verse 23-24 

“23 Then Jesus said to his disciples, “Truly I tell you, it is hard for someone who is rich to enter

the kingdom of heaven. 24 Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 

needle than for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of God.”
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2. What are benefits of pursuing spirituality?

Before referring question: what are the benefits of pursuing spirit? First we have to 

distinguish the difference between spirituality and religion. The True Meaning of religious 

andand spiritual followers is not the same. Pursuing religion is pursuing an ideology bound by 

rituals, forms and dogmas. Pursuing the pursuit of spirituality is pursuing freedom because 

nature of spiriality is not bound, not imposed the wishes of followers. 

Talking about spirit is talking about God; the spiritual world is God's world. A spiritual person is 

pursuing a conscious way to be freed, (return to God). Thus, the power of God is always willing 

to help and guidance of people. They perform and help some people open their mind to realize 

the truth about God and his world. They carried out, mentored these people looking for what they

have not experienced, and they are poverty, misfortune, accidents etc. It is experience that 

normal people really hate and avoid. However, we need to recognize a truth, actual observation 

of what people pursuing spirituality often encountered in life. That they are not bad people, so in 

this life they have received as unwanted karma. They must be really good since in past lives and 

they break the law of unconditioned. Everythign happened is nolonger important, they know 

what they experience which beomce foundation for their return of soul. 

If those who pursue spirituality are definitely going to go into poverty, misery, human 

suffering, boredom, then no one wants to it. People can not actually understand much about 

God's world, but they are also very practical. People are spiritually awakening and pursuing god 

with the hope that God will bring them more beautiful lives both physical and mentally. 

However, if one realizes that the pursuit of spirituality to find God is not heaven yet, just the hell.

Surely not many people will pursue spirituality and heaven. They will accept leave in hell to 

enjoy the wealth and luxury. No matter how long it can last, whether it is eternal or not, they do 

not care.  

Despite the fact that all the ways to heaven are through hell. Howver, when humans 

experience hell without consciousness and clearness, humans are imprisioned in secular world. 

They are deprived of greatest weapons and they are forced to accept suffering. In present, if they 

know that choosing spirituality is suffering, they wil not regardless of his future will turn out. 

Indeed, the purpose of most people on the planet is worry about money and living expenses. 

However, how we can blame, criticize them because the majority of assets in the world belongs 
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only to few persons. There is only little percentage of millionair and billionaire who not worry 

about living expenses. The rest cannot except from circle of making a living. 

 When so many people's lives are in precarious condition, only with flooding ,drought, low 

sales just a few weeks, unemployed for few months, they will kicked out of their house due no 

there is no money paypack to bank or rich bosses. When injustice in society, corruption, the evil 

person stil enjoy, the rich get richer, the poor get pooer. How can they awaken when their 

children are hungry, cannot go to school.How can they enlightened themselves, when they have 

unhappy life, poverty, their wives and children sick without medical care. How can call and ask 

them for conscious enlightenment, when their prayers always fall in scary quietness. It become 

mirror in front of them about those who pursue spiritulity experienced misfortune, poverty 

deprivation. 

- For example: A man’s wife had cancer and she died due to running out of money for 

treatmen. The single father has to raise 4 children in poverty. On the way to lend some 

money for his sick son for hospital, he picked up a pack of money.  

So what did the man do with this money?  One way is bringing money to police station.

Other ways is using money for his sick son. If he gives the money back, his son can die as the 

mother, or not he will feel guity due of unfaithful. However, to keep his conscience clean, then 

the father can lose the child. So what should the father do in that situation? If you were him, 

what should you do? Each of us has own answer.

-  For example: A poor young lady has no job, no high education.  When girls get married 

and have children, she has no worry. Suddenly, her husband left her with children with 

rentet house, no medical insurance, and no asset. She has to work hard to raise the child. 

However, the job is unstable, thus she has no money to pay for expenses sush as renting, 

clothes, medical etc. Finally she becomes a hook to get money for her child.

From the above two examples, as human life are so miserable, they will not think much 

about morality, and  When people are hunger, misery, do not expect them to awaken or pursuing 

something called spiritual. We should not judge or criticize others that they have no 

consciousness and morals which cause social evils, cruelty. Before juging them, let be in their 

situations, feel their emotions and wonder whether you can behave differently or not

From ancient times as well as in the present, there are religious institutions and social 

organizations preaching, calling humans for a conscience, morality, compassion, charity. People 
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always preach, call humans for moral however they do not really care about the lives of human 

beings.

In fact, not many of them really care about thoughts, feelings of citizens, believers; 

followers.What they really care is reputation, status instead of others’ feeling and emotions. They

care how many followers in their religons so thattheir religious voices can have more influence 

to government leaders. What they really care about is how much followers’ offerings, contributed

the temple, for churches. And maybe, what they get from followers included money from low 

class, poor people who being always criticized. 

From money of followers, they built bigger temples, churches, mosques to attract more 

followers. From that money, they will help a group of people to promote their image of charity. 

From financial resources, they can advertise and expand their religion as the best one. 

- What the educationers transmit to human is knowledge that can be used to create money 

and material, fame and power.  In reality, it proves differently that the rich, powerful, famous 

person do not always have high education. Educators are not interested in conveying the sense of

life, human morality, but they still require humans to live moral after leaving school. Based on a 

general observation, we can see that the meaning of education never exist the so-called morality. 

Since its purpose is to teach people a desire. Education teaches human desire for knowledge, 

understanding and desire as well as academic achievement as well as after leaving school. 

Education does not include the meaning of the word ethics, because meaning of ethics itself does

not include the desire.The focus of education is to train for so many intellectual people. Current 

education follows the trend of truyen dat knowledge to create prejudice, cultivated memories. 

But it does not trasmit knowlelge based on freedom of thought, as the source of creativity. 

Similarly, religious teachings for believers are as tool to bind their thoughts on religion that they 

are pursuing. But that does not give them a tool to identify the facts on seeking path of liberation.

Here we only metion about observation, non- criticize.  We only talk about the truth occuring

in the reality, it is not a solution. Only passionate leaders can implemnet the change and solve the

reality toward the future. 

In real life, it is proved that not all of intellectual leaders have conscious morality. A group of 

intellectuals who can behave very selfish, cruel and malice, but the one with morality will not 

behave lik that. Those intellectuals who are not certainly consiously moral, they just know to 

cover themselves in ordinary classes. 
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- The true nature of two words “religion” was displayed in language that religious organizations 

teach people about the respect. But that respect is built by the fear of authority. The honor which 

was formed by the fear but not the gratitude will not ever be a sincere respect. A child expresses 

their grateful to parents which already included the sincere respect. But a child respect his 

parents due to their authority which has never includes heartfelt gratitude, thus the fearful respect

of humans may not be sincere respect. 

- What religion transmitting to the believers is directed to compassion, charity, and love, but 

actions rare based on desire, fear and confusion. At first, religions arouse the desire of heaven, a 

nirvana accordg to followers’ imagination, a place where people will enjoy a good life after 

death.  Next, they bind followers’ thought to framework of the ritual forms. They impart 

admonishing, threatening knowlegdge, and they always warn believers will lose all and will be 

punished if they disobey. They always believed that they are representatives of highest Divine to 

guide followes. Thus, if followers do comply with the ruling, practice their invented rituals, 

karma will be catastrophic; they would lay into eternal hell and lost souls. 

Followers come to regions because they desire and fear. They wish to receive peace in 

physical body and after death their souls can have good, peaceful, perfect lives forever. However,

they are afraid of not enough knowledge, it would be wrong on the search for the good life 

therefore; they have to rely on religion. In fact, religions do not want believers reach their true 

light of knowledge, religious organizations are afraid their followers understand the truth. And 

many religious leaders are also not really know the truth of God, where and how heaven and 

nirvana is. It does not matter, what they care are power, fame and money in stead of salvation, 

deliverance for their believers. Therefore, they created a lot of myth to preach, to make their 

followers fear and dull-witted.  The purpose of religion is bound souls of believers and makes 

followers obey and not dare to leave the religion.

But once access the truth, believers will not listen to the teachings of the religious teachers. 

Because they know that religion can not take them to where they want to and then they will leave

religion. 

Most of the time, the time of born and growing up is the accumulation of people’s 

knowledge, as the accumulation of money in search of wealth, fame and sustaining thee life for 

themselves and their families. It is not bad to accumulate money, pursuing fame, wealth, power. 

Any pursuing purposes of humans in secular world have its value in experience aspects. We just 
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observe based on spirituality, there is no right or wrong. However, when We have deep insight, a 

clear sense of awareness about the true purpose that our souls search, then everything called 

wealth, enjoyment, power, fame, peace is not what souls look for before oblivion state.  People 

were born and raised who had goals to pursue, so people do feel meaningful. In all purpose of 

human pursuits, including enternal, nature, vile purposes derived from the desire, there are cute 

and simple purposes etc. Wish, think and act is freedom of each human, however if we know real

desire of soul. We will choose pursuing high purposes which are eternally for our lives.

Saying so does not mean that everyone can pursue dreams and goals. In society, there are 

many low class people who struggle in earning living and who lack of knowledge. The life is so 

diffficult and then people do not want to think, wish anything esle besides making a living. 

However, in the grace era, we should spend little time to think about spirituality, who is God? 

Who are you? Why did we come to Earth, where will we go in the furture? Etc. If our conscious 

change, spiritual awakening, God and His forces will support us to get more stable, more 

comprehensive, happier lives in the path of pursuing spirituality. From the original little thinking 

about spirituality, then we will be salved in the end, and when we have all liberation, we will 

have them all.

In reality, previously who pursue spirituality is facing difficulty and suffering. However, this 

only happened before Decembe 21st, 2012, until now everything will change in opposite 

direction. Opposite trend as unconditioned becomes conditioned, conflict war will become peace 

era, darkness becomes light. In grace era, the spiritual awakening, spiritual pursuiter will be 

supported by God and His forces in both spirit and materilism.  From now on, life of whoever 

pursuing spirituality become more stable, happier. 

In deed, God is wise, secrets He revealed to human beings, and then it will not exist 

anymore. Pursuing spirituality is typical example, purpose of souls on Earth are experiencing the 

downside characters of heaven. When man is aware of this, it will no longer exist. When humans

accept and face to cruety, ruthless, greed and selfishness of our own, they immediatly disappear 

and no longer exist and be replaced with characters of love.

- For example: You are partner in business with your friend, and one day you made your 

own profits that your friend does not know. You need that money for yourself and you 

decide not to let your friend know as well.  Before you make a decision to withhold this 

money for your benefit, let's look into your actions, directly face to your thought.
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You will naturally be aware of this as fraudulent, greedy and selfish behavior. Accordingly, you 

will no longer want to use that money for yourself. Looking straight into your own thought 

before acting without judgment, bias, excuses, and then wishes of negative actions will 

disappear. When you are positively aware, you will not act negatively in spite of any reason or 

misery situations. When you have courage to face the negative, negative will disappear, the more

you hide them, the more they follow you. 

- For example: In early morning, on your way to work, you suddenly saw a victim bleeding

a lot. There are 2 thoughts appearing: helping the victim or ignoring everything to 

continue to work. Because this is first day of work of big company, then you hesitate. It is

time to face the issue that if you ignore the victims, you will become emotionless, 

heartless and selfish. Once you looked at your own insensitivity, callousness and 

selfishness, it will automatically disappear and be replaced with love and mercy. From 

that moment, you decide to stop and save victim no matter how you can keep the job or 

not. Losing this job, you can find another job, but if you do not help the victim which 

may bring him to death.This is action and thought of conscious man.

In fact, it is not easy to look straight into our own negative thoughts, wishes. In addition 

to large amounts of negative thoughts and actions existed in RPLI and subconscious, current 

lives are barrier for us to face ourselves. When encountering a situation, a favorable condition to 

implement negative actions, we always give biase excuse. When we act to higher self and 

narcissism in order to bring benefits for ourselves, we never dared to look into ourselves. We 

always escape voice from souls; from words show that those actions hurt others.We always have 

the fraud allegations to cover up our own negative actions. We usually cover up our own 

negatives by blaming for circumstances, always see you right and blame others stupid and weak. 

When executing a negative, evil and dark action, we would never dare to feel the pain that we 

have caused to the objects.

It requires self-consciously awakened, enlightened consciousness, spiritual awakening to 

face yourself. When people are fully aware of what truth and what false is what eternal benefits 

and pettiest interests are. Then, people will use to think and act positively, illuminates itself and 

look into ourseves. When people have a sense of enlightenment, they will think and act on the 

voice of true love which is guided by the highest consciousness. Actions guided by the highest 

conscious and motivation are sincere love from the heart of the ethical beings. 
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But not all moral actions always bring satisfaction to others; it is the best interests of others. God 

is the most typical image about morals in both consciousness and actions. All God’s actions 

rarely bring people the satisfaction; it brings the highest interest eternally. However, instead of 

acknowledging and showing the highest gratitude to God, many people just complain.
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3. What did Revelation have any relations to human history?

Until now, when we read Revelation, talking about revelation is talking about the past, 

about history that humans have ever experienced. The next coming period mentioned in 

Revelatin is not long. In Revelation, God and Jesus Christ revealed for Gioan about all pain, 

injuries, struggled, suffering that humans have to experience on Earth. 

Revelation Chapter 4 verse 1. 

" The Throne in Heaven

1After these things I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven, and the first voice 

which I had heard, like the sound of a trumpet speaking with me, said, "Come up here, and I 

will show you what must take place after these things."

Humans have to experience 12,000 years on Earth. The beginning of human history was summer 

of 11,680 years ago counting since 2014.

- The first period last for 3666 years. Counting from 1st year in period of 12,000 years

The 2nd period last for 2334 years

The 3rd period last for 2000 years

The 4th period last for 1666 years

The 5th period last for 1334 years which counted from 1st AD

The 6th period last for 666 years

The 7th period last for 334 years, count from 2000 B.C

Total years of 1st and 2nd period was 6000 years

Total years of 2nd, 3rd and 4th period was also 6000 years

Total years of 3rd untilm the end of 7th period is 6000 years

Three times of 6,000 years is the expression of number 666 

7th press were opened, 7 trumpets were blown and 7 disaster bowls coming down to Earth, which

is equivalent to 7th period of Earth.

First 4th period had not much great events in the world.

In 5th period, there were political, social changes. In this period, there were many conflicts; 

however it was not the most important one.

The 6th period started from 1334 to 2000 B.C, it lasts for 666 years. It is known under different 

name as Revelation period, this is the most important one in mankind history. During this period,

there were many bloody holy wars, 2 global wars. Politics, society, commerce, art, music, 
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medicine, science and technology etc. grow rapidly. World population boom amazing is the 

period of human suffering, misery and bloody. Number six is Catholics’ most fear, the true figure

of Satan. But it also number brings great glory to humanity.

" Bad is considered as bad, killing is considered as killing, however, at present killing is a 

means to achieve high noble success” J. Krishnamurti, The first and last freedom.Questions 

and answers .1- About the current crisis, page 195. 

The 7th period started from 2000 until the final judgement day. It last for 334 years. This is period

of peace, humans gradually have positive life, and all negative things will be excluded from 

human life. This is also called Light receving period, Grace period, conditioned period, 4D 

period, pre-judgement and Heaven Party period.

Each opened an, each trumpet blowning singal for a period of tribulation on human 

beings on Earth. We knew the journey of each soul on Earth. However, we cannot think that 

Jesus Christ revealed terrible truth in Revelation 2000 years ago. It was undeniable evidence of 

what humans have experienced on Earth. 

Now, things have gone in the past, darkness recedes into the past, the light is full on 

Earth. Indeed, humans have to endure so much suffering as Shakyamuni Buddha once said: "life 

is suffering" bể means ocean, life is full of suffering. Bể also means breaking, pain, and 

suffering. A simple sentence has the whole truth to humans on Earth, undeniable truth.

11680 years ago, when the first intelligent man appeared on Earth, it was also beginning 

of humans on the journey of seeking for the suffering.

-The first seal is opened, the first trumpet is blown up, and the first bowl was poured 

upon the earth exactly 11,680 years ago. The era humans have been taught the language, taught 

to make house by bamboo leaf and mud material, and to do agricultural cultivation by angels. 

Yet, this man had the experience of festering sores because they act worship idols, worships the 

mountain, River God, worshiping giant trees etc. 

Revelation - Chapter 16 verse 2. 

"2So the first angel went and poured out his bowl on the earth; and it became a loathsome 

and malignant sore on the people who had the mark of the beast and who worshiped his 

image”

-The second press was opened, trumpet was blown up, the second bowl came down to 

earth 8014 years ago. During this period, there were wars between tribes and with each other on 
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Earth.  

Revelation - Chapter 6 verse 3-4. 

“When the Lamb broke the second seal, I heard the second living being say, 'Come!' And 

another horse appeared a red one. Its rider was given a mighty sword and the authority to 

remove peace from the earth. And there was war and slaughter everywhere" 

-The third seal is opened; the trumpets blowing up at third time, a third bowl came down 

to earth 5,680 years ago. During this period, the Earth has a government, kings who ruled 

citizens. In this period, humans knew to use money for goods traded.  

Revelation - Chapter 6 verse 5-6. 

"When the Lamb broke the third seal, I heard the third living being say, 'Come!' And I looked

up and saw a black horse, and its rider was holding a pair of scales in his hand. And a voice 

from among the four living beings said, 'A loaf of wheat bread or three loaves of barley for a 

day's pay. And don't waste the olive oil and wine'"

-The fourth seal was opened, the trumpets blew at fourth times, and fourth bowl came down to 

earth 3,680 years ago. During the period, Abraham is edited to receive information from God by 

psychic methods and preaching. Old Testament bible and Judaism appeared during this period. 

There were severe drought, war, disease occurs everywhere, people fighting with swords and 

using horses causing so many deaths. 

Revelation - Chapter 16 verse 8-9. 

“8 And the fourth angel poured out his bowl upon the sun, and power was given to him to 

scorch people with fire, 9and people were scorched with great heat and blasphemed the name 

of God who has power over these plagues, and they did not repent and give him glory.

Revelation - Chapter 6 verse 7-8

7And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth beast say, “Come 

and see.” 8And I looked and saw a pale horse, and his name that sat on him was Death, and 

Hell followed with him. And power was given to them over a quarter of the earth, to kill with 

sword, hunger, death, and the beasts of the earth.

-The fifth seal is opened, the trumpets were blown up fifth time, the fifth bowl came down to 

earth 2014 years ago, the first AD. Beginning of this period, Jesus Christ preached God and the 
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Kingdom of God and Catholics was born, Mohammed messenger appeared and Islam was born. 

And in this era, there were many wars and Crusades, disaster epidemic everywhere. 

Revelation - Chapter 6 verse 9-11. 
“9And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who were 

slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held, 10and they cried with a loud 

voice, saying, “How long, O Lord, holy and true, do you not judge and avenge our blood on 

those who dwell on the earth? 11And white robes were given to every one of them, and it was 

said to them that they should rest yet for a little season, until their fellow servants and their 

brethren that should be killed as they were should be fulfilled.”

Revelation - Chapter 16 verse 10-11. 

(1) Then the fifth angel poured out his bowl on the throne of the beast, and (2) his kingdom 

became darkened; and (3) they gnawed their tongues because of pain, and (4) they 

blasphemed the God of heaven (5) because of their pains and their sores and (6) they did not 

repent of their deeds.

During this time, God has allowed humans begin exploiting oil. 

Revelation - Chapter 9 verse 1-2. 

“1Then the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star from heaven which had fallen to the earth; 

and the key of the bottomless pit was given to him. 2He opened the bottomless pit, and smoke 

went up out of the pit, like the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the air were 

darkened by the smoke of the pit.” 

-The sixth seal was opened, the trumpets were blown up, and sixth bowl is poured upon the earth 

it began from 1,334 until 2000. After man has been exploiting oil, and motorbikes, cars and 

vehicles used oil fuels everywhere in the world. 

Revelation - Chapter 9 verse 3-5. 

“3 Then out of the smoke came locusts upon the earth, and power was given them, as the 

scorpions of the earth have power 4They were told not to hurt the grass of the earth, nor any 

green thing, nor any tree, but only the men who do not have the seal of God on their 

foreheads. 5And they were not permitted to kill anyone, but to torment for five months; and 

their torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it stings a man”

In this period, there were some angels God sent into the world on a mission to create the 

Crusades, World War I and World War II. In previous era, We often assume that god’s 
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messengers coming to earth to implement mission as bringing humans good things. For example:

Buhhda, Jesus Christ, Muhammad prophet, Guru J. Krishnamurti etc. In reality, there are many 

angels coming to Earth with mission of supporting humans according to God’s ways. They bring 

humans negative things such as Genghis Kan Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf Hitler, even Judda, 

Jesus Christ’s dicisple etc. When on Earth, they were not awakened yet; they implemented their 

mission in ignorance through pre- written script. 

Revelation - Chapter 9 verse 13-15 

“13 Then the sixth angel sounded, and I heard a voice from the four horns of the golden altar 

which is before God, 14 one saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, "Release the four 

angels who are bound at the great river Euphrates." 15And the four angels, who had been 

prepared for the hour and day and month and year, were released, so that they would kill a 

third of mankind.”

The occurred wars with many people involved, and people have used guns, air planes to fight 

against each other.

Revelation - Chapter 9 verse 7-10 and 16-19. 

“7The appearance of the locusts was like horses prepared for battle; and on their heads 

appeared to be crowns like gold, and their faces were like the faces of men. 8They had hair like

the hair of women, and their teeth were like the teeth of lions.9 They had breastplates like 

breastplates of iron; and the sound of their wings was like the sound of chariots, of many 

horses rushing to battle10They have tails like scorpions, and stings; and in their tails is their 

power to hurt men for five months.”

“16 The number of the armies of the horsemen was two hundred million; I heard the number 

of them. 17 And this is how I saw in the vision the horses and those who sat on them: the riders 

had breastplates the color of fire and of hyacinth and of brimstone; and the heads of the 

horses are like the heads of lions; and out of their mouths proceed fire and smoke and 

brimstone. 18A third of mankind was killed by these three plagues, by the fire and the smoke 

and the brimstone which proceeded out of their mouths. 19 For the power of the horses is in 

their mouths and in their tails; for their tails are like serpents and have heads, and with them 

they do harm”
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During this period, the Earth's climate changes, severe environmental pollution, sea level rises 

and many small islands have disappeared. Natural disasters, floods occur throughout the world, 

people have sought refuge, fleeing natural disasters everywhere. 

Revelation - Chapter 6 verse 12-16. 

“12 I looked when He broke the sixth seal, and there was a great earthquake; and the sun 

became black as sackcloth made of hair, and the whole moon became like blood; 13and the 

stars of the sky fell to the earth, as a fig tree casts its unripe figs when shaken by a great wind 
14The sky was split apart like a scroll when it is rolled up, and every mountain and island were 

moved out of their places. 15Then the kings of the earth and the great men and the 

commanders and the rich and the strong and every slave and free man hid themselves in the 

caves and among the rocks of the mountains; 16and they said to the mountains and to the 

rocks, "Fall on us and hide us from the presence of Him who sits on the throne, and from the 

wrath of the Lamb”. 

At the end of this period, in eastern, Messenger of God was born who prepared to appear in the 

era of peace.

Revelation - Chapter 16 verse 12. 

“The sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river, the Euphrates; and its water was 

dried up, so that the way would be prepared for the kings from the east”

-The seventh seal is opened, the trumpets were blown up and the seventh bowl was poured upon 

the earth 14 years ago starting from 2000 untill the final judgment. 

This is the grace period, dark period has ended. It is time that God and angels will bring 

humanity all good things in preparation for heaven and earth party.

Revelation - Chapter 8 verse 1-5. 

“1 When the Lamb broke the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven for about half an hour. 
2And I saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them. 
3Another angel came and stood at the altar, holding a golden censer; and much incense was 

given to him, so that he might add it to the prayers of all the saints on the golden altar which 

was before the throne. 4And the smoke of the incense, with the prayers of the saints, went up 

before God out of the angel's hand. 5 Then the angel took the censer and filled it with the fire 
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of the altar, and threw it to the earth; and there followed peals of thunder and sounds and 

flashes of lightning and an earthquake.”

This is the period of peace, the period of conditioned will intervene and sponsors for peace of 

world. All countriees on Earth unite in one under the sponsor of God

Revelation - Chapter 11 verse 15-18. 

“15 then the seventh angel sounded; and there were loud voices in heaven, saying, "The 

kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ; and He will 

reign forever and ever." 16And the twenty-four elders, who sit on their thrones before God, fell 

on their faces and worshiped God,17 saying, "We give You thanks, O Lord God, the Almighty, 

who are and who were, because You have taken Your great power and have begun to reign. 
18"And the nations were enraged, and Your wrath came, and the time came for the dead to be 

judged, and the time to reward Your bond-servants the prophets and the saints and those who 

fear Your name, the small and the great, and to destroy those who destroy the earth.” 

This is the period of receiving light, all truth will be revealed. 

Revelation - Chapter 10 verse 1-11

“1 saw another strong angel coming down out of heaven, clothed with a cloud; and the 

rainbow was upon his head, and his face was like the sun, and his feet like pillars of fire; 2and

he had in his hand a little book which was open. He placed his right foot on the sea and his 

left on the land, 3and he cried out with a loud voice, as when a lion roars; and when he had 

cried out, the seven peals of thunder uttered their voices. 4When the seven peals of thunder 

had spoken, I was about to write; and I heard a voice from heaven saying, "Seal up the things

which the seven peals of thunder have spoken and do not write them. 5Then the angel whom I 

saw standing on the sea and on the land lifted up his right hand to heaven, 6and swore by Him

who lives forever and ever, WHO CREATED HEAVEN AND THE THINGS IN IT, AND THE

EARTH AND THE THINGS IN IT, AND THE SEA AND THE THINGS IN IT, that there 

will be delay no longer, 7but in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to 

sound, then the mystery of God is finished, as He preached to His servants the prophets. 8Then

the voice which I heard from heaven, I heard again speaking with me, and saying, "Go, take 

the book which is open in the hand of the angel who stands on the sea and on the land. 9So I 

went to the angel, telling him to give me the little book. And he said to me, "Take it and eat it; 
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it will make your stomach bitter, but in your mouth it will be sweet as honey." 10I took the little 

book out of the angel's hand and ate it, and in my mouth it was sweet as honey; and when I 

had eaten it, my stomach was made bitter”

The angel and small roll

.11 And they said to me, "You must prophesy again concerning many peoples and nations and 

tongues and kings."

It is receving light period and the time God revealed the covenant, the agreement between God 

and the angels before they left the kingdom of heaven to experience on Earth.  

Revelation - Chapter 11 verse 19. 

“19 And the temple of God which is in heaven was opened; and the ark of His covenant 

appeared in His temple, and there were flashes of lightning and sounds and peals of thunder 

and an earthquake and a great hailstorm.”

In each period, there was always at least one official messenger of God, appeared Earth on a 

mission to lead the human race. And then all of us will come back with the Divine nature of 

oneself. The 8th king is the number of people who will be savled after the judgment.

Revelation - Chapter 17 verse 10-11 

“10 and they are seven kings; five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come; and when he 

comes, he must remain a little while. 11"The beast which was and is not, is himself also an 

eighth and is one of the seven, and he goes to destruction.”

All evils things and suffering that humans experienced will remain as eternal 

Revelation - Chapter 14 verse 13. 

“13I heard the voice from heaven saying, "Write, 'Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord 

from now on.'" "Yes," says the Spirit, "that they may rest from their labors; for their works 

follow with them.”

After the judgment day, atmosphere of Earth will be clean, new and perfect energy will be 

brought from the universe by angels. 
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Following the judgment of the Earth's atmosphere will be very clean and new energy will be the 

perfect angel brought from the Universe. Our first job after fully awakening is combined with 

our spouse in the kingdom of heaven. At this time, lives on Earth are bliss, there is no death and 

suffering no longer appears. 

Revelation - Chapter 21 verse 1-4. 
“1 Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth passed 

away, and there is no longer any sea. 2And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down 

out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for her husband. 3And I heard a loud 

voice from the throne, saying, "Behold, the tabernacle of God is among men, and He will 

dwell among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself will be among them 4and 

He will wipe away every tear from their eyes; and there will no longer be any death; there will 

no longer be any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things have passed away."

There is no exchange, singing, manual working, no longer have to use the old energy to 

illuminate, no marry and have children in lives after judgment.

Revelation - Chapter 18 verse 11-14 and 22-23

“11 And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their 

merchandise any more 12 he merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of 

pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner 

vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and 

marble, "And cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, 

and fine flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and 

souls of men 14 And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things 

which were dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more at 

all.”

“22 And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no 

more at all in thee; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft [he be], shall be found any more in 

thee; and the sound of a millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee 23And the light of a 

candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride 

shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for 

by thy sorceries were all nations deceived." 
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From real observation, we can see that Revelation is the original known Bible. Indeed, it 

is Bible which is copied and preserved most carefully due to two 2 reasons.

 First: Revelation‘s content is difficult to understand and contain many hidden meaning 

compared to humans’ knowledge in the 3D era. So the scribes and religious leaders who did not 

know where t o edit to bring benefits to religion, therefore they did not edit.

 Second, it is the main reason that people do not dare to edit Revelation. It was derived 

from scary warning in the end of chapter 22 verses 18-19. “18 For I testify unto every man that 

heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things, God 

shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book19 And if any man shall take away 

from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of 

life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book”.
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 4. What is the meaning of 666 related to history of human beings?

Talking about number 666 is talking about fear, darkness and suffering. 666 years in 6th 

period is highest peak of all experience. Catholics consider number 666 as symbol of Satan, they 

have own reason. 

Similarly, the number 13 is the supreme symbol of God. Beginning with respect in deep 

consciousness, humans gradually fear and shun it. There are more people thinkng bad about it, 

passing it a long dark energy and makes it unlucky numbers. 

In the spiritual world, 666 has noble symbol. It is a symbolic figure for the universe regions and 

God used it as a measure for all life in the universe, but humans assign it as figure of sinful 

Satan.

666 means 66 operating universal regions and 6 dead universal regions 

This number also indicateds number of era happened on Earth and the final judgment day. 

"72,000" years is the total time that God assigned to let Homo speices and intelligent man 

experience.

72,000 years the symbol of the 72 regions of the Universe, 72 couples the Son of God. Total time

of first journey of experience is 1 D era.

72,000 divided by 6 equal 12000 years. This is symbol of the first 6. This is the 2D era. 

Twelve thousand years, is the symbol for 12 levels spiritual energy of the Son, grandson of god 

the symbol for 12-dimensional universe. 

12,000 divided by 6 = 2000 years. This is symbol of second 6. This is the 3D era. 

Two thousand years, a symbol of 2000 son, daughter and grandchildren of a couple- the Son of 

God. They are 2000 Archangels of a tribe. 

2000 divided by 6 equal 333 years 121 days 16 hours. This is symbol of third 6. This is 4 D 

period

333 years 121 days 16 hours which is equivalent of 334 years and considered 334 years

12,000 -334 years of 7th era will be 11,666 years

1.1 is symbol of duality, 666 is a symbol for the universe. 
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2334 will be 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 = 12, is the symbol for 12 levels of spiritual energy, 12 is the  simple 

number represent for 12,000 years of completed Human beings experinece on earth 

Also, 2334 has a different meaning 

2 x 3 = 6, 6 x 3 = 18, 18 x 4 = 72 is the number symbolizes 72 universe regions.

Thus, the judgment day will occur at 16:00 on May 1st, 2334. 

May 1st represents 5D period.

16h: 1 + 6 = 7 denotes ending the 7th period.

16h = 04 pm, indicating the end of 4 D period, 7th period and 4D is the same

After the judgment will be 5D period, a period of fully awakening of humanity. The period 

humans will come back to Divine consciousness. 

The total time of 72,000 years were divided into 6 three times, this is the third meaning of the 

number 666.
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 5. What should human beings do to be redeemed in next coming period?

Indeed, talking about the past is talking about darkness, ignorance, stupidity, evil, 

suffering and pitifulness. Remembering the past is about painful memory of memories that we do

not want to remind. But thanks to God, now everything has gone, what has happened in the past, 

whether how bad it was, it is now just the past.

 We will never forget these memories no matter what. More precisely, we will remember 

all the memories of this life and the memories of hundreds of lifetimes ago. How can we forget 

these memories, because they are the cure for all of us in the heaven life. Overall, our living 

memories are outcome, effort that each of us have to try very hard to trade –off

Many billions of years of happy life integrity, in absolute peace, in the infinite love in the 

kingdom of God, humans get achance to experience the world. Many billions of years living in a 

state of nirvana, we have a chance to refresh our ego again. So why would we have forgotten, we

can not forget but we will not live with them anymore. This is what humans need, must have, 

without them, life in the Kingdom are no longer meaningful. 

In fact, we should be thankful God rather than blame him. Thanks for all the support of 

angel during dark period on Earth. They were dedicated and wholehearted help us seek greater 

happiness for our lives in the returning date. But not everyone can understand and accept this 

fact. 

In the past and present, there are not many people who believe in the promise that God has 

promised to Humans: that humans will have the kingdom of heaven. But the current goal of most

people in the world is not God's kingdom; it is the fame and fortune, wealth, fame, power and 

property. 

Actually, what people think of their purpose in life is only an illusion, not real. Saying it 

is not real, it does not mean what humans possessing do not exist, it absolutely exists in terms of 

any aspects. Illusion that we mention here is the illusion of purpose, it is not real about what 

people have chosen. For example:  You live in Saigon city, you really want to come to Phu Yen 

city, however you follow Long An direction instead of LongThanh. Because of forgeting the 

initial setting intents and purposes, so what most humans choose which considered good for their

lives; it is uncessary to souls. In the spiritual world, it is assumet that humans are getting lost.
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In 3D perception, most people do not really know what is really necessary for the soul on 

the journey to seek the truth. Lots of things humans assume as good, it is bad. Most thing 

humans assume as bad, it is not really bad. 

Crime, poverty, pain, loss, sorrow, pity etc. is considerd bad for everyone and shoud avoid them

Wealth, fame, power, peace, happiness ... is what considered good for everyone, they try their 

best to achieve it

In each man’s oblivion state, there has no the distinction between good and evil, right and

wrong. Since that day, everyone realized that everything, its nature has no right or wrong, good 

or bad. Nature is nature, God created all things with their own value. Having said that does not 

mean we see an evil action like a barbaric act of compassion, humanity motto. It does not mean 

that We consider value of a virtuous man like a bad and sinful man. Although the basic starting 

points of perfect souls are the same, even though they are different in present, however at the end

of journey, they are the same in any aspects. Good and evil has its own value, they all have the 

same value in overall view. There is time that wicked evil be beneficial rather than harmful, and 

the good becomes harmful rather than beneficial to humans. In duality world, point of time will 

decide all values of good or bad, right or wrong, beneficial or harmful as humans’ view. 

For example: In summer time, couple months ago there was friend visiting our house, and

that day you made cold orange juice to treat him. After many months in winter, same friend visits

you again. You still treat him cold orange juice instead of hot coffee, he would say you are crazy.

From above example, we know that torange juice had more value in the summer. It has 

unreasonable value in the winter. The basic value of orange juice always exists, however its value

change due to conscious and human point of view during using time.  

  For example: in the morning, we look up the sky and pray God, but not looking down the 

ground. In the afternoon, you look up the sky and pray instead of looking down the ground in the 

direction of morning.  The same direction to the sky, in the reality of physical world, the direction

of morning and afternoon is totally different. In reality, people think of God, pray God toward sky

direction. People consider this thing totally right. Vice versa, it is still true if someone look down 

the ground toward the God. Through the core of Earth, it is still other side of sky.
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   For example: 200 years ago, it is luxurious, noble when sitting on horse ride wandering around.

The same for this ride, in this ra, it will be not allowed on the street. A beautiful fashionable dress

300 years ago, at that time they dressed them out and it was considered sang trong. If they dress 

the same dress in current period, they will be considered weird, crazy. 

Similarly, in duality world, all good and evil, right or wrong, beneficial or harmful 

depend on point of time that human conscious regulated, forced on it

In overall view, Nature is nature; God created all things, all things has its own value. 

Everything and all existence is one with God.

In 3D perception, humans always separate the duality clearly, so that people would judge 

this is good, the other is bad. After all, what humans considered as good is just illusion. What 

humans considered as bad is just souls are looking for. 

Indeed, the real purpose of every soul before leaving the Kingdom is not looking for 

things which are desired in the present. There are many steps Masters reminds us of this illusion, 

but they can not reveal the truth. If they revealed the truth for humans about accurate purpose of 

souls, all experience of the people, every experience, and every human emotion will not be true 

anymore. When people know exactly their purpose, all struggled hardships, sufferings will not 

bring true human emotions. Thought about a heaven will come to us, if we struggled to 

overcome hardship, overcome grief pain will be the biggest hurdle for us to get the true feeling 

of what we experience. Thought of sponsor of heaven in the future would destroy the meaning of

every experience. 

Each of us should have an awareness of the truth that we can not and can never be 

separated from God. The soul of each person forever is a part of God and the existence of a soul 

in a human body is the eternal unchanging truth. 

Masters J. Krishnamurti, once said "Truth is pathless land” 

It is words of gurus; He knew that there is no one can enter into their land when they stay 

in their own land. They can not enter their house when they are in their own homes already. 

Ethics of J. Krishnamurti is simple like that. Because he understands that human come from 

sources and they are the source. Every human being is truth, truth is inside them, and truth exists 
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around them.  . Even in one's self always has existence of transcedental conscious, even in each 

person has the true- self. Question arises where humans need to go to seek for the truth.

J. Krishnamurti was very confident when he stated this, but he should rather say "truth is 

a land without exit” as perfectly. Because the truth that We own desire to destiny, we cannot give 

up or run away from it, although we currently do not understand all of it. But if he said so 

whether during that time people accept it? When he declared, "Truth is the pathless land”, He 

had to explain clearly how the subconscious mind, how is the RPLI, how the transcendental 

conscious? He had to talk about the truth of soul origin and the source of all existing life .But 

that is not possible during that time; it is not accordance with law and sixth period of Humanity. 

And when human do not dare to believe in themselves, they do not dare to believe they are the 

truth, are angels, and perfect version of God, thus he cannot say anything else. God is eternal 

truth, each of us is a superior God, and it is unchanging and eternal truth. It becomes immutable 

eternal, because the human soul will never perish, unless God destroyed it. But God will never 

destroy any soul that which they created - because he understood that the destruction of a 

person's soul is destroying his Great Plan and kill himself. 

On the journey of souls’ implement purpose, we went through a long way in the darkness,

but now everything has passed. The Remaining time, people will have to undergo imporant 

period but not too difficult. If we do not pass this easy seemed stage, we will not get a chance to 

be saved. This is the period for us to practice positive character, also known as compassion, 

charity, tolerance, tolerant, peaceful, loving, sharing ...- by the the highest form of enlightenment.

In the period before 2000, we have experienced the negative side characters of heaven. 

From 2000 to 2012 is the intersection between the two periods, enlightenment and light receving 

period. It has been 2 years; humans received many messages, knowledge sent by angels about 

spiritual world. To receive the knowledge of the spiritual world is receiving light, open mind to 

accept God. 

In addition to being awareness of the spiritual world, especially we must consciously get 

rid of greed, hatred and delusion, title and interest in order to avoid the negative experience. 

When referring to the character as greed, hatred and delusion, title and interest, we may also 

visualize and understand them. But to love, many people may confuse this word’s meaning as 

true love. It actually brings another meaning as individual love. It has nature of discrimination 
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separation and integrating ego in it, for example: you have a lot of friends in relationships from 

school, work and village. But you are just close with few of them that you might be willing to 

share and help them with physical as well as mental and vice versa too. To particularly other 

friends, you do not have such relationship. Among these friends, you are always interested in 

their life, spiritual as well as their love, and you need their attention and care. In case, there is 

conflict between you and one of these friends, you will feel uncomfortable, unpleasant and 

unhappy. Love someone but hate someone else, favor someone but indifferent to other. These 

kinds of emtions are affected by duality. The pure love never include these emotions

From above example, We know that there is love coming from the bias, ownership, 

dependence and exchange but it is not true love. As long as people still use possesing words such

as My parents, my wife and children, my siblings, my friends, my family, my country, my home, 

money, houses, properties which are based on the spirit of distinguish and separation, this “love” 

word can not be removed. As long as man still use my parents instead of parents giving birth to 

me in this life, using my wife instead of the wife is living with me, using my house, country 

instead of represents the meaning of the companions together on a road to evolution. Ownership 

expressed differentiated ego, companion show unity derived by meaning of word “We”. It is 

simple, I am sincerely grateful to Our God, not my gratitude to my God.

But one will ask if not saying “my parents, my wife and children, my property” so whom 

they belong to? In fact, nobody forced you not to say “my” or abandoned. However, what We 

think belong to us is just temporary, impermanent.  In the present, everything that God gives us is

tools and means for earthly experience, all will pass quickly and all are not permanent. In fact, 

whoWe call our fathers, mothers, wives and children are not our real parents, wives and kids in 

the kingdom of God at the beginning. Sometimes, in this life, We are parents, but maybe next 

life, We are grandchildren, game always change in accordance with law of cause and effect for 

most effective experience. 

It is related to this word “love”, Jesus Christ had a very strange behavior to Mrs. Mary who gave 

birth to Mr. Jesus- Jesus Christ used this man’s body.

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 12 verse 46-50 

“46While Jesus was still talking to the crowd, his mother and brothers stood outside, wanting to

speak to him. 47 Someone told him, “Your mother and brothers are standing outside, wanting 

to speak to you.”48 He replied to him, “Who is my mother, and who are my 
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brothers?”49 Pointing to his disciples, he said, “Here are my mother and my brothers. 50 For 

whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother.”

 In fact, His behavior is a recommendation, a question for us to answer. 

Since past, there are many gurus, masters and spiritual mentors who have repeatedly 

mentioned the abandon this “love” in life. But in fact, only gurus in a state of complete 

awakening can fully impletment this. The secular people hardly get rid of this love. At a 

glance,We think we can easily get rid of it, however it is the most difficult. The masters, the 

monks on Earth can give up and stay away from greed, hatred, delusion, and fame and interest 

succesfully. However, it is really not easy to get away of this kind of love out of life. 

In this stage, there is no way for negative experience in the world, because that period is 

over. From now until the final judgment, we must practice to create experience of positive 

characters such as compassion, charity, tolerance, generosity, cordial, forgiveness, sharing, 

helping the characters which are not negative side of heaven, but man cannot experience those in

heaven.

The reason is that there is no poverty, sorrow, pity in the life of Kingdom so that they can 

practice compassion and charity. In the kingdom of heaven, divine’s consciousness is so high; 

there is no guit to implement tolerance, generosity, forgiveness. All the needs of life are perfect, 

no poor and needy to let others help in the life of kingdom.

In the seventh stage, the fourth dimension of Earth, human himself has to enlighten about

the truth. Being aware of their own origin, aware of who is God? Who are we? What is purpose 

of coming to Earth before thinking about judgment and salvation? 

But when it comes to the meaning of the judgment and salvation, we talk about our souls,

all our works are entrust to God’s arrangements and decisions. Question arise that if humans do 

not have any right to decide in returning Divine desity, so why human came to Earth? Is that 

necessary? And freewill God gave us, what we should use it for?  

In fact, there was no Buddha, no Saint and God to judge, the thoughts and actions based 

on the free will of man. Nobody has the right to salve others, including God. Everything must be 

based on the laws of the Universe, the laws of God and human decides his own fate. It will all 

depend on the choice of the people, consciously accept returns or continues stay on secular 

world. Thus, there are no one has  the right to judge other, no one has the right to make the 

salvation of human beings as their  bias wishes. Completely negative experience and adjusted to 
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help soul access light so that it can experience positively and attend full positive games. 

However, a soul after being adjusted does not accept awakening to implement positive 

experience and attend positive games. At the end, sould does not meet the requirement of God’s 

forces, that soul will not be calibrated to return complete awakening. Therefore, that soul has to 

come to other planet for continuous experience. That is true meaning of judgement. 

Through the scecular world, God and humans together play in a game, live in a life and 

together experience happiness and sadness. In this game, God and humans join together and 

share interests. Then ask whether God will judge humans at the end of game? If God judges 

humans, God judges himself. How can it happen in the universe that God judges Himself.

After man experience all things on earth, however man can not come back with his own 

Holy destiny .It is not a failure of man, but it is failure of God. But this never and will never 

happen in God's world. 

We have determined that man on Earth to join a great game with the acceptance of all 

players with the participation of all God and all members of the Universal family of God. When 

coming on the Earth, people will participate through all the game laid out by God. And when the 

game ends who participate every game, then he will become the winner and returned to the 

family of God. 

There is reversal words displayed in Vietnamese language. 

“Trò chơi” twist its sound and it becomes “Trời cho”

In this game, there will be no winners and losers, but all the wins, the biggest question is 

not who wins, who loses but when will win.  The winner participate through all the games, the 

loser does not accept participation in all games. At that time, these people have to come to 

different solar system, another planet to finish the games. If in new place, these people continue 

refuse to particpiate the rest of games, it means that they have not won yet. Thus, they will 

continue move to othe planet until they can participate in all games, God will help them 

compleletly awaken and integrate into the world of God. It also means that he has won, but later 

than others. 

Completely experience and return is the rule of the universe, the laws of God, laws do not

limit to anyone, including the eldest son, younger son, sons and daughters, grandchildren of God.

Thus, humans should abandon the illusion that God is your God; He will save himself out of 

guilt, out of the darkness of the world, out of needed experience. In fact, He did not need to save 
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anyone, no one committed a sin, no suffering victims, no death, no lost soul, so who He saves? 

So, people need to realize God is for all of us, God is the master and all. God loves everyone the 

same by His infinite love. God does not belong to anyone; He does not favor anyone no matter 

what high status they have.

Therefore, people have to know that the game that We participate in earth, in fact, is so 

short compared to the billions of years of living peacefully and happily in heaven. 

Thus, humans should not think vague, shoud decide to awaken to have everything rather than 

wandering from this planet to other in darkness and endless suffering.
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  6. The name and its meaning of era from 2000 to 2334.

1-Era of pre-judgment.

It is the period in which the Angels actively help people alot in preparation for the Day of 

Judgment. The final judgment is the expression way of humans in the 3d period; actually nobody

will judge others in that day. There is nothing called being recruting or not. Those who have fuly 

experience and awakening in the grace period, they will be processed to calibration to back to 

Dvine destiny.

 The list of eligible returners are available, in the Day of Judgement, no one judge anyone. 

There is no hell, no cry. In that day, everything will happen in atmosphere of warm joy and bliss. 

2- Era of Earth festival.

    This period is also pre-judged. The final judgment is the west calling name of Western 

who follow religion such as Catholics, Islam, and Judaism. Particularly those who follow the 

religion of the east, such as Buddhism, Hinduism, Hinduism ... and those who are not religious, 

who are pursuing spiritual did not call final judgment day, it is called Heaven festival Ngày hội 

long hoa is also understood as festival of king of heaven.

“Long” is symbol of King- Hoa represents for beauty of heaven.

Ngay hoi long hoa is festival of king of heaven. In fact, that day is festival on earth, festival 

of galaxy and universe.      

3- Era of receiving light.

    2,000 years ago, Jesus Christ came to Earth and it was beginning Enlightenment period.The 

God's focused mission was revealed a part of truth about God and kingdom of heaven in order to 

help humans know about God and Kingdom of God. 

The next period is receiving light era, the period started from 2000 and the transition lasted 

12 years until the Day of Judgment comes. 

It is official 201, God wil reveal almost the truth about spiritual world and the Kingdom of God, 

revealed identity and purpose of man. Revealing the judgment and many other facts to help 

people have a sense of enlightenment and prepare for return day.

During the receving light era, the Angels will do correction for all those who have a sense of 

spiritual enlightenment to help them communicate with the spiritual forces in the universe. To 

help them to receive spiritual light of knowledge to serve Earth community have not awakened 

yet.
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From 2012 to final judgement, angles will help humans possess the most advanced 

technology in the universe. Help human beings have unique government. Help humans seek for 

surplus of non-populuted energy which replace fossi fuels and dangerous nuclear power. Help 

beings master rules of earth operation, master of climate and weather on global scale. Help 

people find out most perfect building materials and technology in order to help humans possess 

the city's most beautiful green environment and beautiful and facilities homes. To meet the 

housing needs for all people worldwide. During this period, people would break down many 

cities, many buildings that are no longer suitable for life in the new era. 

Revelation Chapter 16 verse 17-19. 

 17The seventh angel poured out his bowl into the air, and out of the temple came a loud voice 

from the throne, saying, “It is done! 18Then there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals 

of thunder and a severe earthquake. No earthquake like it has ever occurred since mankind 

has been on earth, so tremendous was the quake.”

This is the period of human receiving light of knowlegde from the world. During this period, the 

angels will assist people with dedication to help Earth become as civilized as other highly 

evolved civilizations in the universe.  

4- The grace era.

We know that previous era of mankind, all human beings getting and losing is not due to 

God’s rewared and punishment. All things happened to human kind ids our choices, karma and 

law of unconditioned. God does not intervene in life and free will of humans. 

Since this moment, the law of grace will be applied oon global scale. During the period of 

applying law of grace, humans will get what they pray with respectful and grateful heart to God. 

Humans will feel peaceful in soul as well as materialism through actions, thoughs, and good 

lifestyle in state of conscious enlightenment of each person. People have increasingly active 

lifestyles, such as love, humanity motto, compassionate, generous, tolerant, forgiving, peaceful, 

share, help, the happier they live, the more peaceful, fullfil they enjoy. 

After 2012, those were born that are no longer affected by the law of karma and 

unconditioned. Causation will reflect immediately in this life, God wil apply law of grace and 

conditioned instead of karma and unconditioned law. Thus, will apply the law and the law of 

property, law replaces legislation fate and unconditioned. Therefore, combination of law of 
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causality, of grace and unconditioned will reflected instantly in every thought and actions of 

humans.

The appearance of grace law helps those who have material and knowledge difficulties, 

misery have opportunity to change their present lives. Because it is also the receiving light 

period, man will be aware of origin, identification and future .From that awareness, it will create 

motivation for humans to conscious enlightenment, change thoughts and act in their own lives 

toward the ultimate goals. From the positive changes, they will enjoy better and happier life.

In previous period, if beings want to get better life, they should share good things in 

previous lives. Man wants money and materials; they must share money with others in previous 

lives. The more they share in previous lives, the more they get back in next life. Due to karma, 

we just know how to live selfishly, unshare and unhelp others; it is the reason that makes us more

selfish, jealous with other people. Due to karma, selfish people and those who cannot help and 

share with others, they will get poor life after life. The more needy, poor we are, the more selfish 

we become and we hated others. We always fear of flooding, prolonged droughts, crop losses 

which they will not have enough food. They fear of slow business, fear of losing job, fear of 

unfavorable ones which result in difficult life, afraid of their children's non-education. And so 

many different fears always exist in their life which made them hard to find peace in mind.

So it makes them hold tighter what they have, the greater fear they feel, the more selfish 

they become. They don’t want anyone become outstanding than them. They hardly pray for other

happy lives. They always blame and curse that life has treated them unfair. Besides, they always 

pray to Buddha, God, and Holy Spirit to help them with better and happier life through 

selfishness. Thus, the more needy, poor they suffer, they added and they can barely escape for 

that vicious cirle of lives. Indeed, it is sea of misery which Shakyamuni Buddha mentioned in the

world. 

This is the typical poor fate in the past. But when stepping through the grace period, 

humans hold useful tools to get out of poverty easily.Tools mentioned inthis period is simply 

prayer. Pray to Buddha, pray to god, to the Holy expressing the human need for help. In the past 

or in the present, the prayer with a sincere heart due to misery will have the same results.

Previously, most of prayers belong to compasionate and humanity motto people violate 

law of unconditioned due to praying for others. Previously, they also pray very sincerely, and it 
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hardly becomes true. Thus, they lose their confidence and instead of praying, they blame and 

curse their deities and their Gods. 

After all, poor is till poor, because they don’t share much, they are just selfish, blaming 

instead of praying. 

Previously, people want to do charity, they would like to help the poor, miserable ones, they need

real money. In case, they don’t have money, they will pray for others have enough food and 

shelters. Such prayers will make them breake the law of unconditioned, and the poor try in vain 

to escape the life of poverty.

But during this period, everything has changed; a person with no penny can still help others 

create materials. Simply job is sincerely praying to help the objects that they think about as 

escape poverty, overcome grief and get luck. Praying for others is praying for themselves.What 

we pray for others, we will also get that without breaking the law of unconditoned. It is proof for 

Jesus Christ’s teaching 2000 years ago. And His advice becomes a reality than ever before. 

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 7 verse 7-11. 
7 “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to 

you. 8 For everyone who asks receives; the one who seeks finds; and to the one who knocks, 

the door will be opened.9“Which of you, if your son asks for bread, will give him a stone? 10 Or

if he asks for a fish, will give him a snake? 11 If you, then, though you are evil, know how to 

give good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give good gifts to 

those who ask him!”

Note, praying in grace period will be effective quickly. But the individual who was born 

before 2000, their praying will hardly succeed. Because they are the souls affected by karma, 

desitny and they have to experience all what they have chosen for themselves in their past lives. 

Those souls were born from 2001 to 2012, their praying become more effective. Only those souls

born after December 21st, 2013 their prayers will be really effective, because they are no longer 

affected by fate. 

Yes, this is a fact of our era, let pray God, pray in the name of God. Pray God so He can 

bring peace to our world, bring happiness to all nations, properous lives to everyone. The more 

people pray, the more effective prayers are. Let pray with sincrere, ongoing pray for others 

without hesitation, fear, the more powder ideological thought is, the quicker it become reality.
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But in fact, the beginning of the 21st century, our praying sometimes does not come true in 

spite of sincere and on going praying. From this, our beliefs are not strong as initally, trust seems

gradually decrease. It is not reason that we are not aware of the truth of God and the spiritual 

world, but we felt like being abandoned, that we are no longer important to God.  We felt afraid, 

ashamed to our blessing .Gradually; we do not dare to pray God for anything else. In reality, this 

already happens, but its cause has been explained in the above  'note'.Although things can happen

to us as described, but we should not give up praying God for what We need.  We should have 

absolute faith with God, we must always have faith that God will give us what we prayed as soon

as possible. We must always keep the faith that God never deceives us; never leave us, sooner or 

later God will respond to our sincerity. Actually, we did not need to hesitate, feel shame or fear 

when we pray to God. We beg the greatest Creator, not just normal person. We always need to 

maintain core beliefs, we surely will succeed. 

Let pay, do charity, share and help others with your open hearts by understanding, materials 

and all that we have, we will have heaven. Laws of the spiritual world, giving is receiving, doing 

for others without concern of next coming things. Acting first, then thing comes next

The grace law besides helps needy ppor improves their living standards and spirit. Grace 

Law opened up for rich people a chance to liberation and salvation. Rich people know that their 

souls have not experienced enough the left side characters of heaven.

But the grace law will give them a chance to return to God’s home if they accept to let go, 

awaken and enlighten which Jesus Christ mentioned in:

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 19 verse 16-22. A man with many property (Mk 10.17 

-22; Luke 18: 18 -23) 
16 Just then a man came up to Jesus and asked, “Teacher, what good thing must I do to get 

eternal life?”17“Why do you ask me about what is good?” Jesus replied. “There is only One 

who is good. If you want to enter life, keep the commandments.”18 “Which ones?” he inquired.

Jesus replied, “You shall not murder, you shall not commit adultery, you shall not steal, you 

shall not give false testimony, 19 honor your father and mother and ‘love your neighbor as 

yourself.’[b]”20 “All these I have kept,” the young man said. “What do I still lack?”21 Jesus 

answered, “If you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you 
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will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me.”22 When the young man heard this, he 

went away sad, because he had great wealth”

Indeed, the words of Jesus Christ was true 2000 years ago, until now it remains 

unchanged. Rich people should act accoroding to call of souls, follow advice of Jesus Christ to 

obtain kingdom of God. Please do not hesitate to awaken even though you have not enough 

experience.It is not important if complete experinece or not. With the assistance of grace law, we 

just need enlighten, follow the advice of Jesus Chrsit explicitly, we will have the kingdom of 

heaven. 

New Testament - Matthew, Chapter 6 verse 24. 

You cannot serve both God and money (Luke 16:13) 24"No one can serve two masters; for 

either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to one and despise the 

other. You cannot serve God and wealth”

In case, the rich awaken and enlighten to return, God will law of grave to salve them. 

Once they return to Divine Self, God will let these souls come to new lives for both experience 

and execute missions. On Earth, there are many such souls appeared in life. 

Law of grace assit those who are poor, needy to improve their lives 

Law of grace help the rich people gets opportunity to return God’s kingdom.

Law of grace assist souls which have not experience all negative side characters of heaven but 

still awaken in time. 

5-Conditioned era.

   Conditioned era starts from 2000, until 2012 it officially works in human lives. Before the 

2000, God applied unconditioned law so that man can freely experience all things as their 

choices. God and spiritual forces do not intervene in human free will, man can think and act 

freely ast their wishes. God and the angels just observe and help people experience what they 

chose based on the law of causality. People have the right to decide any actions as preferences, it 

might be the most criminal act or the most compassionate, and there is still no punishment or 

reward.

However since 2012, God will apply the conditioned law to guide man home. Thus, this time 

every thought and every action leads to crime, conflict, war, oppression and exploitation and 
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poverty etc. all will be intervened. 

From now to final judgemetn is not long. Therefore, God must apply the conditioned law to help 

Humans improve in spirit, social civilization to come closer to the high evolved civilization in 

the universe.

God does not impose His will on humans’ free will. His first work is imparting knowledge of 

light to humans about truth of God and future world of human kind. Next, He will call man for 

awakening and finally if those who do not accept awakening, God will intervene. 

Calling phase of human awakening only takes place in 60 years, "flower cross border" From 

2012 to 2072, those who do not accept awakening will have no more opportunities. God will take

these people to other planets for continous experience even though some of them have fully 

experienced negative characters of Heaven. 

2072 = 2 + 0 + 7 + 2 = 11 is 1-1 denotes the ending of separated duality.

After 2072, deadline of wake-up call will end, at that time; God’s forces will radically intervene 

in the negative world. 

Conditioned law will intervene souls who do not accept awakening, whether they have adequate 

experienced negative characters of heaven. 

6- Peaceful era.

This era starts from 2000 and there is 12 intersection years. 

By this time, humans attended a lot of games, playing rich – poor games, play luxury- hunger 

games, poweful-weak games, evil- love games, playing wars but not playing game of peace yet. 

Therefore, during this time ma must conduct the game of peace to look forward to eternal peace 

on our Earth. 

Previously, in all the games that people participated, war is a dangerous game that 

humans have ever invented. But war is only game that gives people more experience and most 

emotion than other things. 

War is the express states of individuals, teams and the world from inside to the outside. War is 

derived from a variety of emotional states. First mentioned is the fear, people are afraid poor, 

afraid not enough, fear of not being respected, then the lust, greed, selfishness. In addition, self-

spirited, national pride are also major reasons, this spirit can make conscious ones disregard for 
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other peoples. They claim to be more ethnic stronger, smarter, more respectable nations.The on-

going emotional state will motivate them to go to war to satisfy their dominance - the aspiring of 

being the Lord to rule and plunder property and natural resources of the weaker ones.

Nationalism, patriotism, the only changeable form of ego individual tog greater one.  The

forme from mine to ours, but not yours, I and We always bring seperation. Patriotism is not 

generally a harmony of love which is still a separation. There is nationalist ideology, it still has 

isolated patriotism. So long as the split in the self ego and ours ego, there are conflicts of the war.

Religious proud spirit is the source of the Crusades. There have many religions consider itself as 

the best of world; assume its teaching is the most perfect. Since then, they used the power of 

force to control others forced to believe in their beliefs and pursue their religions. In the name of 

God, they forced other regions to surrender their religion, vice versa they will kill and oprress 

whoever are not obeydient.  

Fear, greed, selfishness and self-respect, spirit of national pride, extreme nationalism, and

religious self spirit- is the main cause of bloody conflicts, big and small war in the world. For 

many thousands of years, humans have actively participated in the war games. What man pay 

for, what man experience which is bad or good, we do not need to judge. All things remain as 

memories. 

It is more important to know that we are lving in the era of peace. Thus, in near future, 

god will not accept and not allow war happen on Earth. After 30’ of 21st century, spiritual forces 

will strongly intervene there will be no chance for war. The game of war will end forever on 

Earth. 

In the early years of peace era, God’s forces will join the sponsorship for peace of 

Humanity. And will continue to sponsor for peace of world until there is absolute peace. 

During this period, there is not a human being, a certain force or nation has a chance to precede 

war. This is a peace and conditioned period. Accordingly, God’s forces will directly intervene 

into those organizations, countries which have intentions to execute conflicts, wars.

 During this period, man should be full awakening and aware of yourself. To obtain full 

awakening and heaven life, to return God’s home, man must willing to abandon dominant 
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hegemonic ambitions, abandon the authoritarian regime, abandon the regime oppression and 

exploitation, abandon the war ambitions to become hegemonic . In case, man does not have 

conscious enlightenemnt to return, God’s forces will intervene directly in to their mind to 

terminate all negative intentions forming in their thoughts. Next method is taking them to death 

and brings these souls to other planets for continous experiences.

In this era, human beings will have to joing game of peace because the game of conflicts 

and war was no longer allowed by God.  If people continue to think and act in game of war, it is 

against the general trend of the times and the will of God. 

Trò chờ is trời cho which God does not allow; the game can no longer exist. In this period, we 

should not play dangerous and deadly game as game of war. In new age, must accept to abandon 

conflict and war due to three reasons: 

-Firstly: Conduct conflicts which causing war is no longer necessary for a positive experience. 

The emotion caused by the war is no longer beneficial for spiritual life in the era of peace. 

-Second: War occurred during this time will affect the return journey to Divine destiny of the 

entire human race, there is not much time left for positive experience

-Third: If God allows wars occur during this time, it will ruin the whole plan that He arranged for

Humanity. 

God does not impose His will on human free will. During this period God allows people to 

choose one of 2 paths:

The first path is self enlightened self-awakening to experience  remain positive games and when 

time comes, they will return to God’s home. 

The second path: if one continues to desire negative earthly life without accepting awakening. 

They will have to go to the new planet like our Earth as nearly 12,000 years ago to experience 

their choices. 

Spiritual forces will sponsor earth in era of peace. If man wants peace, everyone should be self 

conscious to live peaceful inside each mind, to behave cordially and love. And pray God bring 

peace to mankind, there will be peace immediately. 
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7 - Balance and Liquidation.

Balance out compensation does not represent an era, but the law of compensation. 

During this period, the spiritual forces will apply the law of cause and effect, the law of grace 

and conditioned law to operate the law of bu tru.  God applied law of balance to rebalance all bat

cap things happen on Earth. From now until the Day of Judgment, God’s forces will intervene 

and redistribute and regulate all things from light of knowlegde, weather, climate, power, natural 

sources and human wealth. It is distribution of everything from the lacking to redundancy, from 

this person to another, from one region to another, from one country to another. God’s law of will

help all human beings on Earth have more adequate, more balance and beautiful lives. 

It does not mean thata before the law of bu tru has been applied; God treats biased, unfaire to 

humans. God always loves and behave absolutely fair to all souls. But in the previous period, 

humans have to experience negative side characters of heaven, thus god applied law of desiny 

combined with law of cause and effect and unconditioned law to operate the world. What man 

get or losing which all depend on human choices. However, previously, we do not see fairness of 

God, we already forger the past and do not know what we chose in previous incarnation. We 

should understand that God just brought us what we chose as our wishes in previous lives, He is 

absolutely fair. It is god’s forces to implement the law of justice in the evolution process of 

humanity before 2012. 

Nowaday, the world has stepped into receiving light era, era of grace, conditioned and peace 

period and humans are no longer affected by law of destiny and karma. Thus, God will 

implement law of justice based on law of causity and law of thanh toan bu tru in clear 

tranparancy so that humans could see and identify. 
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7. Related things in new era.

 Mankind has undergone a period of so much suffering in the dark and is grateful of God 

everything is now over, it is time to change. In reality, everything just started, making a large or 

small plan must have the time and order. God's plan to bring humans back to home is great and 

omniscient, thus all things have taken place in the itinerary of God. 

“As I have said so many times, God doesn’t play dice with the world”Albert Einstein.

Therefore, in the first decade of the 21st century, we still witnessed much instability, 

conflicts due to governing groups’ greed and ambition and selfishness. We have to witness 

negative things such as: war, conflicts, stealing, violene, raping, and opressing. 

The new era has arrived, but there are still many negative happens due to two reasons: 

First, we know that beginning of 19th century, world world's population was only about 1 billion, 

until now it has risen over 7 billion people. Within 200 years, there are 6 billion of souls coming 

to Earth for reincarnation. Half of them are new souls, the rest of them are souls who are from 

other planets to continue experience on Earth. Experience is a long and hard process through 

many lives as beings. The number of souls have unfinished experience at advance lives came to 

Earth are old souls, they are wise and have a lot of experience. To some new souls, they just go 

through couple lives of beings, so they are still young souls. Their experience is not much, so 

they are not wise enough to avoid negative thinking and actions. 

Second, in the real world there are so many young souls that exist around us and their 

main purpose is not how to awaken. They are looking for negative experiences which their souls 

have desired before coming to Earth. We should be aware that it is not time for them to awaken 

yet even they really want this, angles will not help. The awakening of the young souls will 

destroy their own purpose and affect the plan of God. 

Let us accept the reality and bless them, but do not criticize or condemn them. Because 

their current image is also our past images, their actions today are also the actions we had taken 

in many previous lives. If we never act like them, we will never awaken today. If we have not 

learned all the lesson of darkness, the spiritual forces will not help us learn lessons of light. 

Discussion, criticize are daily routine chatting about others which do not affect us, however, it is 
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negative behavior. The destroyed power of irresponsible cannot be seen. Criticizing, condemning

others’ work for your own interest is considered selfishness, jealousy, tu cao and negative action. 

When we conduct defamation, slander, criticize, denigrate others, it sent a series of dark energy 

and this energy will reflect on us. During this grace period, instead of condemning, criticizing 

others we should better bless them. Bless others, also means blessings for yourself. So bless 

others wil not lose much of our precious time and our thoughts will not be tired of others’ 

problems which we cannot help anything.

Criticize, condemn others’ thoughts, actions sometimes are our own mistake, it is not 

theirs. There is no courtesy, calm, harmony, mercy, compassion and charity etc. when We 

criticize others. It is due to our subjective and own arbitrary, it is not deep understanding the 

nature of problem. 

- For example: At the same time,  you and another person are hungry, you can choose to 

eat beef noodle or rice to be full, however, that person choose to beg or rob from others 

for meals. From this example, it doesn’t mean that person doesn’t want to act like us, he 

did not have money. How he dare to enter the restaurant without any penny.
- For example: at the same time, you and another person got question from foreinger, you 

listen and answer and that person swear instead of replying. In the second example shows

us that, that person did not reply because he cannot understand language of the foreigner. 

Therefore, instead of replying, he sweared because of frustrating, he felt vulnerable and 

being afraid of disrepect.This unconscious reaction happens very often due to many 

reasons, but it does not really show that it is his real intention. 

In real life, we have to know that anyone wants to express themselves well, do the right things, 

talk politely; everyone wants to express himself in the eyes of others "if you have hair, you don’t 

want to be shaven”. But man cannot do something; perform any actions with just their desire. 

Desire is one thing; things can be done or not is another thing. People only can use what they 

have, cannot use what they donot have. When man have not experienced,  there is not data of 

what they want , for what We call politeness, calm, harmony compassion and mercy etc. so how 

they can use them. Therefore, when We criticize, blame others, We behave according to our 

subjective biases. And from our subjective biases, we impose our desire on other, make us 

become dogmatic, arrogant and smug. 
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Criticize, condemn and judge others’action and thought is simillarly that one had lived in 

poverty, begging for others’ help. However, when one has better life, he has little money, he 

forgot the past and is willing to criticize, scorn, and shun the poor. Do not condemn, do not 

criticize other people does not mean you are hypocritical, it does not mean you are better or more

tolerant than others, but you just sympathize with them. 

As we know, we were like them before and they and We are from the same origin.

In initial years of 21st century, lightworkers will inevitably face a lot of difficulties by 

new soul group. Because they are willing to attack, break, refuse to hear any truths, they would 

even curse and condemn those who talk about spirituality and truth. But the mission of 

Lightworker should be carried out inspite of their uneasy journey in the present time. 

In reality, those who have a chance to gain access to God or gurus have imagined that 

they become special. At the beginning, some of them are delicately guided by gurus, after that 

they receive weird messages and they are not wise any more. Therefore, they assume that they 

met false gurus and information received was false light. They said that these actions was due to 

the dark forces of the outerspace for some particular purposes.Many people still believe that 

these forces want to control and deprived of their light energy. It is true that they always have 

received disturbing information and they can not recognize the truth. Indeed, in God's world, 

there is nothing the so-called false light, likewise there is no so-called fake truth. Light is always 

light, similar truth is always the truth. Other side of light is dark; other side of truth is false. All 

messages sent to human beings are implemented by gurus. Guru is guru, there is no false one, no 

unqualifed guru or no dark guru. Guru is master of truth, and the truth is light. 

In fact, only those who had dark mind have received dark messages, also called 

disturbing information. It is due to their misguided. Normally, if a person has not enough 

experienced negative side characters of heaven, angels will not adjusted them. Only those who 

have experienced the full range of downside characters of heaven and have sense of 

enlightenment then spiritual forces will adjust them. Calibration is to help them to receive 

psychic information and thus will have the opportunity to reach the truth. The original is such 

like that, but after adjustment, there were some people who forget their own purposes and 
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mislead due to negative targets such as interests, ambitions or too arrogant, smug. It is the reason

they are getting the dark message which awaken them again.

In addition, there is another important reason that spiritual gurus guide disciples to be 

more mature in perception and action. Normally, masters guide disciples with true and minh triet 

messages including individual prophecy information of the disciples. Later on, messages 

becomes more complicated and confused, it included fake and facts, even threatening ones. Why 

did the masters act so strangely?  The answer is simple, they wanted to see their disciples stand 

on their feet, not depend on the teachers in consciousness and action. The greatest expectation of 

teachers is to see their disciples get more mature in consciousness, know how to distinquish and 

affirm what is fact, what is not the fact. The masters want their students to be confident with their

true understanding without distraction, ideological thought changing from any false messages or 

any sources that the disciples receive. In summary, spiritual gurus act in different ways to help 

their disciples to be independent. Help the disciples more mature in consciousness and action by 

their confidence and totally independence in order to create their ego self.

 To confirm that there is nothing called false light, false guru or dark forces outer space. 

We need to recognize a truth, those who own and use super brain wave to send us message 

cannot be low evolved civilization. They are in high evolved civilization, they are gurus, divine, 

complete awakening. One who fully awaken will not do wrong things because of ambition. Only 

those in state of oblivion do wrong things due to ambition, and lack of awareness. All actions of 

spiritual forces come from our desire and actions.Thus, before blaming them, we should look 

back at ourselves “Blame yourself first before blaming others”

So, if someone considered himself as supreme, wisdom, enlightenment, as the most 

interest of God and being salved, it is impractical.  Thought of support will not be beneficial for 

the process to our own liberation. From the wrong thoughts about themselves which can lead us 

to arrogant, self-complacency, they disregard other and assume to be knowledgeable, intelligent 

than others. Arrogant, smug sel is ending the process of expanding knowledge, understanding, 

wisdom itself. Arrogant, smug self is ending process of seeking truth and framed his own 

thoughts in prejudice.
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Conquer heights of wisdom, similar to climbers always desire to conquer new peaks 

which are higher than the conquered ones. . As mountain climber reached the top of a mountain, 

the continue step is still going down; it's never going up way. So, if climbers still want to 

conquer higher peaks with passion, he has to leave the conquered one. It is the same for humans 

on the way to conquer the peak of knowledge. Some knowledge, thousand of knowledge is all of 

the knowledge, and we do not know all of our knowledge is true.  Understanding in the sense of 

intellectual awareness that God gives man is endless. But our knowledge in oblivion state is 

actually limited. If we are not clearly aware of this problem, it can make us arrogant, mug self 

and lose the needed humility on the w ay of practice. Arrogant, cocky is framing the ideological 

understanding, is living with past, forgetting the presentn and discontinue creating future. 

Arrogant and self-satisfied thought is similar to climbers who have conquered a mountain but not

come back to the ground.He just stayed there enjoy his glory. 

The servant of light must be always aware of the truth, no discrimination and no dualistic 

separation. The servant of light need clear mind, full love, happy, who is not arrogant, and 

complacent. Jiddu Krishnamurti was a typical teacher who guides the new era. He behaved with 

senior leaders in same way as a normal person in any aspect of inner souls. He has denied all 

hierarchical spirit and denied a lot of things, especially disbanded star dong tu of 3,000 followers

waiting for his leadeship. In addition, he was never admitted himself as a guru from Kingdom of 

God and never receive any disciple. 

In earlier period, the gurus’mission on Earth is preaching the truth, and they have just 

made the so-called miracle to give people confidence. Human lives in previous period were 

outdated in awareness, technologies and all aspects of life. So the gurus have shown superior 

technological forms to create distinquish in their status. In recent decades, it is not necessary any 

more, gurus comes to Earth only to preach the truth. 

In reality, Holy Spirits show their power means that they represent technology 

application. Nowadays, gurus expressed so-called power in order to help humans stay out of 

false beliefs about their invisibiltiy. Typically, the adjustment of awakened people during this 

period, adjustment is just way of healing treatment. It is easy for angels to do the recalibration 

and maybe they can make us feel nothing about the treatment. The person who be adjusted will 

be feel pain in both physical and mental lasting for couple months.
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In fact, with their knowledge and supeior technology, they can easily recalibrate for 

beings without causing pain. Simplily, they can precede the adjustment for someone in their 

sleep or makin anesthesia before acting, and that one will certantly not suffer the pain. However, 

they let the adjusted person go through physical pain accoring to lo trinh and finish quickly as it 

never happen. To help the recalibration person perceive clearly that there is intervention of 

spiritual forces. Help that person to aware of intervention of superior technology and their 

visilbity through invisible works. 

During the light receving period, God and the gurus wish human to continously receive 

the true light to eliminate the false belief. So, during this time,"Lightworker" can access the holy 

Divine through super brain waves. But do not expect and wish that you would own a certain 

power. In reality, if someone can perform a certain power such as fortelling or curing through 

energy healing power, they do not implement it by themselves.  Actually, all power that human 

beings possess at this moment, all depends on assistance of ourter space forces through 

technology. An ideoligical thought, an action whether depend or not depend on anyone even 

God, it will be never the path of savaltion.

The lightworkers are mentors who guide those from darkness to the light. When we 

impart knowledge of light, the old souls will naturally be aware what true is, the young souls 

might seek to reject and fight against us. To recognize what is an old and young soul, we cannot 

judge them from the outside. A Mon, a Priest, a Pastor, a practioner is not surely an old soul. 

Sometimes, a business man, a doctor, a lawyer, a cyclo driver, a poor famer etc. can be an old 

soul. It wil depend on obesrevation experience and judgment of a lightwork to indetify who is an 

old soul, who is a young one. 

 So, we must be aware that we should bless them, instead of arguing, competing with 

them. However, we must remember that we can not transmit what we have not declared as our 

own, because all the suspects never unclude true. It is also known as an expression of ego self on

the basis of our own true self .Transmit but not impose, impart but not bound in order to hep 

them free reflection in completely awareness. How much messages, knowledge receicing is not 

important as how much truth contained in the message.
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In addition,We also have to know how to distinguish who is awakening person? What is a

Lightworker? What is the Lightworker' Guidelines? As everyone knows not excluding anyone, 

after full down side experience of heaven and commnent of God forces are enough to go 

through, these person will be adjusted  by spiritual forces in order to help them awaken. God 

implement the adjustment for someone in order to help them to be pawakened and access the 

truth and neccesary knowledge to realize the positive experience of that person. But not of all 

them are lightworkers. Adjustment is God’s privilege for all those who experienced full darkness,

but it is reserved privilege for anyone. Who was selected as Lightworkers are people have been 

pursuing spirituality, they are religious leaders and those with experience in public preaching 

from the past lives. Therefore, in presence, they have more responsibility for themselves, 

community and God. They are not special souls or more noble than the other souls. Similarly, 

Lightworkers who have more responsibility to themself and to the community, but they are not 

more specific. Lightworkers are those connect to the forces of God to transmit light message 

serving community. Lightworkes are workers of light; they work for truth and community. They 

are not responsible for searching the truth, not the spokesman of truth which is hidden by God’s 

forces for long time. Lightworkers in the new era are similar to the Buddha's disciples and Jesus 

Christ’ disciples long time ago.They are first ones who deeply aware about ideological thought 

and truths in Buddha, of Jesus Christ’s transmisson. And from that background knowledge, they 

will teach and transmit truth to disciples and community. Although they serve for the truth, 

however they are not the first ones talking about the truth; they are not speechers who have been 

assigned mission by God. 

Lightworkers or any person in this world has the right to seek the truth for themselves. 

But do not use the outdated prejudices combined with other’s new invented knowledge to make 

articles, books that are not based on truth. Because of these actions will cause harm to 

themselves and others, it is cause of misconception for accessing person. They unintentionally 

led those who access their invented information switch from old superstition to new ones. A 

normal person, an adjusted person,a Lightworkers say that he does not know something, he does 

not comprehend deeply  something, then nobody will jugde them and God will not bother. Vice 

versa, they will get respect from many people due to their own humility. However, if they do not 

aware, comprehend the true sence, lying in their own way to show their acknowlegement and 

intellectua. It means that they try to show pride, their narcissism to find tham vọng in their 
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selfish desires. 

Particularly Lightworkers' Guidelines are essentially guiders who lead Lightworkers; it also 

means they are the gurus, intangibel or tangible spiritual masters. 

In reality, God has arranged all things so perfect and omniscient. In the present time, 

these young souls will be cure for old awakening souls. Negative thoughts and actions of young 

souls are chances for old souls to experience positively. All wrong thoughts, evil, dark actions of 

young souls are chances for old ones show their compasion, humanity motto, tolerance and 

forgiveness etc. for others. In summary, they were the ones that created the opportunity for the 

old soul to experience positive characters. 

We always see one thing, the beginning and ending of evil is the germ of good’s arisen and 

flourishing. Behind the crime, mistakes can be repentance, feeling guilty. After your evil actions, 

there is maybe no one know, but it have the recognition, observation, analysis and condemnation 

of others. 

-  For example: Cases of 5 men raping a young girl on the bus in Delhi, India. 

The crime happened is something no one wants, even those men who do not really want 

it.

Almost crimes happened due to fear, desire and living needs of humans depend of what 

data they have. All rape cases occurred also depends on suspect’s availble data. We know that 

those own many data, it is easy to satisfy their sexual desire. They can have sex with their wives, 

lovers. Or even with beautiful prostitutes if desired. But a person with a frequent and adequate 

sexual activity, their needs almost always be met, they have been saturated in lust. So those who 

has means and data, they will not becom raper. To those who lack of means and data, desire of 

sex always urging and they control natural dssire. They do not know how to resolve the 

emotional desires which inherent in them, because they do not have a wife, lover or money to 

have sex. In addition, customs, traditions, rituals, religion and many other matters of the spirit are

always tied to their emotions. So when their emotions pent up long enough, big enough to the 

peak, it will break up and then they will no longer control themselves. And what come will come,

they will to satisfy their long time repressed desire. The person who rape is lack of data and 

being pended up of too long psychology and emotion.
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The data also means information, knowledge; knowledge is a tool that provides a means 

for people needs. For example: At the same time, there are two people who  are unemployed, but 

one who has two college degrees, he can find other matching job with ability and skills. He can 

earn lower income but he can still get a job. But a man in 3rd grade complete, it is hard for hime 

to find another job. Thus, once he lost his job for too long, and his living needs could not be met 

it can lead to negative actions. For example: at the same time, there are the two lovers who were 

betrayed, but the one who is wise, rich and experienced will overcome the grift of losing his 

lover.  Particularly, the other with poor and less social relationship will very easily get lost, 

depression or suicide. Generally, everything involved in life, such as intellectual, knowledge, 

experience and feeling are all the data. 

Back to rape story in India, it is crime that nobody wants. But its results arouse love and 

sympathy of many people for the girl and the similar unfortunate fates. Extremely negative 

action has got many people’s attention. And it maybe the causes which make many people think 

seriously about human sexuality issues.

Indeed, sex is a sacred and great gift; it is the only reward that God has given to man 

before having oblivion on Earth. Sexuality is a scared gift which is God's greatest creation. And 

He has given to man for free using right in heaven, earth and all life in the universe. Active sex is

what gave humans the most wonderful emotions and greatest happiness. Humans on Earth live 

with sex, Divine and advance evoluted life in the universe remains living with sex. Divine is title

that humans tag for them, they are never claim themselves as Divine. They know they are in state

of complete awakening, and relative man will also awake .Therefore, Divine are same as normal 

people, sex is indispensable in life, because it is a wonderful gift God has bestowed. 

We imagine after May 1st, 2334, we will be saved and will be freed. It also means that we 

will fully awaken and return to our own Divine identity. But things are still happening here, on 

this earth and there is nothing changes in life. All merely is on going of more perfectly conscious

life of humans on Earth. It also means that when fully awaken, we still can not give up sex, 

meaning Holy still continue sexual activity. We can not abandon the great gift of God in a state 

of oblivion or fully awaken. Abandoning sexuality is abandon a part of God, it deny the greatest 

gift God gave us. 
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 Sex is so sacred, however many people consider it as guilty, sinful and want to cover up. 

From wrong notions about sex in some religions, from bizarre doctrine, rites, forms, old 

traditional and pride of man has strangled freedom space of sexuality. Sex is the human inborn, 

all things to control, bind and confine sacred sexual desire of humans is really bad. Misthought 

of the humans has led to prostitution, extra marital affair, rape regardless of results. Voluntary 

sexuality in love is always sacred, encouraged because it always bring humans happiness and 

feeling of loving life. Sex itself has no sin, only person who abuse sexuality for their benefits, 

negative sexual activities which opposite to nature (not referring to those who have sexual 

problems as gay or lesbian) commit sin. Selfish thoughts, possessing and chiem doat of human in

3D perception made sex become slavery and sin. When people are no longer selfish, possess and 

invade in sexuality, it automatically become sacred. Sexuality becomes temple of physical body 

it is not tool to satisfy body’s desire.

The reality of humanity since previous era, and even presense, people always express, 

confirm all things, alls matters with 3D consciousness, with one direction view. And they distort 

the truth about many issues according to secular prejudice. And sex is not an exception, thus 

what called obscenities coming from Christianity was criticized, judged as their views. Typically 

the book “All the Obscenities in the Bible”Kas-mark Pub MN 1995 of Kasmar Gene and

 Christianity and Incest, Fortress Press, MN, 1992 of Annie Imbens & Ineke Jonker obscenities 

events and female discrimination from the Bible etc.

About female discrimation in Bible, we should have real view that it did not belong to 

original Bible. It was edited due to views of recorder and leader of Christianity in previous era. 

They adjusted Bible according to benefit of men, at that time they assumed God as a man. In 

reality, most of things belong to begining Bible was no longer original. People can change any 

things in Bible as long as it was beneficial for religion as their views during each period. It did 

not mean people can change any written things in Bible. If there are things people cannot reach, 

understand, then they will not edit. Even they edit it, there is no benefit for their organization and

they leave it original. In other way, people do not dare to delete written content that are not 

beneficial for their organization. Therefore, so called obscenities mentioned in Chritianity’s Bible

was orginal and real. However, when they criticize, judge these issues because they do not 

understand the deep nature of truth due to prejudice, custom, rituals and forms of human beings.
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When a man deeply understands the truth and living laws of universe, they will no longer

consider it important. Let’s imagine that a child, a third or 4th grandson of God had to experience 

on Earth. And these experience last for thousand of years and like other souls they had to 

experience many reincarnation lives which created millions of karma. And in fact, they lived 

with hundred, thousands of wives, husbands, partners on Earth. So did they intimate with their 

grandchildren? Obscenity was not accepted in any situation of human beings. Bloody obscenities

will create negative results, it is nonsense that Holy Spirit cannot aware of this, they even mac 

khai for humans to write about this in Bible. 

In the secular experience, it is only obscenity about physical but not spirit when we 

cannot aware of ourselves, when our conscious were in complete oblivion state. The so called 

obscenity in bible was not incess; it is just necessary game in the secular experience field.  Is that

due to oblivion, we are guilty, is that due to secular experience, we were sentenced? In fact, no 

one is guilty in this issue, when people and their grandchildren are in complete oblivion, 

darkness of secular experience. If yes we should sentence all humanity, even God. In fact, if 

anyone has not experienced so called obscenity, they can ever come back to heaven, and never 

back to fully awakening.

If man can deeply understand the truth of origin and wonder themselves. They do 

certainly not criticize; judge the written truth in the Bible, because they know they are not clear 

as their imagination. Bible mention about sex is talking about uncovered truth; however it 

contains hidden secrets about the ultimate truth. 

Therefore, obsentiy described in the Bible is a recommendation for us to seek the truth; 

however it is not as serious as people imagined. Cannot deeply understand the truth, aware of the

truth, it is the reason that people have illusion of themselves as genuine, smart, thanh sach ones 

so that they think they can criticize and judge the truth. Jesus Christ knew that man will behave 

as secular ones due to their unlimited understanding in secular lives. Therefore, He tried to 

remind man during His time on Earth.

New Statement Matthew- Chapter 7, verse 1-5 

Don’t judge (Lc 6:37-38, 41-42) “Judge not, and you will not be judged; condemn not, and you

will not be condemned; jforgive, and you will be forgiven; 38 give, and it will be given to you. 
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Good measure, pressed down, shaken together, running over, will be put linto your lap. 

For with the measure you use it will be measured back to you. 41 “Why do you look at the speck

of sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay no attention to the plank in your own eye? 42 How can

you say to your brother, ‘Brother, let me take the speck out of your eye,’ when you yourself fail

to see the plank in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your eye, and then 

you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye”.

     Besides, marriage in Christinality is holy unseperated combination of God for man and 

woman. In fact, this is complete true view and understanding. However, it is only true to higher 

advanced evolutional lives in the universe. It is truth in Holy world, world of complete 

awakening; it was truth of the beginning. It is unreasonable point of view, unreal for secular 

humans in experience process of oblivion. In reality, words that people use in love and marriage 

such as partner, half of your life, so called forever is only illusion of humans in the secular 

experience and game of our evolution. All marriage on Earth are not eternal and forever. In 

reality, in present no one can find another true partner for himself/herself. We cannot know who 

our partners are and where they really are. Only until you can fully awaken, remember all things, 

then you can really know who your partner really is, who your husband/wife is at the beginning. 

Only until then you know how the feeling of the eternal marriage and unseperated marriage will 

be?

Secular marriage is combination coming from choice of each person, of parents, of authorized 

ones. It is building family, creating living bases and seeking experience. It is not the combination 

as God’s desire. We should know that secular marriage is volunteer choice of man, God does not 

intervene. Therefore, man should not use God as khien to protect our desire. Not under the name 

of God to satisfy our individual desire and benefit organizations. From this secular world, people 

in oblivion and uncomplete awareness state, we should try ask ourselves and answer them.  If the 

husband and wife no longer satisfy our need of experience and you do not find happiness with 

your partner in life. Or you always suffer the pain, meet obstacles, sadness from your company, 

and then whether you should keep this relationship or not? Whether you should continue 

suffering pain, and maintain the sadness that your partner brings to you? Is that necessary to keep

this relationship due to promise, mo ho authority power? And if you do not dare to abandon, you 
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should ask yourself again, what force make you suffer those terrible things? Who are they? Is that

God? Or any organization, any person and authority?

   The answer is, God does not force us to suffer anything, suffering pain is not what God wants 

for Her beloved children. Not even religious orgization, pitcher, priest has enough authority to 

force us. Our parents, custom, rituals, nen tang gia phong le giao cannot force us. None of parents

want their children to suffer pain. Therefore, parents do not force us. 

Custom, rituals, ethical rites have not enough authority to force us. The answer is ourselves,We 

bound ourselves with suffering and pain due to stupid promise, blind headed, darkness and 

unconsciousness. Binding yourself with someone, something that you do not really want, accept 

due to a promise, it means that you betray yourself. In life, you try not to betray others, however 

you betray yourself. In all forms of betrayal, betray yourself has highest level, it make you feel 

the most painful.

In case, you can deeply understand the truth of one issue, then no one can force, bind you to 

fulfill one’s desire. No one or organization has enough power to force you to suffer the pain. If 

you thau triet, you will consider your wife/husband, children, parents and friends etc. as 

companies and you together share with them happiness, sadness voluntarily, however it is not 

forced. If you are awared, you and beloved ones love together and experience, go through 

evolution, it does not own. If you deeply understand one issue, even when you recognize there is 

no benefit in field of experience, no same thinking with your company, you will accep to 

separated and bless them with happiness. Vice versa, if your company feel the same, and it is due 

to your fault, he/she is still happy to leave in order to seek his/her own purpose. He/she will not 

niu keo and not feel so painful. 

    In fact, wife, husband, children are temporary relationship in secular world. These 

relationships help our souls experience the secular and create ego-self, however it is not eternal 

relationships. Due to this reason, husband and wife relationship is not an exception, if you are 

still in love, let’s live together and love faithfully in any situations, let’s share everything in lives 

and together go through evolutions. If you no longer love each other, if you cannot find the same 

purpose in life, just divorce in happiness without hatred, and bless them luck in new path. Don’t 
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fear of anything due to this separation. Do not try to own, niu keo, imprison your compaonion 

due to your selfishness, low self esteem and benefit. 

We just tell the truth from our observation; we do not criticize anyone, even the criticizers of the 

bible. In the reality, only on Earth since past to present, man can do whatever they want, talk and 

act as their wishes no matter how good or bad, right or wrong they are.

   Thus, anyone criticize, judge the Bible, it is just their own ideas, desire, it express their free 

will, God does not either intervene or punish. In the world of God, of Holy Spirit and fully 

awakening ones, they do not behave like normal humans. In reality, it does not mean they are 

scared; they never want anything for themselves, so they do not behave like secular humans. All 

thoughts, actions and works are based on highest conscious foundation, complete awareness; 

therefore they do not behave like us.  

In reality, there are so many people pursuing religion, spirituality has always controled of 

their divine nature, their main criteria is giving up sexuality. There are great fears that sexuality 

is not pure which is guilty when they access their God, Buddha. They always think that; if they 

want to be liberated, redeemed , they have to abandon the sexual desires and physical 

desire.They always think that if  they practice spirituality, but still having sex is physical desire 

which will make them not able to attain nirvana or heaven. This thinking is formed by ideology 

that body is no longer necessary things which are removed after people reach nirvana or heaven. 

In fact, when God created the universe and life, then life is something that people always cherish 

and maintain eternally. The life of man is combined of 3 simustaneous things; body, mind and 

spirit, a soul which is no longer active in the body is called dead. The life of the past, present and

future; the life of God, the Divine and the human person must always be maintained in 3 forms 

body-intellectual –spirit.

Giving up sexual activity of some religious practioners is affected by the example of the 

Buddha, Jesus Christ and masters who came from the Kingdom of God. People often assume that

masters do not have sexual activities and not sexual desisre. Actually, there is misunderstood in 

mind of some people.

-Firstly, the gurus accomplish their mission by themselves, they do not take wives or 

husbands with them, so who they gone have sex with. 
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-Secondly, after being edited and calibrated, masters are always in complete awakening. 

A man in a state of complete awakening can do whatever he wants. 

Therefore, masters do not choose to have wives on Earth for sexual activity which are not 

required to. Moreover, doing so will create a bias love which does match with their Divinity of 

Mind. Besides, it is not healthy to make love with person who is not really wife. They have many

options to execute their will during their lifetimes. 

In reality, all great souls in full awakening state, They have ability to separate the souls 

into many pieces in order to serve unsalved planets. All high noble souls as Jesus Christ, 

Shakyamuni Buddha or other 2nd trinity souls are able to separate their souls into 12 indepedent 

pieces at a time. Within those, there is some still existing in higher evolutional world in order to 

guide pieces in lower evolutional ones. Except God, any souls staying in oblivion state to 

experience, no one has the right to separate the souls. When experiencing, if there is one 

seperated fully awakening soul, all real emotion in experience field will become meaningless. 

This is law of God and Universe for all existing fates in the relative world.

To gurus, having sex with those who are not their real wife in completely awakening state

is unhealthy.Thus, after Shakyamuni Buddha fully awakened; he ended the relationship with his 

previous wife. 

- For example: Boeing 777 with M17 symbols of Malaysia Airlines was shot down on 

Uraina airspace which killing 298 people were considred as crime. We do not need to 

come to the conclusion that this action is due to quan ly khai or military forces of the 

government authorities Uraina. But when the crime occurred and ended, it made many 

governments and people think about safety of aviation, marine over the world. They will 

condemn and criticize war and conflict, to condemn someones’ interests affects the 

benefit of many people. From this crime, many people will look at theirselves, awaeken 

their consciousness. And from this crime, it may bring nations together, eliminate hatred, 

and give up conflicts and wars. 
- For example, the excution by cutting off American journalist James Foley’s head was 

organized by Islamic state (IS) claiming Iraq. And no matter what points of view we 

have, they are considered da man and brutal.
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But this crime is also a wake-up call for humanity; it may awaken those who have 

consciousness and responsibility to safety and peace of world. It is motivation for humans, even 

for those who are truh Muslim that recognize the fact about religious using for political purposes 

to satisfy their wild ambitions of some groups. They took advantage of religion, in the name of 

God and abusing the trust of the followers as a tool to satisfy their own ambitions. But in the 

name of whoerver, they never be clarified and supported by justice. In fact, they know their work

is non-sense. They always have a sense that their actions are not suitable with Allah in the new 

era. Therefore, they always live in fear, always covering up, hiding; even cover their whole faces 

in all actions. The real nature of what they done denounce their ignorance and lack understanding

of the truth about God on the road to their own liberation. 

But perhaps, we should not criticize, condemn whether their actions are right or wrong, 

good or bad. The incident happened and probably will continue to occur; our problem is stopping

them from continuing to happen because it destroys all progress to peace of the entire humanity. 

In order to stop,We must first identify the real cause from the observation of ourselves to help us 

have a specific change in perception. Unprejudiced observation will help us avoid a reaction. 

Because the reaction is not a change but it is conflict taking place in the mind, influenced by bias

of memory. Change can make us feel the truth and act on calling of truth. 

In new period, God applies instantly cause and effect law, however, all reincarnated souls

before 2012 was still bound by destiny and karma. So even in this life there are so many people 

were aware, enlightened and no long act negatively action, they still have a negative experience. 

Because they have to play all the script they wrote, they have to experience all of what they 

chose in their previous lives. This group of people has to experience what they chose, all success,

failure, happiness or pain will depend on positive or negative lifestyles in present. Due to 

thoughts and actions of man in present are not used as script in next coming life. 

After 2012, the young souls will eventually not be reincarnated on Earth anymore. They 

will be reincarnated in human beings in the new life of universe. Those souls born after 2012 are 

mostly old souls, they will very intelligent and wise. The time that majority of them grow up also

the period young soulds reincarnated in other planets. And it is time that everything changes 

toward positive direction dramatically.

However, after 2012 ther is still child born imperfectly such as disability, thieu nang etc. 

In this case, it is not due to kid’s karma, it is karma of their parents who were born before 2012. 
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They are still affected by fate; the child is a part of their experience fate. After 2012, most of 

souls reincarnated imperfectly are voluntary angels.

After 2012, the place of the reincarnated soul will no longer follow the rules of cause and 

effect in past lives. Period after 2012, humans who were born will not depend on so called fate 

and karma anymore. For example: poor or rich, powerful or thap hen, happiness or suffering, all 

will depend on fate which were created in previous lives. Even those are gay or lesbian who were

affected by fate, in next coming period, people in this group will reduce until disapperance on 

Earth. Therefore, all incomplete laws and priviledge that humans intend to prepare for this group 

will not have chance to be used.

After December 12th, 2012 God will arrange fully negative experienced souls in 

traditionally rich families. Arrange souls which have not fully experienced in low-income family.

All God’s arrangement in the new era helps all souls get what they need and have the kingdom of

heaven. 

During the beginning of the new era, God and angles will not interfere too much on 

human personal freedom, but only wake-up call. At first, God's plan focuses on transmiting lgiht 

knowledge to humans.  It is a necessary job in the meantime to help humanity become aware of 

the truth about human origins - aware of the truth about God and the spiritual world. Once, 

people understand the truth in a scientific way, people will consciously remove outdated 

knowledge and false belief, ignorance; darkness has been ingrained in the mind. Once people 

were aware of what is true, people will automatically change thinking and live in accordance 

with their own Divine destiny.

In the present time, God and the angels will prevent influencial wars happen on Earth. In 

addition, the the primary job of the spiritual forces is helping people approach the truth in many 

different ways. Besides, invisible means such as metaphysical sense, meditation, and traditional 

nhap dong, the angels will demonstrate their existence in many forms such as physical UFOs, 

universal fleets and specific jobs which is beyond human imagination to show the truth about 

them.

The process of dark and light experience has two stages with same purpose. In new era, 

many people assume that there is no positive change.  However, to awakened and edited ones, 

they always feel deeply change. Each of us change, the world will change. The world will not 

change if we do not awakened and act consciously. The world which is formed from individuals, 
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you, and I will create the world. The world does not create us. Thus, each of us will see change 

of world from our change.  

Everything is changing silently, according to time, there will be more change. God 

always knows what he should do to bring the most benefit to the human race.
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FINAL PART

FINAL STEP IN THE REUNION JOURNEY TO THE GENERAL

1. What is time? How its affection to human beings?

Before going into the main part of the section, we try to explore a concept of time, and what 

nature of time is?

For everyone, including people of high evolved civilization, the past is important, future is 

very important; however the present is the most important. We lived and understood the past, but

we have to live in present to implement future. If you want a beautiful future, humans have to 

conscious enlightenment, awakening, full knowledge, intelligence and wisdom. Our future is 

bright or dark depending on all the thoughts and actions at present. Indeed, the timing of past and

future are not real. One can only imagine, remind of the past, but they cannot experience time of 

the past. Timing of the past is not real; it only exists in memory of each of us.  Each of human 

experience about decision, choice, career, and memory can only happen in present through 

consciousness. 

- For example: you and your beloved wife occasionally get together for coffee to remind 

previous happy and sad days which gone through in their life. 

Reminding old memories happened in life also means that we are experiencing times of the 

past. Consciousness operated to timing of past memories; relive emotions that we have ever 

experienced. But things can only happen in existing reality.

The past always exists in presence, looms over the present; people always have to experience

and solve all problems, every decision that they chose in the past.

- For example: A year ago, a couple decided to buy a house by mortgage. Thus, in the 

current month, they must pay a certain amount to the bank. Last month, you decided to 

open a coffee bar. So, in this time you have to wake up early every day to prepare 

everything for customers. Last week, you got so drunk with friends, but still drove 

yourself which lead to fatal accident. Thus, you are now in jail and wait for trial court. 
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Previously, your situation was hassle, you still try your best to study, hence you now have

stable job with high salary and very successful in life. 

In reality, humans are always interested in the past, live for the past. Most of us’ habit always 

read morning newspapers to see yesterday updated‘s stock price, gold price, exchange .Read 

serious murders or the process of war happened somewhere else etc. understand the past to plan 

for future is correct thing. However, there are some who just interested in the past to satisfy their 

curiosity and bring them tiredness due to negative, useless information. 

One can plan for everything, create everything for future, however, they cannot experience 

the timing of future. Because time of future is not real, it exists only in human consciousness. 

And one can only experience a scenario occurring in the future by the imagination the reality of 

consciousness. There has never a timing of future for us to experience. 

- For example: you have date with your friend at 8 am tomorrow morning in X café.  From 

the moment, we decided to make an appointment until 8 am tomorrow morning is time of

future. Actually, we live from moment to moment in reality until 8 am tomorrow 

morning. Until we meet the friend for coffee and work discuss, there is nothing called 

future, it is present.

The past, present and future is only one, everything in the past, the future things can only 

happen in the present. Past always exist in the present, one created all things in the past for 

present experience. Future always exist in the present, one create all things for future at the 

moment of present. In above example, we can understand that instead of having meeting with 

friends at office or at home, you made it at coffee shop at 8 am. It means at the moment you 

made decision to meet your friend at coffee shop, that moment is creating future. Until you meet 

your friend and discuss about job, that you stay with past decision in the present time. The 

agreement between you and your friend for coffee shop is the current moment used to create 

future. The moment you schedule for coffee with friend, you lived with the past and the past was 

your relationship.The close connection between the past, present and future creates the so-called 

time, similar to the connection between body, mind and spirit creating life for humans. Every 

experience, every emotion that we have in present, come from the creative mind of the past. And 

in present, our minds always move to operate the existing ones in the memory and moving for 
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the creation the future. Everything is happening in reality, there is no other time field. The 

relationship between past and future happen in the presence which is ongoing in eternal timing. 

Human beings live to experience pre written script in the past and create the future at the reality 

of presence.

- For example: It is 10 pm, it is time to sleep, however, you feel hungry because you don’t 

each much in the afternoon. At that time, your mind will give a choice to solve the 

current hunger. First choice, having beef noodle, however, your mind assume that it is 

late and tired to go outside for beef noodle. Your mind point out 2nd choice is having cake 

instead of beef noodle. And your mind rejects this because of painful stomach when 

eating cake. Finally, it chooses having instant noodle, and you instantly process to 

prepare cooking. All is done and you just enjoy the delicious noodle. Enjoy the instant 

noodle is experience of what you created. While having noodle, you feel of missing 

something as spicy. Thus, you go to kitchen to get some chilly, this is action previously 

created by mind. It is only a few second; however, it is considered action created by mind

in the past. Even when you feel hungry at the present, it is due to not much food in 

afternoon-which happened in the past. 

There are many expected experience such as flood, earthquakes, tsunamis mad us lose 

relatives etc. But there are also extremely interesting experience such as watching football game, 

then organizing team announce that you will the jackpot. The winner of the big jackpot is 

surprising and lucky, but it happens in our intention. It is lucky to win jackpot, but you have to 

buy ticket. This action belongs to your guided mind in the past. Watching football game is to 

satisfy sport passion, it is not winning lottery intention. When you win lottery, it is beyond mind 

intention and desire. Similarly, disaster, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis are not created by our 

mind, however when these happen, they have affection to us. All came from choice of our mind 

and actions in the past. In reality, there are things happened but it is not due to decision of mind, 

it is due to natural demand of human beings such as hunger excretion, etc. but this is still coming

from past. There are so many unexpected and non-interesting experiences, not because of the 

subjective created in the present. But all are due to the choice of the mind and our own actions in

the past, "past lives". And at present, we do not know ourselves creation, because we have to 

forget the past lives. Only God and the spiritual forces know and bring us what we have chosen 
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in "past lives". It is also known as destiny, karma, previous goodness, karma, words that people 

often talk about it. 

All occuring in the universe is simultaneously, there has no before and after. 

- For example: you are in Saigon to experience the night time of 21h, the son of Dallas is at

9 am time zone,  other person experience 14:00 afternoon in London. Also at this time 

there is a person working in outer space universe. This person is experiencing a different 

time zone, not afternoon or night. At the same point, these 4 people contact each other. 

These 4 are existence in different 4 time zones in different consciousness of time. 

However, they actually simultaneously experience the unique time field. It is called 

eternal time field, it is unique and simultaneous for space environment in the universe.

In reality, time is not real; time only exists in the sense of intellectual awareness. A year or 

Earth is 365 days and 6 hours, and maybe one year of Y planet in galaxy is 3650 days. All the 

rules are made by human consciousness based on the motion of the Earth and Y. planet. Earth 

rotates on its axis 'on the journey to orbit around the sun' once; it is called one day and night. 

Orbiting 30 times is a month, 365 times is one year. Time passed, or, more precisely, it is space 

that Earth orbit around the sun, operate in the universe. To see that time is not real, let see 

following example. 

- For example: We process to make spaceship depart from Earth to Y planet, estimated of 

the journey is 10 years. Period of 10 years is calculated according to Earth experts, 

however they did not reveal this period for astronauts. On the journey, the astronauts did 

not bring calendars, clocks and experts did not tell them the total time of the journey. 

When the ship landed on planet Y planet, astronauts surely will not know how long the 

journey took already. Because time does not exist, astronauts did not know what called 

time when travelling in space of the universe. For all of them, time only means spending 

the reality from moment to moment. Only humans on Earth can know that spaceship has 

travelled for 10 years which based on times Earth orbiting around the sun. And humans 

on Y said that the spaceship operated for one year which based on times Y planet‘s 

rotation around its axis. 
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Similarly, you live underground without calendar, clock or contact, you surely cannot aware 

of so-called time. The only thing you can feel the time through each own living activities. During

this time, you cannot calculate because time is non-existence. It is only moment to moment in the

eternal time field. However, humans on surface of Earth know how long you lived underground 

based on the Earth’s rotation around its axis. 

The distinction between the past, present and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.

Albert Einstein

Conveyance of time is completely opposite to God’s. Time is non-existent; however, we 

always feel its existence. God is true Holy Divine, however, God always make us feel of His 

non-existence. God can not exist if our mind has always operated in the state of ideological 

thought, because ideological thought is a symbol of time. God can only exist when the mind is in

a state of no time, no thought and no memory. As long as the mind is still operating the known, 

the unknown will not appear, and the truth is not existence and God will not exist. Only when the

mind is in a state of complete emptiness and non-existence of time, the truth can appear.

No matter how far God lives, no matter how He exists in space, all is not necessary. 

However, if God wants to experience happy and sad emotion of human beings, He also needs to 

use field time of those emotions.   Thus, humans and God or anyone else exist in the universe; all

together simultaneously use this unique eternal time field.

God had to show the meaning of time in the Vietnamese language. 

Thời: the moment- Gian: not true, not real 

Thus, thời gian is the unreal moment, which is non-existent 

Only space is real, không gian is not cheating, it is true that existing things we can look at, 

measure and calculate it.

Due to this,We should cherish the present, what we can finish today, do not delay until 

tomorrow. All things can only happen at present and right now. The future, the past can only 

happen in the present, no there is no other time field. Therefore, we should not too consider the 

past in the present life, and although we know that the past always exist in presence. Similarly, 
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we should not expect the future, should aware of and take action in the present. Human beings 

cannot change past as well as future, however we can change everything in present. 

We have been through the games in dark, it is now to experience the game of light We 

cannot say exactly which game is easier, however, we cannot deny that the bigger reward game 

offer, the more difficult players can achieve. Indeed, in this game we will never lose, it is just 

when we can achieve the rewards. Sooner or later, it depends on our choices, how we think and 

act in the present.
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 2. How should human beings do to be awakened?

The arising questions is what humans should do in next coming time to get into the Kingdom

of Heaven, being fully awakening, coming back to Holy Divine status.

In reality, it is mentioned how to have money, how to be rich, famous and powerful, it is 

impossible to return to Divine self and kingdom of heaven. Experience and awakening is the 

process, however we will not know whether or not we complete the first process as dark 

experience? No matter how we try? Or follow anyone under any forms? Or do anything? It is 

impossible to be calibrated to get fully awakening. Therefore, all things should happen according

to the path, unevitable process 

Within all positive things implemented in our coming home journey, charity is very 

important. But when we mention charity, it is attached to word “doing”, it is actually not. In 

higher spiritual consciousness, charity is not doing but it is an action. It is action of sharing, 

helping others, volunteer actions. 

Our important current issue is not doing anything, action but consciousness, awakening and 

enlightenment. Firstly, human beings should be aware of what spiritual world really is. Who is 

God? What is origin of human beings? Who are you? What is our purpose of coming to Earth? 

Where will we go and what we can get? What we should do in next coming time to achieve what

we desire?

When humans sense the truth, it is motivation for humans to their own perfection,

When humans become aware of the truth, they  will never move backward, always move forward

When humans are aware of the truth, they will choose heaven instead of hell.

When people become aware of the truth, they will act in accordance with the call of the soul. 

When people become aware of the truth, people will act in accordance with the call of love from 

the heart. 

And when love speaks from the heart, people will act in compassion, charity, tolerance, 

generosity, forgiveness, sharing, helping etc. 
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When love calls, humans will be happy, stained, cordial, simple, rustic, and close with gratitude 

of God. 

Through periods, we experienced negative characters, it is time we should open our hearts, give 

it wide, open spaces of freedom, let love speak up. Now it is time to let consciousness and love 

to lead souls. If we can be aware of these, we can have everything.

Now is the time to be self-aware, do not let emotions such as hatred, jealousy, anger, selfishness, 

greed, lust, desire, dominance, possession, anxiety, sorrow, sadness troublesome, ungratefulness 

conveyed, let it sleep in memory. Do not live up these emotions in mind; however, there are still 

some obstacles which impact us.

When those negative things affect us, we immediately think of our final good purpose, 

think of our Holy destiny. We must immediately apply your conscious to tame negative 

emotional feeling. In spite of negative information exists in the subconscious and RPLI, it can 

emerge any time. In reality, human beings live in darkness and ongoing experience negative 

characters for thousand years.

If saying you will immediately abandon existing negative characters e in mind, it is 

wrong. We cannot separate, but not depend on negative characteristics we own. 

We should know that humans use reason to control emotions, it will be more rebellious. Using 

the form of violence, bondage, confinement, repression, discipline to control us leads to failure. 

Emotional control method called instant quitting will be no different from the government's 

forces controlled the starving, rebellious citizens in the nation.

Whoever said that one would immediately succeed in giving up the negative character, 

this will be very dangerous, in fact, what others see from themselves is just temporary, as the 

cover-up – it is similar to the phenomenon of silent sea before the big storm.

When human beings enter a period of positive experience, things will happen without 

rush. Starting with small change in everyday life, must stat from yourself. Positive and negative 

experience is natural process which cannot restrictive and forced, oppression, coercion leads to 

failure. In order to help to experience negative, God has given us with the darkness, lac of 

consciousness. Thus, every human change started with conscious and next step is action in this 

period. In fact, human beings will never give up the past negative characteristics, it always exist 
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in mind of each of us unchangeably and eternally. Our problem is replacing and fulfilling instead

of giving up. Conscious is the first and end which lead human souls to absolute love and light.

- For example: A girl who falling in love is just given up by her boyfriend. Her first feeling

is angry, disappointed, hurt, bored and existing lonely feeling in life. These feeling’ cause 

is from loss, spiritual and material back up, and losing future backup which she imagined.

There is loss of physical interest, loss of happiness and habit which the guy had brought. 

This ongoing situation will lead to self-isolated, failure in love and depressed etc.

Therefore, if this situation disappears, this girl has to forget this guy. The oblivion does not mean

that girl delete information of the guy, but use alternative replacement and fulfillment. It means 

the girl has to seek and create alternative information. The most effective method is her 

awakening, finding another guy to love and to be loved. The more alternative data from new love

generates, the harder the old data appears. In case, she suddenly met her ex-boyfriend and old 

memories of past love appear, she now just remembers him as past memory without any pain.

- For example: There was a child growing up in complicated neighborhood. Therefore, 

most of his friends are spoiled, bothering neighbors, stealing, and smoking, drinking and 

gambling. Therefore, his parents are so worry for him, the child has some spoiled actions 

when living in such that environment. The best method is cutting transmitting data which 

can activate his respository of past lives’ information (RPLI). Therefore, the child's 

parents chose to move home so that he can access better living environment 

.Communicate with good friends, good neighbors are good sources of replaced and 

fulfilled information which can cover negative data in his mind. 
- For example: In our neighborhood, there are many flies, mosquitoes, rats, bugs, but the 

surrounding one does not have one. Everyone in the neighborhood often spray to kill 

them, however, within short period, they come more. 

Flies, mosquitoes, rats, bugs etc. in our biological world represent the dark forces. So, as well as 

other dark forces, we will not be able to get a good life if they are present around us. 

Our issue is changing instead of killing. Causes of flies, mosquitoes and rats are due to dirty 

and polluted living environment. Therefore, if we want them disappear, everyone needs to 

change conscious by clean and renovate the surrounding environments, then they will 
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automatically disappear. We cannot kill all flies, rodents around us but we can destroy their 

living conditions.

Similarly, we cannot change negative thinking and lifestyles of others in the environment 

around as wishes. The best way is to change our own environment, go away from negative, 

access to positive living environment. At the same time, we must be self-conscious, always 

awakened and have active lifestyle, negative will disappear. 

Similarly, governments in many countries around the world and most of us assume religious 

organizations and terrorists as the dark forces of modern society. Therefore, governments have to

spend a lot of money and modern weapons to kill terrorists. But as we have seen, the more we try

to destroy terrorism, there will be of them .Destroy this organization, other organizations will 

spring up, destroy this group, other groups will form. The terrorist organizations are much like 

many head snakes, cut this one then other will grow.

Most of terrorists’ thoughts are powerful desire, wealth and prosperity. The cause of terrorist 

are due to blind faith, dull-witted, ignorant, fanatic and terrible fears which existing inside their 

souls.  The terrorists fear everything, scare of God, Allah, crime, scare of forgetting one prayer, 

one day attendance, scare of violating the religious ceremonial. But there is one thing that 

everyone is afraid of, but the terrorists do not scare which is death. Death is their best ways to get

to heaven if their actions are protecting honor of God, the Cardinal, faith and religious belief. 

Thus, they are not scared of death, they ready to die, sacrifice their lives to get illusionary heaven

as they always desire. This is the most important reason which makes govermental army forces 

cannot destroy terrorist organizations.  

For most of human beings, coming to death is being dead, however toward terrorists, death is

deserved to dead. With extreme faith, blind fanaticism, so we cannot destroy so-called terrorism 

through killing, bombs, modern weapon. Army of government of many countries cannot destroy 

all terrorists. The problem is not how to kill their physical bodies physically killing their life? It 

is killing their fears, blind faith, ignorant existing in their mind and souls. Destroy terrorists by 

intellectual light, truth of spiritual and God instead of weapons. The governments cannot destroy 

terrorists, however, if light workers can help them aware of what is truth, where is light, and 
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where is darkness, they will be not terrorists anymore.Their living condition is not mountains, 

forests, it is fanaticism and fear from their inside souls. 

The external manifestation of all matter is conscious and changes of inner being of each 

individual, group or humanity. Terrorism is no exception! 

The information humans created and received during lives, which continuously stacked up in 

the mind from top to bottom according to time line from this life to next life. It has been 

considered as documents stacking up in unopened box, if you want an access; need to seek from 

the top to bottom. The longer the information recorded, the harder it can be accessed.

In present, human conscious activities are limited because they are limited in 3 D bodies. In 

3D, humans can only access and receive information in one dimension space, from top to bottom

or from outside to inside. 

When owning body light, humans will access and receive information quickly. At this time, 

humans will access and receive information in multi-dimensional space.

-  For example: In the 3D body, to receive the content of book, we need to turn one by one 

page. However, in light body, we just pick up the book and photograph it many 

dimensions, many different dimensional space. The same way as people takes 

tomography in medicals with hundreds of super sharp machines at a glance. Thus, we 

instantly understand the whole content of book.  

As above stated reasons, we can only bury the memories instead of removing them. We 

cannot practice to remove negative characteristics, should use many positive actions to cover and

bury negative information in our mind. The more positive we are aware, the more beautiful life 

we enjoy in all aspects, corresponding to the law of God's grace. 

Our life will be more adequate and beautiful, it if way of God to help push back negative 

characters.  

Those who have great influence to mankind, world, country and society, they need to awaken 

quickly.They are religious leaders, politicians, government leaders, bosses of multi-corporations, 

banks, famous and high status in society – educational leaders and telecommunication bosses etc.
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Because God gave this group power, fame, fame, money, wealth and enjoy more than others in 

present. Thus, they should be aware of higher responsibilities than others. Spiritual awakening 

will contribute to create more valuable voices compared to normal ones. Awakening of this group

will driving force contribute to awaken more humans.

Awaken yourself is action of helping others. They are ones who come to other planets earlier 

than normal ones if they choose not to awaken. During practice of unconditioned law, God will 

not accept delay because it cause delays and ruin His great plan. Human beings should choose 

one of two ways that God allows “Awaken to return to the world of God, or continue to 

another dark life in other galaxy”  
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2. What should human being do after awakening and enlightement?

Normally when awakening and enlightment, people mention will think about spiritual 

awakening. Thereore, the arisen question is when humans are awakened, what should they 

implement any spiritual rituals? 

This is the concern of many people who pursue spirituality and be conscious awakened. They

usually do not know how act to please their Mr., Mrs. God, Mr. Buddha, Mr. Lord, Mr. Saint,. 

They confuse and not know which religion, section and group is the best for them. They do not 

know whether to listen to words of Buddha, God, Master, Priest or Monk called himself 

enlightened. 

Indeed, human beings is really strange, they do not believe that they are the source, the gurus,

the Holy Divine and God. They always lack confidence in themselves so that they will make 

their own suffering. Truth is land without exit, they are living in truth, bathed in truth, they are 

holding the truth but they still keep on searching for the truth in distant place.  The self tormnet 

of this group is likely of a scientist send message to the universe with hope of reply of any 

intellectual living in the universe if any. In reality, what they expect which always was, is, will 

exist on Earth right next to them and within them. However, they donot dare to believe in the 

facts, they just keep searching in distant place in the universe. 

This is really deep sorrow and concern of many people. They respect others, praise others

profusely, they always have idols, but they always underestimate themselves and always feel 

superior with their knowledge. An ideology always expects a miracle, relies on someone, and 

depends on a particular teacher made them weaken the creation.  But they must know that they 

themselves, as well as anyone, not lose for anyone in any aspects. Because God give them 

everything like others, just be confident and promote hidden infinite possibilities, they will have 

it all. Only humans underestimate themselves, God always has evaluation in human beings.

Our truth is not in the Bible, scriptures, philosophy, religion, books or in any other formulas. 

Our truth is not in Buddha's teachings, in God’s or any public Masters’. Despite all the 

teachings of Buddha, of Jesus, of the Masters is the truth. Whether there is truth in bible, books 

and formula, it is not our truth. It is truth of Buddha, God, of who created that bible, books and 

formulas. 
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The truth is always truth, nobody can change the truth. So asking what is the truth? The 

answer is that truth is nothing, the nature of truth is simply the truth, and in addition, there is 

nothing else in the nature of truth. True nature of every event, everything, each truth is 

completely different. But in fact, the truth is marvelous, it is something very simple, rustic and 

approachable, the truth does not refuse anyone, not alienate anyone, truth never say no to 

anyone. One with just desire, passion, pursuing and seeking the truth, the truth will appear.  The 

truth exists all over the place, existing in all aspects of life. But We will never get the truth, if We

can not seek the truth for ourselves. The truth is always operating and changing, it is something 

not standing still. It does not mean this fact will be replaced by other fact.  Saying so does not 

mean that this truth can be changed by other truth. The fact is the fact, the truth is the truth, 

nothing can change the fact, and nothing can change the truth. Transformation and operation of 

truth can be easily understood through the following examples:

For example: last year, you wander from this place to other, without home. It is the fact. 

Until now, you have house and stable life, it is also the fact. 

Last month, you live in sorrow, cannot plan for future, it was the fact.  And now, you think 

clearly, have plan for future, therfore you found a fun and meaningful purpose in life, it is still 

true. 

- For example: the truth about the number of deaths due to ebola constantly changes daily. 

The truth of gold price changes every minute, and company’s profit change every quarter.

Man cannot find eternal and great truth if humans cannot aware of small and simple truth 

happening around us.

"Anyone who doesn't take truth seriously in small matters cannot be trusted in largeones 

either." - Albert Einstein

Therefore, we should must be aware of and understand the truth about what happen in our lives 

before seeing and understand further issues. . If people can not consciously aware of obstacles in 

their ways, cannot aware of nature truth of those obstacles, they will not be able to get where 

they want to.  

The truth is very strange and very special because it's unlike anything else. People can 

bring others anything from money, fame, power, wealth, respect, love and many other things in 

life, except the truth. But there is one thing very similar to the truth, which is happiness. 

Similarly, one can bring to others anything to help them create happy for themselves. But We 
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cannot bring our happiness to others. As mentioned above, happiness is something one would 

keep for himself, it is not given thing. People should give others love in order to help them 

happy. It seems similar, however, truth always keep its unique differences. Because when people 

are aware of the truth, knowing the truth about a particular issue, there will be no one who can 

take away the fact that they already own. Similarly, We cannot bring darkness into the room 

which is already flooded with light with the aim of making it dark again.It is different to 

happiness, people may take away easily the happiness of others in many different ways. Taking 

away the happiness of others does not mean that one can use that person’s happiness. It also 

means that the person just brings pain, causing him to lose his own happiness. 

The truth and ego-self seems similar. Because ego is what we have to do manually create,

others can not bring our own ego. The ego self look like the truth because all truth is not similar, 

and each ego-self is specific. Ego-self is similar to truth because no one can steal or take away 

one's own ego or your own truth. Thedifference between the truth and the ego self is: our truth is 

what we have to seek for, and ego-self is what We have to create by ourselves. 

As mentioned above, truth is the fact, vice versa fact is also the truth. So why J. 

Krishnamurity means when saying “Truth is pathless land” In deed, his sayings has many 

meanings, beside that truth is what each of us must seek in our own path. In the journey seeking 

insight truth, only brains and our consciousness can find for ourselves. This is indeed a unique 

journey, there is no companion and no any available trails  along the way. Besides the fact is 

patheless, the truth is pathless, there is not the same fact, not the same truth.  Fact of today is not 

formed from yesterday’s truth. True nature of yesterday and true essence of today is never the 

same. Eternal truth, eternal fact is always like that. All truth, all fact has its own characteristics, it

is formed from nature of its own event and content.

Therefore, in order recognize what the truth is, you should consider other people’s 

information as questions instead of answers when approaching them. From those questions, you 

should aware of it without judge, prejudice then you will know what true is. This is your truth, 

not others’ truth.

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is 

not to stop questioning." - Albert Einstein

For example: We read, we hear people teaching about the law of energy bao ton, general 

relativity theory, narro relativity theory. But We do not understand it, not aware of it, it also 
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means that we do not have the truth about what they say, what they teach. The journey of 

searching for truth must be done by you. Others can only help us to get the raw material, data of 

the truth, but it can not help us get the truth for ourselves.

The truth transfered from one person to another will no longer be true. Unless the 

recipients renew it reprogram it again by their consciousness. A simple example, when you buy 3

candies, the salesman will ask you for 6 dong.

2 candies cost 6 dong; it means that one candy cost 2 dong. This is really simple that everyone 

knows. Even the truth is simple or complicated; all is coded under information and needed to be 

handled with consciousness. Since informatin is received until it is consciously settled which is 

obligated process, and even it happens at a glance or longer. It is simple to normal person that 3 

candies cost 6 dong. For a disable child has Down syndrome, it is not easy to be aware of the 

cost at 2 dong of one candy and 3 candies cost 6 dong even though that child has soul as others 

in the universe. The issue of humans is who is better than others; it is the matter when a soul can 

be aware of the truth. 

- For example: A famer has 365 mangoes, merchants pay 2400 dong per mango. After 

negotiation, merchant calculated and told the farmer that his total amount is 876,000 

dong. The fact emerged from the merchant, but not from the farmer. At this time, there in 

only farmer’ belief, it is not the truth yet. Because the farmer is illiterate, he does not 

know what addition and multiply calculation is.

 Such sales process repeated many times, but the farmer still never know whether he have 

received the correct amount of money or not? There is only truth unless the farmer learns to 

know the addition, subtraction, multiply is so that he can verify merchant’s words. 

This case indicates that we will not be able to get the truth from the words of anyone else,

books, formulas unless we verify and clearly aware of them.

-  For example: There was a young man who never accepted the Buddha's words, "life is 

suffering". Because the young man was born into a wealthy and powerful family, since he

was young, he enjoyed luxury, always got what he wanted. Unfortunately, one day, his 

family suddenly crashed and he lost all. Since then, he struggled to live in poor, hatred 

then he can experience the Buddha’s words “life is suffering” as the truth.  
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Therefore, when receiving any information, no matter where it comes from, we should not rush 

to judge or accept immediately.  Preconceived judgment is maybe wrong which lead to the denial

of truth and instant acceptance because our desire is not always true.

- For example:  You have to buy a lot of different things and after choosing all items, the 

vendor gives you an invoice. The amount of the invoice maybe true or not true, even it is 

intentional or unintentional, you should check it by yourself. 

In life, there should be belief in the relationship between man and man, man and the others. 

However, belief is not truth and it cannot replace truth. When the truth exists, belief is only thing 

of the past.

- For example: You needed 5 million dong treatment and a friend promised to lend you this

amount 4pm tomorrow. From the moment, the friend promised to lend you money until 

4pm tomorrow, which you can believe, but it is not the truth yet. Until the friend gave 

you 5 million dong, then it is moment the truth exists and belief automatically remain as 

past. 

Similarly as above example, Jesus Christ promised to human being that whoever believed

in His preaching, they will have Kingdom of Heaven. From the moment, we receive the promise 

until we can reach the kingdom of heaven, we can believe and practice and it is not truth yet. 

Until we will able to get there, then the truth will exist. When the truth exists, the faith will no 

longer exist.  “Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.". What Jesus Christ 

means when saying so? In fact, this is saying of gurus, saying half thing and hides half of them.  

Cannot see but still believe is blind, dull-witted? In this saying, He lets us know that what we 

cannot see by bare eyes, but see through inside awareness and it is bless when believing in what 

we are aware of. Vice versa, believe but cannot see through bare eyes from outside and cannot 

see through inside awareness. As a result, this is blind and dull-witted belief.  

However, what we cannot see does not mean it has no truth. What we can and cannot see, all 

contain the truth.  In the secular world, people only believe when they know and feel the truth 

by the 5 senses. To spiritual followers, they believe and feel through inner consciousness. In the

spiritual world, there are many truths that humans can see through naked eyes, however they 

can see by inner consciousness. 

Scientific followers prove what they have seen; spiritual followers prove what they 

cannot see. Thus, human beings believe in science more than in spirituality. In reality, there is 
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something visible and seems truth to pursue, which is not always true. Most of scientific 

followers do not believe in spirituality. Those who pursue and understand about spirituality 

always believe in science, and consider spirituality and science as one. Until, scientists 

understand about the spiritual world on the scientific pursuing path, then our world will possess 

supreme technology- spiritual technology. 

In reality, not all things can be perceived by human beings’ 5 senses, which can be considered the

truth. 

- For example: There is only son in rich family who falls in love with a beautiful girl in 

average family. His parents rejects dramatically, they assumed the girl only loves his 

money instead of himself. The son does not think the same; he thought that girl is good 

and has no greedy of his money. The conflict has risen, so the guy moves out of home 

and lives independently. During this time, the girl always takes good card of the son 

without any complaint. 

In order to prove their statement, his parents decided not to talk about his relationship 

anymore. They have a plan to test the girl’s love to their son. They sell the luxury villas and rent 

a small house and said that they are bankruptcy and in debt. In addition, they hire a handsome 

man pretend to be rich and aggressively pursue the girl. After 3 months, the girl leaves the real 

rich guy and follows the pretended rich guy.  

From this simple example, what we can see, hear and feel is not always true. Nobody can 

tell you what the truth is. For example: in the city many people evaluate him as bad man. His 

living character is scoundred, gangster. After ending of big criminal case, people know that this 

guy is under cover police force. Therefore, their point of view changed. In reality, no one can tell

us where the truth is. 

We cannot ask others about truth, but ask ourselves. The truth is not always from the 

outside, where we can see, hear, it is what we can see from oneself inner conscious awareness.

 We can believe in anything, but faith must be based on the platform of conscious awareness. We 

should not believe in anything, believe in someone’s words, promises without based on our 

conscious awareness. Belief is formed from words, promises, formula, however if we do not 

aware of its truth, then such those beliefs will be blind, fanatic no matter where they are derived 

from. Believing in one person’s expression that based on ethical foundation and truth is xac dang
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belief. However, believing in one person based on fate without true ethical jugdement just blind 

belief. 

- For example: There was a man after entering possesing, or in normal state, he names him 

self as the embodiment of Buddha, of God-Primordial Spirit of God. And because of all 

this, many people follow and believe him, depend and worship him. If we observe in 

reality, their preaching, what they said is not based on foundation of truth.  They just talk 

about superstitious things, threading words, punishment and rewards in order to control 

our spirit, binding the ideological thought of accessing person. And during that moment, I

met a normal person without high education, degree, social status. Besides, he is not 

religious people, not the master or guru. However, his words are simple to understand and

contain many truths. 

Therefore, who you will trust and follow; only you can answer this question. In reality, in

order to answer this question, each of us should be self aware and operate consciousness, 

distinquish where is light, where is dark, what is truth and fake.  You need to separate from 

crowd, not depend and affected by crowd effect. When there are only you, then the truth will 

appear.

 Many people went bankcrupcy due to such those beliefs

Many people lost love and money, suffering due to such those beliefs. 

Many people get crazy because they too believe in such those ghost, souls, saints, shamans. 

In the world history, there were many events which considered as truth and being accepted as 

truth, however, they are not true in reality.  

- For example: Previously, most of men believe that Earth is the center and Sun orbits the 

earth. Until Nicolaus Copernicus astronomer discovered the truth that Earth rotates 

around the Sun.  

However, during that time, it was only Nicolaus Copernicus’s truth, not of everyone. Truth only 

exists when each of us is fully aware of it. Earth‘s orbit around the Sun is undeniable truth.

Similarly, many people now believe that Charles Darwin's evolutional theory is true 

because it explain the human origin. Or there are many who believe that will reward or punish 

based on human behavior. Whether such those beliefs are true or not, we have to verify them 

from the inner of own ego self. Distinction is extremely important when we want to replace the 
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outdated, untrue knowledge by new and true knowledge. Our belief will be not illuminated due 

to the lack of untrue, outdated knowledge in new era. 

It can be fully awareness of any problems to determine the belief; it is also known as 

cognitive core beliefs. However, do not always ask or truths before you believe. If human beings 

always ask for the truth, especially truth of spiritual world, we cannot access to any truth.  Since 

the beginning of truth is faith- faith is the basic platform, is the source for humans to find truth 

and the realness. There is no difference in life, beginning of success; wealth and power etc. all 

come from faith. Trust is an intermediary, as a bridge between dreams and reality, between 

passion and success. 

The fact and truth is only one; however, truth is tool of expression, presentation, 

conveying the truth by means of words, bible, and books. A unfold and a crime occurs, a holy act

Hell and Heaven, God is not truth but fact. Only when people use language to express, convey 

the nature of all events based on true foundation, words, bible, and then the fact become truth. . 

When talking about expression, conveyance, We talk about what happened, therefore truth 

conveys the characteristic of past, while the fact includes the past, present and future. Gurus are 

masters of truth, thus their words have more truth. They are fully awakened so the always know 

what true is. Truth can come from intangible or invisible, truth exists everywhere, all over the 

place in all aspects of life. However, the truth can only exist in human conscious perception.

 The fact of God is different from words, images of God, of Holy Divine, of source such 

as meditation, yoga, psychic or any other methods.Language of God cannot tell the truth about 

God, in reality, using language to express the truth is really limited. Language is never be used to

convey the nature of truth. Language that God gave humans is just tool for experience on Earth. 

It is not perfect tool to describe the nature of the truth. The nature of fact does not depend on 

anyone's opinion in spite of how wise that idea is. The master truth should be found in the nature 

of our own events. Truth does not exist in the belief of soul, it exists in conscious awareness. 

Similarly, earth rotates around the sun is not just human belief, it is truth. Although, most of us 

do not have chance for outer space to observe how the earth rotates around the sun in the 

universe. 

We should know that preaching of God, of Buddha or any gurus do not always tell the 

truth. In the previous period, when humans experienced the bad side of heaven, then their words 
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never included all the whole truth. Their works help us complete the mission of humans 

ourselves.

Even during light receiving era, there are many messages from angels to human beings 

through light workers. But not all in messages are true, and in previous era, not all of them are 

true. In their messages to human beings, how many parts were true, how many parts were 

concealed and how much turbulence, we cannot know. The issue is not due to God’s and 

Master’s concealing, it is how much data, knowledge humanity has during the period of 

receiving those messages. From individual to humanity level, God and masters always know 

what messages they should deliver, in what levels appropriate with current conscious subjects. 

Mostly, the messages from Divine are high quality questions, but not explanation. All Divine’s 

message to humans are based on truth, however, it is only truth for those who can answer 

themselves. Cloaking and malicious disturbance is not negative intention; it is opportunity for 

humans which are called evolutional chance.

In fact, all truth that God, Buddha and gurus giving to humanity is never a perfect wheel, 

it is just material. And from this material, each of us has to make perfect wheel of life as own 

character and favorite habit. This is also truth, “Truth is pathless land” J. Krishnamurti. In reality,

We observe and see that many of us never want to find for ourselves a cake, they only love to eat

cake prepared by others. If that is all, we will never have truth; never get deeply awareness and 

truth about ourselves. 

Until you are truly interested in pursuing a passion and experience through inner 

consciousness, at that time, you can recognize what is true, what is not true. Passion is the source

of energy supply for the successful machine. One who has lived and worked with a burning 

passion is more successful than someone with talent but no passion. A talented person who lives 

and work without passion gets failure more often.  Talent is not synonymous with success; talent 

is only part of the successful machine's operation 

Your truth is not inside others, it is truth inside yourself. Truth of all souls in the universe is truth 

of God. 

In reality, there are many people who always avoided the truth, reject the truth and not 

search for the truth especially spiritual truth. Thus, if feeling and accepting the truth from 

spiritual world, they will have to give up their whole life accumulation, their fame and money 

etc. therefore, they would deny the truth, reject heaven which they assume as illusion  than 
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giving up what they own. Actually, what they own and try to hold back in life is illusion. In the 

secular world then everything will pass quickly, all are just tools earthly experience. Everything 

here is completely true, but it is appearance of short, abnormal, non-existent with human beings. 

In unconditioned era, humans cannot own anything in long-term if extracting from misguided, 

dark and negative thoughts. 

In the new era, each of us must consciously confirm, be confident in his abilities. 

Depending on any religion, anyone is dependence. Dependent thoughts will block the path of 

spiritual development, limit creativity, lose freedom and cannot access the truth. "The first and 

las freedom” J. Krishnamurti

The path is unique for each of us; we should have freedom to create our own ego. We 

should not be overly concerned, so attention of what others thinks and acts. Our issue is what we 

should think and act. We cannot be held responsible for what others think and do. We can only be

responsible for our thoughts and actions. If we think and realize that our actions are ethical, 

conscious in truth, then we should not pay attention of what other compliment and criticize, not 

pay attention so much  on what they think and say.

The ego -self created by one’s consciousness and actions. Other person cannot think, act 

and help you to create self-ego. Thus, depend on others, depend on any forces or organization is 

losing yourself. Whether your soul is free or not, it depends on yourself.

Ego –self is really simple self which help self become higher self for general hoa nhap, it 

is not self in separation. If each of us does not own ego –self, it will dissolve instead of 

harmonizing in the general. In general view, when being dissolved, We do not seem exist in it. 

Similarly, if we do not have ego-self, we are just like sugar which hoa tan in the water. After that,

we do not see our existing in the glass of water. We try to be ourselves, not try to become others. 

You and me and all related living creatures create the general. God creates the general, therefore 

God is considered the representative of the general formed from each individual and all 

accumulated existing things. General always move and change constantly.  The change of 

general depend on creation of each individual, it is also considered the co-creator of God. From 

ego-self of each individual, it contributes the abundance, variety, vivid for the general. Therefore,

there is nothing called diet nga, each of us has to create ego-self continuously and eternally. Ego 

self of each person is brick, foundation and member. It is indispensable to contribute in building 

the general perfectly house. 
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Creating ego-self is reminded by Jesus Christ in parable, The Parable of the banquet silver 

(Lucas 19: 12 -27), New Statement Matthew- Chapter 25, verse 14-30

14 “Again, it will be like a man going on a journey, who called his servants and entrusted his 

wealth to them. 15 To one he gave five bags of gold, to another two bags, and to another one 

bag,[a] each according to his ability. Then he went on his journey. 16 The man who had received

five bags of gold went at once and put his money to work and gained five bags more. 17 So also,

the one with two bags of gold gained two more. 18 But the man who had received one bag went 

off, dug a hole in the ground and hid his master’s money.

19 “After a long time the master of those servants returned and settled accounts with 

them. 20 The man who had received five bags of gold brought the other five. ‘Master,’ he said, 

‘you entrusted me with five bags of gold. See, I have gained five more.’21 “His master replied, 

‘Well done, good and faithful servant! You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you 

in charge of many things. Come and share your master’s happiness!’22 “The man with two 

bags of gold also came. ‘Master,’ he said, ‘you entrusted me with two bags of gold; see, I have 

gained two more.’23 “His master replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant! You have been 

faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things. Come and share your 

master’s happiness!’24 “Then the man who had received one bag of gold came. ‘Master,’ he 

said, ‘I knew that you are a hard man, harvesting where you have not sown and gathering 

where you have not scattered seed. 25 So I was afraid and went out and hid your gold in the 

ground. See, here is what belongs to you.’26 “His master replied, ‘You wicked, lazy servant! So 

you knew that I harvest where I have not sown and gather where I have not scattered 

seed? 27 Well then, you should have put my money on deposit with the bankers, so that when I 

returned I would have received it back with interest.28 “‘So take the bag of gold from him and 

give it to the one who has ten bags.29 For whoever has will be given more, and they will have 

an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what they have will be taken from them. 30 And 

throw that worthless servant outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping and 

gnashing of teeth.”

From above parable, Jesus Christ let us know that, man come to Earth to seek experience 

and create our ego-self, it is not escape or finding the safe place. Good or bad al belongs to ego-

self, 
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Right or wrong, all things we experience belong to our ego-self. Creating ego-self does not 

mean seeking, experiencing good, mercy, compassionate things; it is seeking experience of all 

light and darkness. It is upon to each of man on Earth, they can create ego-self for themselves. 

All have to act and implement the creation of ego-self, no matter how much, it is not important.

All things still depend on ability of each soul.  Don’t be passive, escape, find the safe place. In 

the war, everyone has to fight in the battle field in this way or another one. Until winining, we 

can share the victory to everyone. Ask if everyone participates in the battle, only you find safe 

place to hide and wait until the final victory, so how you appear and get the glory?  In the 

battle, there is general and soldiers, it depends on ability of each person in the battle. It is 

important to decisive and fights with own effort, and then they can end up with final victory. 

Similarly, the evolutional game God arranges for humanity, all of us need to participate in the 

game, act and until the final victory; we can share the glory together. If you do not participate 

in the game and just find the safe place to hide or escaple when dealing with difficulties and 

obstacles, how you can get your reward.  If you do not enter the hell, no one else will replace 

you to enter the hell.

Each human should walk on own created path, cannot be on others’ walked through path “Truth 

is a pathless land”- J. Krishnamurti. L.

Live for yourself, to love yourself and loving yourself is loving others. Actually, many 

gurus, master mentioned this; however, it is not easy to understand their words deeply. What they

said is abstract, hard to understand and hard to feel in life. Saying that giving others is giving 

yourself, sharing with others is loving yourself which are hard to understand. When you give 

other something, it means you lose them, you share something with others, it means that you 

have less of them. But it is not reason for you to be stingy, selfish, saving without caring of other 

people.  If you do that, it does not mean you do wrong or you are bad person; however it proves 

that you do not love yourself.

There is no right and wrong, good or bad in the nature. For example: the same action of 

killing one by gun, however one use gun to robe, other use gun to kill enemy in the battle. 

Therefore, the soldier killing enemy is a hero; vice versa the killer and robber commit the crime. 

In reality, action of these two people is completely same in nature. Both do the same thing, 

stealing lives of others. So the nature of killing is the same, however nature of action purpose is

totally different. Therefore, soldier’s action will be considered good, and robber’s action is bad. 
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In our secular world, each point of time and situation, people will evaluate whether the same 

action good or bad, right or wrong. Nature of darkness, value of darkness is honoring the light. 

If there is no dark, value of light will not exist. Understand value of cruelty, dieu thien is 

honored.

In the universe, there is more dark than light, in life there is more cruelty than goodness. 

Therefore, man deeply understands nature of dark, cruelty, and man will respect, honor the light

and goodness. Selfish lifestyle is only beneficial only when man is unique kind existing in the 

universe. 

Luckily, we are not lonely; we have God, our ancestors, relatives, brothers and sisters all 

in the universe. It explains that if you are selfish, stingy, saving for yourself, it will not be good 

for yourself. According to karma, if you help others, share with them, you will get back 7 times 

of them. Love, respect others with love and sincerity, you will get back the love and sincere 

respect seven times more than that. Previously, this happens in the afterlife, nowadays it occurs 

in present life. 

Selfish self-centered, stingy, short-term benefits lifestyles are not long-term sustainable in

life, you have them today not tomorrow; all is not your decision. This was mentioned by Jesus 

Christ in the New Testament, Matthew - Chapter 13, verse 12 

12"For whoever has, to him more shall be given, and he will have an abundance; but 

whoever does not have, even what he has shall be taken away from him”

It is the reason that we can recognize in real life, the rich get richer, and the poor becomes

poorer. They cannot escape from fate no matter what talented they are. In fact, all things are our 

creation unconsciously in previous lives but we cannot recognize in the present. 

God does not hide anything in previous life. You can feel that loving yourself loves others, 

giving for yourself is giving others even though it is not 7 times of what happened in life.   

- For example: you have good special food after the trip and you share them with 

neighbors. There are parties, ancestry remembering days, you invite them to attend with 

your sincerely respect. Neighbors with difficulties, you are willing to help them 

enthusiasm, cordial. In relation to the village, you are always honest, sincere, fun, 

harmony with others, respect adults, loving children.
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This is what you given with sincere, not fake, not pride or exchange. Therefore, what you

got from them can be material as you shared with them, and it is more beautiful, greater than 

that. That is their love, respect which cannot buy by money. Furthermore, what you got is 

happiness, peaceful soul and safe feeling in your living environment. 

In fact, you mention this, there are some people will tell you are unrealistic, because they 

really do not have money, enough time to earn living, how they can share, help others. Indeed, 

what they ask is cause of their lacking of money and time. Their excuse for situation, reasons that

they cannot help other is main cause of nothing they can own. Karma is very equal, you got what

you have given, and giving good things then you will get goodness. Selfishness, evil will get 

reflecting karma in past as well as present. A person who always share, help other with true love, 

he will always get what he wanted and vice versa. 

-However, actions with love for other, but not for yourself are not considered positive actions.

For example: In a poor family, there is a mother who not eat, drink much , even not take

pills in spite of sickness in order to buy her son a motorcycle. The mother thought, the 

motorcycle will be good means for her son instead of go working by bicycle. In addition, the 

vehicle will help him to be equal as friends. However, the son does not think the same, in 

football betting game, he bet his motorcycle and he lost. After this, his mother has to borrow 

money everywhere to redeem it. After a while, the son continues to bet and own the outside 

lender a lot of money. He cannot pay back them he was beaten up to broken leg, and he cannot 

walk anymore.  

Cause of tragedies is due to most fault of the mother. From love for her son, but not herself, the 

mother gradually brought his son to tragedy. Starting from treat herself badly in order to buy her 

son a vehicle, then she continues to borrow money to redeem the vehicle.   

If at the beginning the mother is aware of that, her son will grow through hard working, 

through obstacles, through the love and her encouragement. Her son will be equal as friends after

his mature and successful effort. It is not good way to have a vehicle by her little money from 

lack of eating and wearing. If the mother let her son take responsibility about his mistake and 

accept to lose the vehicle, and if the mother does not borrow money to redeem the vehicle, the 

child may wake up and no longer rely on his mother. If the mother loves her son with full of 

conscious love, the tragedy cannot happen.

• Do not know how to love yourself, then will not know how to express love to others
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- For example: A mother holding baby for breastfeeding, baby suck the nipples, however, 

he just cries because there is no milk. Looking at the image of thin mom and pale child, it

is so tragic. The baby is thirsty of milk; however mother does not have enough money to 

buy it.

Due to the fact that mother does not love herself before giving love to her child. If during 

pregnancy, she feed enough nutrition for herself and inborn baby, this situation will not happen. 

However, if during pregnancy, due to financial hardship so that she can afford for nutrition, then 

she should be aware of not having baby previously. Due to this reason, the mother does not love 

herself, and then she cannot know how to love the child. Even though, she cries a lot and feel 

painful when her baby crying of milk thirsty.

In fact, when the tragedy happened, painful loss appeared, you often blame the 

circumstances. Actually, all happened circumstance is our creation at this moment or other 

moment, this life or previous life. Running away is not the best way, you should face with that 

circumstance, and facing reality can help you to eliminate things that you don’t really want. 

In many cases, actions with love do not always bring positive outcome, it must be 

conscious action based on love. Action based on love but not conscious sometimes will bring 

mistakes nd negative things.

- For example: There is rich family, the father is high status leader in the city, and mother 

has successful business. They have 4 children, 3 daughters and 1 youngest son. Because 

of this reason, he was nurtured by his parents and sister. If he wants money, car and own 

house, he will have them. Thus, the son does not want to study, he just wants drinking, 

causing the fighting. However, after fighting, his parents just bail him out by money. His 

parents always intervene to help him out of crime, and the more spoiled he is. In one 

drinking night, he kills one person by knife. Unfortunately, he kills the son of his father’s 

boss. Thus, his parents ‘money and power cannot save him out of life sentence. 

In this case, we recognize that, even though parents and sisters really love this son, and 

nobody objects that is love. However, they showed their love without high consciousness, thus 

love becomes blind, lead to disaster. 

Actions that good for yourself, but harmful to other is selfish, greedy, actions motivated by 

ambition. Those actions are negative that everyone can recognize.
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Actions that are good for your, good for many people, however they are harmful for some others 

or few would be considered negative.

- For example: robbing the rich and help the poor seemed as positive action, actually it was

negative. One cannot excuse or justify for harming others. All excuse or justification for 

such actions is cunning.

Actions which brings benefit to some people, simultaneously harm other people, is never action 

stem from consciousness and love. It is selfishness, desire and ambition in big scale which can 

lead conflict and war.

- For example: A crowded population country, due to its development lead to lacking of 

natural resources. Thus, authorities tried to invade sea, islands, border, and land of small 

countries. When they implement such those actions, the authorities do not consider 

nation’s interest as priority, just to satisfy ambition of some groups, not for nation’s 

development. Thus, all excuse for those actions can only prove their desire, ambition, 

selfishness and cunning to the world. 

We can clearly consider Japanese country as proof for this case. In the 30’ 40’ of 20th 

century, Japan allied with Germany and Italy waging war to satisfy the ambition to dominate 

their world, but they have failed. World War II ended, we found that Japan did not more resource 

and came into exhaustion. But not long, Japan developed prosperously not due to resources they 

got from the war or its natural resource. 

Developed country, primarily due to the stability, peace, followed by the will and wisdom of the 

entire people. Resource is not a determent factor, large population is not determent one, nor due 

to war and plunder from other country.

Another typical nation without huge population, Singapore is not strong in army forces 

and lack of natural resources even freshwater while other majority of nations own, however, due 

to its stability, peace and wisdom, Singapore becomes a developed, prosperous country with the 

highest per capital income in the world.  

War is for the sake of some groups of people, but it is not desire of all national citizens. 

Thus, they are willing to lie and cunning to bring the whole nation, his fellows into war, death, 

and suffering. The best leaders always try to bring peace, happiness to his loved ones. Only with 

peace can bring prosperity, and only prosperity can bring happiness. War and plunger other 

countries is not beneficial action for the nation, who are always trying to bring peace to his 
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people the most. Because peace can bring prosperity, wealth can bring happiness. War and 

plunder of other countries, is not an act beneficial to the nation, but the outcome will be reversal. 

In addition, death penalty ‘instead of life imprisonment', seemed to help a lot of people out of the

danger, and seemed as useful deterrent method. Actually it is measure of non-humanitarian, lack 

of compassion, tolerance, which is a negative action. Implementation of the death penalty 

denotes the weakness on social criminal management of government, convey the weakness of 

economy. Death penalty cannot show su ran de of law, cannot prevent other to commit crimes, 

and cannot bring beneficial education for social awakening. Death penalty stimulate insensitivity,

abases tolerance, forgiveness and generosity of human beings in society.

Any negative actions in peaceful era, in unconditioned era will never bring positive outcomes. 

Due to God, He has not allowed negative actions in wide scale. 

God does not ask, request humans anything, He has no demand to request from human 

beings. At this moment, humans should be aware and act to positive trends. Second after second, 

express and behave with true love from open hearts. However, during the creative process of 

positive actions, you should not expect much on results. Because expectation is deform of desire.

You always seek how far you can reach in thoughts and actions, it means waiting for a response. 

These all response from your actions is exchanged without positive experience. Expecting in 

progressive thoughts and actions similarly, planting a tree with daily care and water and 

watching it grow and when it will bloom. And when the tree does not grow as your expectation, 

you will use all kind of fertilizers with hope that it will bloom and have fruits. And then, the tree 

does not grow well and it dies. 

Results of positive thoughts and actions of human beings are such development of a tree. 

All things have to follow nature, if you want to have positive outcome, you should think and act 

positively. If you want a tree developed, it needed enough care, fertilize and water. If you expect 

too much on outcome, this will lead to hasty and impatient that cause to failure. Our expectation 

is double-edged sword; there has motivation without expectation. But too much expectation 

sometimes does not bring results, whereas it will likely bring negative results. In earthly life, 

God does not require us to reach perfection in exchange for his salvation. His omniscient plan is 

great and His love for humans is infinite, He does not need to use “the stick and carrot” to treat 

human beings. He thinks and acts in omniscient ways. Humans think and act in a secular way of 

Humanity. Thus, we never become perfect if we are not edited and calibrated by God forces. We 
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can only reach perfection when we come back with the Divine identity, return with fully 

awakening state. 

Therefore during this time, all thoughts and actions are just positive experience, 

consistent with the ability of human beings in a state of oblivion. Positive experience is a 

necessary process of spiritual enlightenment, but not forced. But there will be arisen question, 

what specific things should humans do to experience positively? Actually, this is vital question 

for eah of us in the journey back to the general intergration. It is difficult for each of us, but fact 

it is not too difficult question to answer, because the answer of this question is simple truth. The 

biggest challenge we face is not how to answer questions. The real difficulty comes from the 

answer of that question, because the answer itself bring to other questions and this arisen 

question will be difficult for humans. It is about whether we are really desire to seek the truth for 

ourselves or not. People will know positive experience, when they aware deeply in spiritual 

matters and people must always live with the truth from moment to moment, and then people 

will know true meaning of positive experience.

Always live with yourself also means always true to your own nature without having to 

cover up, hiding. Not living true with you is self- interest lifestyle; it is also due to fear, respect, 

low self-esteem and lack of confidence. So people try to live to please others “dac nhan tam” try 

not to offend others, try to cover up, hide, contrived and not dare to express our real feelings. 

With this lifestyle, it can temporary bring people to the safety, peace and benefits. But if We take 

time to observe, then we can find it as harmful lifestyle in the long term. When We cover up, 

hide our real feelings, we can please others and meet objectives and its interests in the present. 

And from immediate benefits, we do not want to change anything within ourselves. We fear to 

change even negative, bad habits existing inside us. And We recognize that We donot need to 

change anything, because we know how to cover up, live artificially, and we know, we just do it 

so we're going to be safe and benefit. It is the cause of seriously unforeseen consequences 

evolutional path of those who live untrue to their own nature.

Live honestly, live truly with yourself is you can do whatever you like, not fear of anything. 

Happy says, sad says sad, love says loves, hate to say hate, self-confidence, not conceal any 

emotion that comes from our personality, 'how to live life like a child's life'. Initially, this way of 

life style could bring us much trouble and lose some instant benefits. But fortunately, thanks to 

this, thanks to the wretched experience from this lifestyle, it makes us change to be fit in 
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community and benefit of ourselves. Changing does not mean concealing, when a change occurs 

to a person is when he realized something that could bring them positive in life. It's time hat they

realized things happened is derived from their thought and actions. So they will change the 

thinking and actions toward positive and ethical direction to server their best interest. Changing 

lifestyle from negative to positive because they no longer want to think and act negatively. This 

really is a shift in consciousness awakening with enlightenment, but it is not obligated from 

others for any purposes. Cover negative, negative is still there, only change can make them 

disappear. Know thyself is easier than understanding others, change yourself is easier than 

changing others. With facts, living with facts help humans to achieve the ultimate knowledge and

consciousness. 

Therefore, you could not expect and require too much on yourself perfection. How is 

perfect, how is the best, you have not known yet, so how you are able to implement the self-

perfection.

So much expectation in perfection with 3D, 4d consciousness is also human illusion. 

Purchase ambition to make yourself perfect, it means you do not understand much about God 

and the spiritual world. Action of call of true love from heart, compassion and mercy, the doers 

do not expect the results. But the voluntary actions without request, transferring, rewards, they 

themselves bring us joy and happiness in souls. And after all the things that people act with love 

from the heart, with human morality; God will return us Divine destiny, will give us the 

Kingdom of heaven festival. In addition to the sense of enlightenment, humans live, work, act 

normally, do not need to bother and force yourself to do any special job. We do not need to tie 

ourselves into things like; vegetarian, pagodas, churches, mosques, pursuing the practice, sect, 

yoga, meditation, rituals, any forms. All these mentioned are only one part in human illusion, 

outdated games of old era. 

Thus, "one has to do in order to meet the new challenges is completely untie oneself, 

completely wipe oneself from past platforms and meet the new challenges again ". J. 

Krishnamurti.

It is time for us to live with happiness, stay away sadness, living in peace, away from 

unstable things, living positive and stay away negative. In fact,We are still in the process of 

secular experience, therefore we are not happy all the time. Our current fate still suffer inevitable

worries, muon phien in life, however we should live happily. Our thoughts, our views are 
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important in lives. Always think positively, and hope in beauty of tomorrow, it is the best way to 

xua tan muon phien, worries. It is proved that what man think of, they will become true. It is not 

nonsense when thinking positively, they are messages sent to center of universe, and it is request 

for God to implement our wishes. It is waste of energy when worrying and muon phien Most of 

them do not happen in the reality, they just happen as plan consciously. Things happen as plan 

with consciousness is mostly opposite to what we imagine in worry. Therefore, in order to enjoy 

happy and pleasant life, we should try to finish things today happily. Things of tomorrow let 

solve tomorrow, do not so worry and get attention for what will happen tomorrow.

In this era, humans beings should aware of happiness, stained, love, empathy, compassion, 

charity, tolerance, generosity, humility, forgiveness, sharing, cordial, simple, rustic, closeness, 

honesty and always be grateful for what life has given us. All mentioned above can only 

convey part of “Đạo” and “Đức”, part of consciousness and soul, a part of wisdom and love. 

However, we just need to act consciously enough to get to Kingdom of heaven. Indeed, "What 

moral does is giving us freedom" and yes, our souls will be entirely free, if we are always 

aware of the moral consciousness.

God, the first and last Holy Divine

Consciousness, the first and last one 
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